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Abstract

This thesis presents various techniques that aim at enabling more effective and more efficient approaches for automatic software verification.

After a brief motivation why automatic software verification is getting ever more relevant, we continue with detailing the formalism used in this thesis and on the concepts it is built on.

We then describe the design and implementation of the value analysis, an analysis for automatic software verification that tracks state information concretely. From a thorough evaluation based on well over 4000 verification tasks from the latest edition of the International Competition on Software Verification (SV-COMP), we learn that this plain value analysis leads to an efficient verification process for many verification tasks, but at the same time, fails to solve other verification tasks due to state-space explosion. From this insight we infer that some form of abstraction technique must be added to the value analysis in order to also allow the successful verification of large and complex verification tasks.

As a solution, we propose to incorporate counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) and interpolation into the value domain. To this end, we design a novel interpolation procedure, that extracts from infeasible counterexamples interpolants for the value domain, allowing to form a precision strong enough to exclude these infeasible counterexamples, and to make progress in the CEGAR loop. We then describe several optimizations and extensions to these concepts, such that the value analysis with CEGAR becomes competitive for automatic software verification.

As the next step, we combine the value analysis with CEGAR with a predicate analysis, to obtain a more precise and efficient composite analysis based on CEGAR. This composite analysis is indeed on a par with the world’s leading software verification tools, as witnessed by the results of SV-COMP’13 where this approach achieved the 2nd place in the overall ranking.

After having available competitive CEGAR-based analyses for the value domain, the predicate domain, and the combination thereof, we then turn our attention to techniques that have the goal to make all these CEGAR-based approaches more successful. Our first novel idea in this regard is based on the concept of infeasible sliced prefixes, which allow the computation of different precisions from a single infeasible counterexample. This adds choice to the CEGAR loop, while without this enhancement, no choice for a specific precision, i.e., a specific refinement, is possible.
In our evaluation we show, for both the value analysis and the predicate analysis, that choosing different infeasible sliced prefixes during the refinement step leads to major differences in verification effectiveness and verification efficiency.

Extending on the concept of infeasible sliced prefixes, we define several heuristics in order to precisely select a single refinement from a set of possible refinements. We make this new concept, which we refer to as guided refinement selection, available to both the value and predicate analysis, and in a large-scale evaluation we try to answer the question which selection technique leads to well suited abstractions and thus, to a more effective verification process. Additionally, we present the idea of inter-analysis refinement selection, where the refinement component of a composite analysis may decide which of its component analyses is best to be refined, and in yet another evaluation we highlight the positive effects of this technique.

Finally, we present the results of SV-COMP’16, where the verifier we contributed and which is based on the concepts and ideas presented in this thesis achieved the 1st place in the category \texttt{DeviceDriversLinux64}.
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1 Introduction

In the first chapter we motivate why software verification is needed in the first place, and why it would be important to automate the process of software verification. We then briefly outline the contributions made in this thesis that allow us to inch closer to this ambitious goal.

1.1 The Need For Software Verification

Over the past decades, software has become ever more important in our daily lives — we use software when we grab our mobile or smart phone, when we gesture on our tablets, when we work on our computer in the office or at home, and even in the household when we use the washer, dryer, or modern kitchen utensils. Besides private life, software systems are nowadays also ubiquitous in practically every part of society, be it traffic control on streets, rails, water, or in the air, in the medical, financial, or public sector, or in the industry. While a software malfunction of one’s private device is considered a mild annoyance, the failure of a software system running in a manufacturing plant, or errors in an air-traffic control system may have catastrophic consequences.

Testing is the predominant way to increase the confidence that a piece of software behaves correctly, and by combining several forms of testing \cite{testing}, such as unit testing, integration testing, system testing, user acceptance testing, and others, one can reach a level of test coverage such that the software under test can be considered error free. But for a sufficiently complex program, no matter how many test cases exist, testing can in general only be used to reveal the presence of bugs, but never to prove their absence \cite{testing}.

Also due to the inherent incompleteness of testing, fierce bugs may remain existent in software while it is already running on production systems, and until these bugs are finally fixed they remain to be a threat, either because the software simply does not work as intended, or because the bug can be exploited by an attacker to, e.g., compromise the whole system where the faulty software is deployed.

In the last couple of years, several extremely dangerous bugs where found in popular software. For example, the bug informally known as “Heartbleed”\cite{heartbleed} allows

\begin{footnote}{https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2014-0160}

data theft and impersonation of services and users through a vulnerability in the widely used OpenSSL cryptographic software library. The security bug informally known as “Shellshock”\cite{CVE-2014-6271} allows an attacker to execute arbitrary code on a machine running a vulnerable version of the Unix Bash shell, a program running on countless servers accessible through the internet. By exploiting the bug informally known as “Stagefright”\cite{CVE-2015-1538} an attacker can gain elevated access and execute remote code on vulnerable versions of the Android operating system, to date the most popular operating system for smart phones. A bug known informally as “goto fail”\cite{CVE-2014-1266} allows man-in-the-middle attacks against computers running the Mac OS X operating system. Finally, home and office computers are regularly threatened while connected to the internet, due to critical flaws in the popular browser plug-ins for Java\cite{CVE-2014-6271} or Flash\cite{CVE-2014-6271} which are actively used by attackers to gain unauthorized access to these machines.

These examples demonstrate that, especially for complex, safety-critical software, it is desirable to prove that this software is correct and free of errors. With software verification one is able to prove the correctness of a piece of software\cite{was}. This can be achieved by formal verification\cite{tab3,Tab4}, a manual process similar to theorem proving, or by interactive systems\cite{Tab5,Tab6}, which, in their core, make use of the fundamental principles from formal verification, such that the user and verification system assist each other to obtain proofs for complex software.

With software systems getting more and more complex, the interest for software verification is also on the rise, and ideas and tools for automatic software verification have become a central part of research in computer science, and with this thesis we try to contribute new ideas and tools for automatic software verification, as well.

### 1.2 Automatic Software Verification

In a large-scale, industrial setting, automatic software verification is the only realistic option\cite{Tab7,Tab8,Tab9,Tab10} to cope with the demand of software to be verified. In such a setting, a software verification tool, also referred to as software verifier, is tasked to answer the question if a given piece of software or program is correct, i.e., if it conforms to a given specification. Such a specification may state that for all possible executions of the verification task no division by zero may occur, or no assertion or exception may be raised, or no buffer may overflow. Typically, and also throughout this thesis, the specification is part of the verification task, and the specification is

\footnote{A counterexample is immediately available in case the software contains an error.}
regarded as violated if there exists an execution of the verification task such that a
specific statement in the verification task is reachable [10][14]. So in essence, checking
the specification is reduced to checking the reachability of a program statement. This
problem is also known as the reachability problem.

Unfortunately, in general the reachability problem is undecidable, as it can be
reduced to the halting problem [104]. Due to this inherent complexity of software
verification two distinct directions of research have developed. On the one hand
there is software model checking, where for a verification task a model is computed,
e.g., by enumerating all reachable states of this verification task, and then it is
checked if any of the reachable states violates the specification. Classic software
model checking [44], inspired by the success of hardware model checking, has the
advantages that it is precise, in the sense that in theory it does not report false
alarms, and that a found specification violation can be mapped easily to a concrete
counterexample. However, for complex verification tasks, classic software model
checking hardly does scale. So, on the other hand there is static analysis, which,
not only throughout this thesis, is also referred to as program analysis or abstract
interpretation [47]. This technique mitigates the complexity of software verification
by computing a rather coarse over-approximation for a given verification task, which
helps to reduce the computational complexity at the expense of being less precise,
i.e., many false alarms may be reported.

The concept of configurable program analysis (CPA) [21] subsumes both these
two approaches in one general framework, and it facilitates the fine-grained control
over the verification process not only in this aspect. All contributions in this thesis
are formalized towards coherence with the CPA framework, and the respective
implementations are integrated in the open-source software verifier CPACHECKER8
and in the following we briefly outline these contributions.

1.3 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are detailed chronologically in the respective chapters,
i.e., a subsequent contribution represents an extension of the former contribution.
Figure 1.1 depicts how the individual contributions build upon each other.

The purpose of the very first contribution stems from the idea to create an analysis
that complements the predominant symbolic analyses, like for example verifiers that
are based on predicate abstraction9[7][18][24].

8http://cpachecker.sosy-lab.org/
9Throughout this thesis we refer to an analysis from this class of analyses as predicate analysis.
Figure 1.1: Overview of the contributions made in this thesis
1.3 Contributions

1.3.1 Value Analysis with CEGAR and Interpolation

Due to massive advancements in the fields of satisfiability theories (SAT) and satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solving during the last two decades, symbolic analyses enjoy great success in the field of software verification [10,11,12,13,14]. Still, for some classes of verification tasks, the SAT and SMT solvers used as decision procedures in many verifiers are not always well suited or are simply overwhelmed by the complexity of some verification tasks.

Due to that, we designed an analysis that does not rely on external decision procedures, but instead borrows ideas from static analysis, concrete execution and explicit-state model checking. We called this analysis value analysis, because it tracks the concrete values of program variables in a domain we refer to as the value domain. The design and implementation of this analysis itself already proves to be beneficial, and we extended it by defining counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) and interpolation for the value domain. This did not only extend the successful application of the value analysis to more verification tasks, but the CEGAR and interpolation scheme of the value domain was also successfully applied to other domains similar to the value domain, e.g., to an octagon domain and a symbolic execution analysis. Hence, any advancements in the CEGAR technique are now applicable to predicate analyses, as well as to all analyses compatible with our CEGAR approach designed for the value domain.

Our paper covering this contribution was accepted for publication at FASE’13 [26].

1.3.2 Precise and Efficient Composite Analysis based on CEGAR

The central design decision of the value analysis is its simplicity, i.e., its reluctance to track any information symbolically. Therefore, especially for verification tasks that expose non-deterministic behavior, the value analysis alone is less precise than a symbolic analysis could be, and the value analysis may, by mistake, report specification violations for error-free verification tasks.

To counteract this imprecision, we conceived a novel composite analysis, featuring the value analysis and a predicate analysis, where both of the component analyses incorporate the CEGAR technique. In order to keep the composite analysis closer to the characteristics of the value analysis, we designed the refinement protocol of the composite analysis in such a way, that, by default, first the CEGAR and interpolation scheme of the value analysis is tasked to perform a refinement, and only if the expressiveness of the value domain is insufficient, then this gap is filled with the computational more expensive predicate analysis.

The result is an analysis that is both precise and efficient, as confirmed by the results of the International Competition on Software Verification (SV-COMP) where
our verifier won the silver medal in three sub-categories as well as in the overall ranking [11].

Our competition contribution was accepted for publication at SV-COMP’13 [83].

1.3.3 Refinements over Infeasible Sliced Prefixes

Despite the success of the composite analysis that features the value analysis and a predicate analysis, there remain verification tasks that neither of the analyses alone nor the composite approach solves. One reason for the verification process not converging in a timely fashion is because the facts extracted by the interpolation engine during CEGAR iterations are not always well suited for the analysis. For example, in case of the value analysis the interpolation engine might tell the analysis to track loop-counter variables, which often leads to state-space explosion and then to the divergence of the analysis. Similarly, for the predicate analysis the interpolation engine might tell the analysis again and again to track another inequality predicate about a loop-counter variable, but without finding a valid bound for this loop-counter variable, which eventually also leads to divergence of the analysis.

We designed an algorithm that extracts from one interpolation problem a set of interpolation problems, and thus giving the verifier more control over the interpolation process even in the case where external decision procedures like SMT solvers are used for interpolation. This novel contribution allows us to consider an interpolation problem as optimization problem, while also relaxing the black-box characteristics of interpolation engines.

Our paper covering this contribution was accepted for publication at FORTE’15 [30].

1.3.4 Guided Refinement Selection

With infeasible sliced prefixes being available an interpolation problem may be seen as optimization problem, but it is yet unclear how to capitalize from this insight.

Therefore, we extracted various (quality) criteria for refinements, which allow us to formulate heuristics to compute a ranking for a set of refinements and, based on the heuristics, select a refinement according to that resulting ranking. Based on a huge evaluation performed both for the value as well as for the predicate analysis, we investigated the effect of guided refinement selection using different heuristics. We furthermore devised the concept of inter-analysis refinement selection, where for a composite analysis we query heuristics to decide which of the component analyses is best to be refined in order to allow the composite analysis to converge faster.

Our paper covering this contribution was accepted for publication at SPIN’15 [29].
1.3.5 Contribution to SV-COMP’16

We incorporated all contributions listed above into CPAchecker, and we participated with the respective configuration in SV-COMP’16 [14].

Our competition contribution was accepted for publication at SV-COMP’16 [84], and our verifier won the gold medal in the category DeviceDriversLinux64.

1.3.6 Availability of Implementations and Experimental Data

All our implementations are integrated into CPAchecker, and they are freely and publicly available. In order to allow reproducibility of all evaluations in this thesis, we provide the full results and raw data on our supplementary web page available at http://www.sosy-lab.org/research/phd/loewe/.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

- After this brief introductory chapter some more background on (automatic) software verification is presented in Chapter 2.

- The value analysis is introduced in Chapter 3.

- The concepts of interpolation and CEGAR for the value domain are detailed in Chapter 4.

- In Chapter 5 we discuss optimizations for the newly designed interpolation procedure and the CEGAR technique of the value domain, and also comment on the endeavor of our further research on the topic of value domain refinement.

- Chapter 6 holds the details around the composite analysis, which features the value analysis and a predicate analysis.

- After that, the concept of infeasible sliced prefixes is introduced in Chapter 7, and in Chapter 8 this is extended to address intra- and inter-analysis refinement selection.

- In Chapter 9 we discuss our contribution to SV-COMP’16 and its current state after further development.

- Chapter 10 provides a summary of the thesis as well as a brief outlook on further research directions.
2 Background

The previous chapter emphasized the importance of software correctness, and we outlined several techniques that are available for improving the quality of software, such as testing, theorem proving, or automatic software verification, with the latter being in the focus of this thesis. In this chapter we now turn the attention to the theoretical background of software verification. This is needed to explain the ideas and concepts for automatic software verification presented in this thesis.

Hence, this chapter will introduce the basics around programs, the control-flow automaton (CFA) of programs, as well as define the semantics of programs, paths, and operations. This builds the basis for defining the CPA concept, which incorporates an abstract domain, a transfer relation, and other operators, that together allow formulating a reachability algorithm, namely the CPA algorithm. Finally, one possible instantiation of the CEGAR algorithm is presented, along with the notion of interpolation, so that when all is put together, flexible and efficient algorithms for automatic software verification can be designed.

2.1 Programs, Control-Flow Automaton, and Semantics

We restrict the presentation to a simple imperative programming language, where all operations are either assignments or assume operations, and all program variables range over integers.

A program is represented by a CFA $A$, with $A = (L, l_0, G)$, which consists of a set $L$ of program locations, modeling the program counter, an initial program location $l_0 \in L$, representing the program entry, and a set $G \subseteq L \times \text{Ops} \times L$ of control-flow edges, modeling the operations that are executed when control flows from one program location to the next. The set of program variables that occur in operations from $\text{Ops}$ is denoted by $X$.

A verification task $P = (A, l_e)$ consists of a CFA $A$ representing the program, and a target location $l_e \in L$, which represents the specification, i.e., “the program must not reach location $l_e$.”

A concrete data state of a program is a variable assignment $cd : X \to \mathbb{Z}$, which assigns to each program variable a value from the set $\mathbb{Z}$ of integer values.

A concrete state of a program is a pair $(l, cd)$, where $l \in L$ is a program location and $cd$ is a concrete data state. The set of all concrete states of a program is called $C$. 
A region $\rho$ represents a set concrete states for which the following holds: $\rho \subseteq C$.

We denote the definition range for a function $f$ as $\text{def}(f) = \{x \mid \exists y : f(x) = y\}$, and the restriction of a function $f$ to a new definition range $Y$ by $f|_Y = f \cap (Y \times \mathbb{Z})$.

Each edge $g \in G$ defines a labeled transition relation $\xrightarrow{g} \subseteq C \times \{g\} \times C$. The complete transition relation $\Rightarrow$ is the union over all control-flow edges: $\Rightarrow = \bigcup_{g \in G} \xrightarrow{g}$.

We write $c \xrightarrow{g} c'$ if $(c, g, c') \in \Rightarrow$, and $c \xrightarrow{g}$ if there exists an edge $g$ with $c \xrightarrow{g} c'$.

A path $\sigma$ is a sequence $\langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_n, l_n) \rangle$ of pairs of an operation and a location. The path $\sigma$ is called a program path, if the path $\sigma$ represents a syntactic walk through the CFA, i.e., for every $i$ with $1 \leq i \leq n$ there exists an edge $g = (l_{i-1}, op_i, l_i)$, and $l_0$ is the initial program location. The result of appending the pair $(op_n, l_n)$ to a path $\sigma = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_m, l_m) \rangle$ is defined as $\sigma \land (op_n, l_n) = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_m, l_m), (op_n, l_n) \rangle$, and the result of appending the sequence $\langle (op_n, l_n), \ldots, (op_p, l_p) \rangle$ to a path $\sigma = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_m, l_m) \rangle$ is defined as $\sigma \land \langle (op_n, l_n), \ldots, (op_p, l_p) \rangle = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_m, l_m), (op_n, l_n), \ldots, (op_p, l_p) \rangle$.

A constraint sequence $\gamma_\sigma = \langle op_1, \ldots, op_n \rangle$ is defined through the sequence of operations occurring in the path $\sigma = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_n, l_n) \rangle$ it is associated with.

## 2.2 Configurable Program Analysis

All contributions in this thesis are based on the CPA concept \[21\] and its extensions to CPA+ \[22\]. In the following, if we refer to CPA, this always denotes CPA+.

A CPA $\mathcal{D} = (D, \Pi, \xrightarrow{\cdot}, \text{merge}, \text{stop}, \text{prec})$ is an abstract reachability analysis that operates on a CFA and consists of an abstract domain $D$, a set of precisions $\Pi$, a transfer relation $\xrightarrow{\cdot}$, and the three operators $\text{merge}$, $\text{stop}$, and $\text{prec}$. The following paragraphs, describing each individual component of such a CPA, are taken from existing work \[22\].

### 2.2.1 Abstract Domain

The abstract domain $D = (C, \mathcal{E}, [\cdot])$ is defined by the set $C$ of concrete states, the semi-lattice $\mathcal{E}$ of abstract states, and a concretization function $[\cdot]$.

The semi-lattice $\mathcal{E} = (E, \top, \bot, \subseteq, \cup)$ consists of the (possibly infinite) set $E$ of abstract domain elements, the top element $\top \in E$, the bottom element $\bot \in E$, the partial order $\subseteq \subseteq E \times E$, and the join operator $\cup : E \times E \to E$.

The function $\cup$ yields the least upper bound for two lattice elements, and the symbols $\top$ and $\bot$ denote the least upper bound and the greatest lower bound of the set $E$, respectively.

The concretization function $[\cdot] : E \to 2^C$ assigns to each abstract state $e$ its meaning, i.e., the set of concrete states that it represents.
2.2 Configurable Program Analysis

For soundness of the program analysis, the abstract domain has to fulfill the following requirements:

(a) \( [[\top]] = C \) and \( [[\bot]] = \emptyset \)

(b) \( \forall e, e' \in E : e \sqsubseteq e' \Rightarrow [e] \subseteq [e'] \)

(c) \( \forall e, e' \in E : [e \sqcup e'] \supseteq [e] \cup [e'] \)

\( (\text{the join operator is precise or over-approximates } [e] \cup [e']) \)

Requirement (c) is implied by (b) and the fact that \( \sqcup \) yields the least upper bound.

2.2.2 Precision

The set of precisions \( \Pi \) determines the possible precisions \( \pi \in \Pi \) of the abstract domain. The program analysis uses the elements \( \pi \) from \( \Pi \) to keep track of different precisions for different abstract states from \( E \). As such, a pair \( (e, \pi) \in E \times \Pi \) is called abstract state \( e \) with precision \( \pi \). The operators of the abstract domain are parametric in the precision. In the remainder of this thesis the precision may be omitted if clear from context or when it is unnecessary for describing the characteristics of a component.

2.2.3 Transfer Relation

The transfer relation \( \leadsto \subseteq E \times G \times E \times \Pi \) assigns to each abstract state \( e \) possible new abstract states \( e' \) with precision \( p \) which are abstract successors of \( e \), and each transfer is labeled with a control-flow edge \( g \). We write \( e \overset{g}{\leadsto}(e', \pi) \) if \( (e, g, e', \pi) \in \leadsto \), and \( e \overset{g}{\leadsto}(e', \pi) \) if there exists an edge \( g \) with \( e \overset{g}{\leadsto}(e', \pi) \).

The transfer relation has to fulfill the following requirement:

(d) \( \forall e \in E, g \in G, \pi \in \Pi : \)
\[ \bigcup_{c \in [e]} [c'] \supseteq \bigcup_{c \in [e]} \{ c' | c \overset{g}{\rightarrow} c' \} \]
\( (\text{the transfer relation over-approximates operations for every fixed precision}) \)

2.2.4 Merge Operator

The merge operator \( \text{merge} : E \times E \times \Pi \rightarrow E \) weakens the second parameter using information from the first parameter, and potentially returns a new abstract state with the precision given as third parameter.

The merge operator has to fulfill the following requirement:

(e) \( \forall e, e' \in E, \pi \in \Pi : e' \sqsubseteq \text{merge}(e, e', \pi) \)
\( (\text{the result of } \text{merge} \text{ can only be more abstract than the second parameter}) \)
2 Background

There are two straightforward implementations for merge. One implementation, to which we refer to as $\text{merge}_{\text{sep}}$, does not combine states at all, but instead just returns the second parameter unchanged, i.e., $\text{merge}_{\text{sep}}(e, e', \pi) = e'$. The other approach, called $\text{merge}_{\text{join}}$, implements the merge operator based on the join operator $\sqcup$ of the lattice, i.e., $\text{merge}_{\text{join}}(e, e', \pi) = e \sqcup e'$. However, note that, with respect to the lattice, the result of $\text{merge}(e, e', \pi)$ may be anything between $e'$ and $\top$.

2.2.5 Stop Operator

The termination check $\text{stop} : \mathbb{E} \times 2^\mathbb{E} \times \Pi \rightarrow \mathbb{B}$ checks if the abstract state given as the first parameter with the precision given as the third parameter, is subsumed by the set of abstract states given as the second parameter. The termination check can, for example, go through the elements of the set $R$ that is given as the second parameter and search for a single element that, in accordance to the partial order $\sqsubseteq$, subsumes the first parameter, or —if $D$ is a power-set domain\footnote{A power-set domain is an abstract domain such that $[e \cup e'] = [e] \cup [e']$.}— can join the elements of $R$ to check if $R$ subsumes the first parameter.

The termination check has to fulfill the following requirement:

$$\forall e \in \mathbb{E}, R \subseteq \mathbb{E}, \pi \in \Pi :$$
$$\text{stop}(e, R, \pi) = \text{true} \implies [e] \subseteq \bigcup_{e' \in R} [e']$$

(if an abstract state $e$ is considered to be covered by $R$, then every concrete state represented by $e$ is represented by some abstract state from $R$)

Hence, two straightforward implementations of this operator are $\text{stop}_{\text{sep}}(e, R) = (\exists e' \in R : e \sqsubseteq e')$ and $\text{stop}_{\text{join}}(e, R) = (e \sqsubseteq \sqcup R)$.

2.2.6 Precision-Adjustment Operator

The precision-adjustment operator $\text{prec} : \mathbb{E} \times \Pi \times 2^\mathbb{E} \times \Pi \rightarrow \mathbb{E} \times \Pi$ computes a new abstract state and a new precision for a given abstract state with precision and a set of abstract states with precision. The precision-adjustment operator is applied after the transfer relation $\rightsquigarrow$ and may perform widening of the abstract state, in addition to changing the precision.

The precision-adjustment operator has to fulfill the following requirement:

$$\forall e, \hat{e} \in \mathbb{E}, \pi, \hat{\pi} \in \Pi, R \subseteq \mathbb{E} \times \Pi :$$
$$\hat{e}, \hat{\pi} = \text{prec}(e, \pi, R) \implies [e] \subseteq [\hat{e}]$$

2.3 CPA Algorithm

Based on the components of the CPA concept from above, one can formulate the CPA algorithm (cf. Algorithm\footnote{A power-set domain is an abstract domain such that $[e \cup e'] = [e] \cup [e']$.}).
2.3 CPA Algorithm

Algorithm 1: CPA($D, R_0, W_0$) (taken from [26])

Input: a CPA $D = (D, \Pi, \leadsto, \text{merge}, \text{stop}, \text{prec})$, an initial set $R_0 \subseteq (E \times \Pi)$ of abstract states with their precision, a subset $W_0 \subseteq R_0$ of frontier abstract states with their precision

Output: a pair with (1) a set of reachable abstract states with their precision and (2) a set of frontier abstract states with their precision

Variables: a set $\text{reached} \subseteq E \times \Pi$ and a set $\text{waitlist} \subseteq E \times \Pi$

1. $\text{reached} := R_0$
2. $\text{waitlist} := W_0$
3. While $\text{waitlist} \neq \emptyset$
   4. Choose $(e, \pi)$ from $\text{waitlist}$
   5. $\text{waitlist} := \text{waitlist} \setminus \{(e, \pi)\}$
   6. foreach $e'$ with $e \leadsto (e', \pi)$ do
      7. $(\hat{e}, \hat{\pi}) = \text{prec}(e', \pi, \text{reached})$
      8. if isTargetState$(\hat{e})$ then
         9. return $(\text{reached} \cup \{(\hat{e}, \hat{\pi})\}, \text{waitlist} \cup \{(\hat{e}, \hat{\pi})\})$
      10. foreach $(e'', \pi'') \in \text{reached}$ do
           11. $e_{\text{new}} := \text{merge}(\hat{e}, e'', \hat{\pi})$
           12. if $e_{\text{new}} \neq e''$ then
                13. $\text{reached} := (\text{reached} \cup \{(e_{\text{new}}, \hat{\pi})\}) \setminus \{(e'', \pi'')\}$
                14. $\text{waitlist} := (\text{waitlist} \cup \{(e_{\text{new}}, \hat{\pi})\}) \setminus \{(e'', \pi'')\}$
           15. if $\neg \text{stop}(\hat{e}, \{e | (e, \cdot) \in \text{reached}\}, \hat{\pi})$ then
                16. $\text{reached} := \text{reached} \cup \{(\hat{e}, \hat{\pi})\}$
                17. $\text{waitlist} := \text{waitlist} \cup \{(\hat{e}, \hat{\pi})\}$
      18. return $(\text{reached}, \emptyset)$

The CPA algorithm gets as input a CPA $D$ as well as two sets of abstract states with their precision, namely the sets $R_0$ and $W_0$. Normally, the set $R_0$ is initially empty, and the set $W_0$ contains only the initial abstract state. These two sets are then used to initialize the sets $\text{reached}$ and $\text{waitlist}$.

The set $\text{reached}$ stores all abstract states with their precision that are found to be reachable. The set $\text{waitlist}$ stores all abstract states with their precision that are not yet processed, i.e., the frontier, and during the course of the algorithm, i.e., during the state-space exploration, these two sets are being updated continuously.

After the initialization phase of the algorithm, an abstract state with its precision is chosen and removed from the $\text{waitlist}$, and its successors are computed according to the transfer relation. For each of these successor states, the algorithm adjusts the precision of the individual successor using the precision-adjustment operator $\text{prec}$. If the successor is a target state, i.e., it corresponds to the target location $l_e$, then
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the algorithm terminates, returning the pair of sets \textit{reached} and \textit{waitlist} —possibly as input for a subsequent precision refinement— as shown below (cf. Algorithm 2). Otherwise, using the operator \textit{merge}, the abstract successor state is combined with each existing abstract state from \textit{reached}. If the operator \textit{merge} results in a new abstract state with information added from the new successor (the old abstract state is subsumed) then the old abstract state with its precision is replaced by the new abstract state with its precision in the sets \textit{reached} and \textit{waitlist}. If after the \textit{merge} step the resulting new abstract state with its precision is covered by the set \textit{reached} —that is, \textit{stop} returned true— then further exploration of this abstract state is stopped. Otherwise, the abstract state with its precision is added to the set \textit{reached} and to the set \textit{waitlist}. Finally, once the set \textit{waitlist} is empty, the set \textit{reached} is returned in a pair along with the empty \textit{waitlist}.

For simplicity, the collections \textit{reached} and \textit{waitlist} are represented as simple sets here, but mind that the \textit{waitlist} is implemented as priority queue, such that choosing from the \textit{waitlist} can be configured from the outside. Furthermore, on top of the set \textit{reached} there exists an implementation of a graph structure that we call abstract reachability graph (ARG) \cite{18}, and which is sketched in the following section.

2.4 Abstract Reachability Graph

The ARG represents the abstract model of a verification task, and it results from running a CPA on the CFA of the respective verification task, for example by using the CPA algorithm from above. So essentially, the ARG represents the unrolling of a CFA with a specific CPA. Hence, ARGs are different for different input CFAs, but also for two identical input CFAs the resulting ARGs usually differ if the analyses are performed using different or differently configured CPAs.

Besides representing a region of concrete data states, e.g., through an abstract variable assignment (cf. Section \ref{sec:abstract_variable}) or a first-order formula \cite{24}, each abstract state contained in the ARG usually wraps further auxiliary state information, such as the respective program location and the call stack at which this abstract state has been computed.

In addition, the ARG encapsulates two more pieces of information that are of importance. First, it has encoded the (transitive) predecessor-successor relation between the abstract states, and second, it knows which pairs of abstract states are in a coverage relation. The predecessor-successor relation is a minimal requirement for CEGAR, because CEGAR operates on counterexamples and we need to provide these counterexamples, i.e., the paths leading from the initial state to a state identified as potential target state, to the CEGAR algorithm, which we introduce in the following.
2.5 Counterexample-Guided Abstraction Refinement

CEGAR is a technique for automatic, iterative refinement of an abstract model [43], which is based on the following four building blocks:

1. a state-space exploration algorithm, computing the abstract model,
2. a precision, defining the current level of abstraction,
3. a feasibility check, deciding if an error path is feasible, and
4. a refinement procedure, enabling the creation of a more precise abstract model.

Algorithm 2 shows one, general instantiation of an algorithm following the CEGAR approach. It uses the algorithm CPA (cf. Algorithm 1) as state-space exploration algorithm, and an abstract domain that is formalized as a CPA with dynamic precision adjustment $\mathcal{D}$ (cf. Section 2.2). The CPA uses a set $E$ of abstract states and a set $\Pi$ of precisions. As described above, the main purpose of the CPA algorithm is to compute

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 2: CEGAR($\mathcal{D}, (e_0, \pi_0)$) (taken from [30])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variables</strong>: a set $\text{reached} \subseteq E \times \Pi$, a set $\text{waitlist} \subseteq E \times \Pi$, an error path $\sigma = \langle (\text{op}_0, l_0), \ldots, (\text{op}_n, l_n) \rangle$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. $\text{reached} := \{ (e_0, \pi_0) \}$
2. $\text{waitlist} := \{ (e_0, \pi_0) \}$
3. $\pi := \pi_0$

4. **while** $\text{true}$ **do**
   
5. **if** $\text{waitlist} = \emptyset$ **then**
   
   // no error path found: verdict is $\text{true}$

6. **return** $\text{true}$

7. $\sigma := \text{ExtractErrorPath}(\text{reached})$

8. **if** $\text{IsFeasible}(\sigma)$ **then**

   // error path is feasible: verdict is $\text{false}$, report bug

9. **return** $\text{false}$

10. **else**

   // error path is infeasible: restart with refined precision

11. $\pi := \pi \cup \text{Refine}(\sigma)$

12. $\text{reached} := \{ (e_0, \pi) \}$

13. $\text{waitlist} := \{ (e_0, \pi) \}$
the set \( \text{reached} \) and \( \text{waitlist} \), which represent the current reachable abstract states with precisions and the frontier, respectively. In accordance to the CEGAR concept, the CPA algorithm is initially run with \( \pi_0 \) as coarse initial precision (usually \( \pi_0 = \emptyset \)). If all program states have been exhaustively checked, indicated by an empty \( \text{waitlist} \), and no target state was reached, then the CEGAR algorithm terminates and reports the verdict \( \text{true} \), i.e., the verification task is considered safe. If the CPA algorithm finds an error in the abstract state space, i.e., a counterexample for the given specification, then it stops and returns the yet incomplete sets \( \text{reached} \) and \( \text{waitlist} \). Now the corresponding abstract error path \( \sigma \) is extracted from the set \( \text{reached} \) using the procedure \( \text{ExtractErrorPath}^2 \) and passed to the procedure \( \text{IsFeasible} \) for the feasibility check, where this extracted abstract error path is reevaluated with full precision. If the abstract error path \( \sigma \) is found to be feasible also with full precision, this means there exists a corresponding concrete error path, and this concrete error path represents a violation of the specification. Hence, the algorithm terminates, returning the verdict \( \text{false} \) and reporting the bug. If, however, the error path \( \sigma \) is found to be infeasible, i.e., it is not corresponding to a concrete program path, then the current precision \( \pi \) was too coarse and needs to be refined. The refinement procedure is represented here by the procedure \( \text{Refine} \) returning a precision that is strong enough to exclude this infeasible error path from future state-space explorations. This returned precision is used to extend the current precision \( \pi \) of the CPA algorithm, which re-computes the sets \( \text{reached} \) and \( \text{waitlist} \) based on this new, refined precision in the next iteration of the CEGAR loop.

The above describes the standard CEGAR approach, i.e., after each and every refinement the sets \( \text{reached} \) and \( \text{waitlist} \) are reset and the state-space exploration starts anew, then with the refined precision as returned by the procedure \( \text{Refine} \). If combining CEGAR with the concept of lazy abstraction \( [69] \), the overall analysis may become more efficient. This is made possible by one of the key ingredients of lazy abstraction, namely that after a refinement only those parts of the sets \( \text{reached} \) and \( \text{waitlist} \) are removed that needed to be refined, while leaving the remainder of the explored state space unchanged. Hence, the state-space exploration continues from there using the newly refined precision, without the need of recomputing those parts of the state space that remain unaffected from this refinement anyway. For selectively removing parts of the sets \( \text{reached} \) and \( \text{waitlist} \) there must be means to obtain all descendants of an abstract state, as well as to restore the consistency of the coverage relation after a lazy refinement, i.e., CEGAR with lazy abstraction requires an ARG to be available. Our implementation is based on the CPACHECKER which already provides these functionalities through the well-established ARGCPA (cf. Section 2.7).

\(^2\)In the implementation the path is extracted using the predecessor-successor relation of the ARG.
2.6 Interpolation

As shown in the previous section, the CEGAR algorithm needs some implementation for the procedure Refine, which is responsible for refining the precision employed in the state-space exploration algorithm, such that the infeasible counterexamples get excluded one after the other. There exist several different possibilities for realizing such a refinement procedure, e.g., mining predicates [34], statically computing invariants [76], or invariant generation [54], but arguably, the most prominent and successful ones in the field of automatic software verification are based on (Craig) interpolation [10,14,49,68,87].

Craig interpolation is a technique from logics that yields for two contradicting formulas an interpolant formula that contains less information than the first formula, but is still expressive enough to contradict the second formula. Formally, for a pair of formulas $\varphi^{-}$ and $\varphi^{+}$ such that $\varphi^{-} \land \varphi^{+}$ is unsatisfiable, a Craig interpolant $\psi$ is a formula that fulfills the following three requirements [49]:

1. the implication $\varphi^{-} \Rightarrow \psi$ holds,
2. the conjunction $\psi \land \varphi^{+}$ is unsatisfiable, and
3. $\psi$ only contains symbols that occur in both $\varphi^{-}$ and $\varphi^{+}$.

Such a Craig interpolant is guaranteed to exist for many useful theories, e.g., the theory of linear arithmetic, as implemented in several SMT solvers. Hence, for software verification, interpolation was first used in the domain of predicate abstraction [68], however, a later chapter will introduce the concept of interpolation also for the value domain [26].

Independent of the analysis domain, interpolants for infeasible error paths are useful for refining the precision of the state-space exploration algorithm, such that these infeasible error paths are excluded in subsequent CEGAR iterations.

2.7 CPAchecker as Verification Framework

CPAchecker [23] is an open-source project made available under the Apache 2.0 license. It is being developed by the members of the Software Systems Lab, led by Dirk Beyer, at the University of Passau. Both source code and binary releases are available from [http://cpachecker.sosy-lab.org](http://cpachecker.sosy-lab.org). CPAchecker is used by practitioners and researchers, for example at the Russian Academy of Science, at the universities of Darmstadt, Hamburg, Paderborn and Vienna, as well as at Verimag in Grenoble.

CPAchecker is designed as an extensible framework for software verification. It is written in Java and the main focus is laid on verification of sequential C programs. The framework uses the C parser from the Eclipse CDT project and offers interfaces to
several SMT solvers, e.g., MathSAT5 [41], SMTInterpol [40], and others, for solving and interpolating over formulae. The paramount design decision of CPAchecker is separation of concerns, thus, many of the standard tasks which are required for virtually any verification approach are implemented as individual, independent CPAs [21] within CPAchecker (cf. Figure 2.1). For example, the program counter is tracked by the LocationCPA, the call stack is modeled by the CallstackCPA, function pointers are resolved by the FunctionPointerCPA, and adherence to the specification is monitored by the SpecificationCPA. The principle of separating concerns is also kept for the main analyses, e.g., for the value analysis or for the predicate analysis, which represent the two main analyses described throughout this thesis. Both these analyses are also implemented as strictly decoupled CPAs within CPAchecker, namely as ValueAnalysisCPA and PredicateCPA, respectively.

Given a user-supplied configuration, any of the CPAs available within CPAchecker may be enabled on a per-demand basis and flexibly recombined to form a parallel composition of analyses by means of the CompositeCPA, which itself may be used to form an ARG-based analysis by wrapping it in the ARGCPA.

Any such CPA can then plugged into a configurable instance of an Algorithm, e.g., the CPAAlgorithm, to perform the state-space exploration for some verification task. Other algorithms, like the CEGARAlgorithm or the CEXCheckAlgorithm can be asked to wrap the CPAAlgorithm, simply by passing in the respective configuration to the CPAchecker framework.
CPAchecker has become one of the most successful tools for automatic software verification, winning a series of gold, silver and bronze medals in every edition of the SV-COMP, and the CPAchecker team was awarded the Kurt Gödel medal for their achievements in the field of automatic software verification.

Note that all contributions described in this thesis are integrated in the CPAchecker framework. The respective approaches have been thoroughly implemented, improved, optimized, and maintained over several years, adding to the overall value and success of the CPAchecker project.
3 Value Analysis

After having laid out the concepts of CPA and the CPA algorithm, we now define an analysis to be used as component analysis within the CPA framework. We call the analysis value analysis, as it tracks the concrete values for the program variables of a verification task.

3.1 Motivation

Current research lays a strong focus on concepts and ideas that propose to perform program analysis symbolically [103], and thus these analyses have to rely on some form of external decision procedure like a SAT or SMT solver. While the respective implementations of this approach perform well on a wide range of verification tasks [10][11][12][13][14], there are also many cases where a fully symbolic approach does not scale because the SAT or SMT solver is overwhelmed. Instead, tracking state information concretely makes the use of external decision procedures unnecessary, which leads to more efficient successor computations. This becomes magnified in presence of bit-operations, because the SMT solvers either must employ bit-precise reasoning, which comes at an even higher computational cost, or they have to over-approximate such operations which introduces imprecision to the analysis. In contrast, an analysis that tracks the values of program variables concretely may decide, and more importantly has the capability, to model bit-level or floating-point operations accurately.

Therefore, to contrast the predominant symbolic analyses, we conceive a value analysis that tracks only concrete values of program variables. However, when compared to symbolic approaches, this design decision does not only come with the advantages outlined above, but there are also a few important disadvantages to bear in mind. The simple state representation of the value analysis—it only tracks concrete assignments of program variables—leads to an analysis that is less precise in the presence of non-deterministic behavior, e.g., introduced due to program variables not being initialized or program variables being assigned from external function calls. Whereas symbolic approaches still can learn some state information in these cases, the value analysis is in general not able to derive any concrete value for a program variable in such a scenario. Moreover, enumerating all possible concrete values for all program variables can easily lead to a huge amount of abstract states, and the
problem of state-space explosion might render the analysis infeasible. Symbolic approaches often allow a more compact state-space representation, which then may help to avoid the problem of state-space explosion. All in all, it is interesting to see if the value analysis we envision is able to compete with symbolic analyses.

Before introducing the formalism for the analysis, we illustrate, on the small example shown in Figure 3.1, how the value analysis operates.

There, the program variables \texttt{int a} and \texttt{int b} are properly initialized, while the program variable \texttt{int c} is left uninitialized. Thus, in the assume operation \texttt{if (c)} in line 8, both branches, i.e., the two assignments \texttt{a = 1} and \texttt{a = 2} need to be taken into account by the analysis, so that the statement \texttt{int f = a - b} can be evaluated for each case. Only this way a complete judgment over the reachability of the \texttt{assert} statement is possible, and the verdict \texttt{true} of the verification task can be reported.

The final ARG, as it looks after having ran the value analysis, is visualized in Figure 3.2. Before the initial state, all program variables are mapped to \texttt{T}, indicating that no valuations for any program variable are known. In the first basic block, the program variables \texttt{int a} and \texttt{int b} are initialized and set to 0 and 1, respectively. Because the program variable \texttt{int c} is left uninitialized, both branches from the assume operation in line 8 are explored. From the condition \texttt{[c == 0]} the analysis can assume the value 0 for the program variable \texttt{int c} in the \texttt{else} branch and

![Figure 3.1: Simple verification task, with its corresponding CFA](image-url)
3.1 Motivation

Figure 3.2: The ARG of the verification task from Figure 3.1, annotated with the assignments of program variables like the value analysis would compute them for the verification task thereafter. Note that from the condition \([c \neq 0]\) the analysis cannot derive any information, as it does not track inequalities. But despite this minor imprecision, in both branches after node N15 the valuation of the program variable \(\text{int } f\) can be evaluated to a deterministic value, which in both branches is not lower than 0, but 0 and 1, respectively. Consequently, the \(\text{else}\) branch of node N16 does not have a successor in neither of the two branches —indicated by the dashed line and faded color— which proves that the failing \(\text{assert}\) statement is unreachable and that the verdict for this verification task is true.

Now, after having introduced the operating mode of the value analysis, the next section discusses related work in that field. After that, we present the formal definitions, in order to pinpoint the semantics of the analysis precisely. These are then used to define the value analysis as individual component CPA in the CPA framework. This is followed by an evaluation of our value analysis, and the conclusion of this first chapter then details the strong points and weak spots of our first approach towards creating an efficient analysis.
3 Value Analysis

3.2 Related Work

There are many different approaches to perform program analysis, and there is also a huge body of techniques and tools for program analysis, making a complete comparison with all available work impossible. Thus, we discuss here only the most prominent approaches for program analysis. In later chapters we compare our verifier to those verifiers that are made visible by their respective authors as successful participants in the SV-COMP editions of the last years [10,11,12,13,14].

The predominant analyses in the field of automatic software verification are based on predicate abstraction [7,9,60,86,100], or they perform bounded model checking [55,64,79,90] or symbolic execution [37,75,78,101]. Some approaches additionally use binary decision diagrams [6,32,36], or combine several of the mentioned techniques [4,85] in parallel or in sequence. Undoubtedly, these analyses have great success [10,11,12,13,14], and this success story is also due to the massive improvements in the field of automatic SAT and SMT solving [39,80,98] achieved during the last decade. All these approaches perform symbolic program analysis, and are therefore not that closely related to our approach, which is based on tracking concrete values of program variables. For a more detailed discussion on these approaches we refer the interested reader to the literature referenced above.

On the other side of the spectrum, there is the field of explicit-state software model checking. In its simplest form explicit-state software model checking enumerates all reachable states of a verification task, a characteristic that makes this approach seem closely related to value analysis that we conceive here. However, in the presence of non-determinism, e.g., stemming from uninitialized program variables or program variables assigned from external function calls, our approach always over-approximates the valuation of such a program variable. In contrast, explicit-state model checking may go as far as generating one state for each possible valuation of a program variable, i.e., for a non-deterministic program variable \texttt{int a} this alone would lead to $2^{32}$ states. The most renowned explicit-state model checkers are \texttt{Spin} [71] and \texttt{Java Path Finder} [66]. \texttt{Java Path Finder} only supports the verification of Java programs, and \texttt{Spin} was originally designed to verify properties of Promela [92] models only, and it is not possible to directly verify C source code with \texttt{Spin}. But, as \texttt{Spin} translates the Promela model internally to a C program, later version allow to embed fragments of C within Promela models. Additionally, when supplying a manually designed test harness description to the tool \texttt{Modex} [73], then the later creates a Promela model from that, which then can be verified with \texttt{Spin}. The more recent explicit-state model checker \texttt{Divine} [8,102] supports the verification of both C and C++ by integrating the highly universal LLVM compiler infrastructure project [81]. However, non-deterministic behavior is not restricted by \texttt{Divine}, i.e., \texttt{Divine} is explicit in non-determinism, so it actually does enumerate all $2^{32}$ possibilities of a non-deterministic program variable.
3.3 Definitions

Besides that, explicit-state model checkers such as Spin, Java Path Finder, or Divine are primarily designed for concurrent systems, while our value analysis mainly targets reachability properties of single-threaded programs.

The main problem of program analyses based on either explicit or symbolic model checking is that of state-space explosion. Program analyses following the abstract interpretation framework [47] mitigate this problem to some extent, because whenever two branches in a program meet again, the defined join operator merges the two individual states available at the end of each branch, such that the result of the join subsumes the information from both branches. So, instead of the two individual branches only one has to be explored further, which lowers the number of abstract states to be enumerated, but at the cost of a lower precision which may lead to lots of false positives, i.e., incorrect false verdicts [21]. Note that we envision our value analysis to be path-sensitive, otherwise it would be too imprecise and almost identical to constant propagation [1]. Two well-known tools that are based on abstract interpretation are the static analyzer Astree [35] and the value analysis of the Frama-C platform [38].

This discussion of techniques and approaches is by no means intended to be complete, as there exist many more approaches for program analysis. For example, there is a plethora of work on pointer analyses, on analyses to check memory safety or verify concurrent programs, as well as analyses to reason about program termination. All these approaches are orthogonal to our value analysis, which is thought to run in a model-checking configuration and to reason over reachability properties in sequential C programs. In the following we will present the basic definitions and concepts of our value analysis and then embed it as CPA into the CPA framework.

3.3 Definitions

An abstract data state, formally defined as abstract variable assignment, represents a region of concrete data states.

An abstract variable assignment is either (1) a partial function \( v : X \rightarrow \mathbb{Z} \) mapping variables in its definition range to integer values, or (2) \( \perp \), which represents no variable assignment (i.e., no value is possible, similar to the predicate false in logic). The special abstract variable assignment \( \top = \emptyset \) does not map any variable to a value and is used as initial abstract variable assignment in a program analysis. We model abstract variable assignments as partial functions because specific variables, despite being declared in the program, may not be represented in abstract variable assignments. This can be due to the analysis not being able to determine a value for a variable, e.g., because a variable is left uninitialized or is assigned to the return value of an
external function call, or because the analysis omitted a variable on purpose for reasons of abstraction.

The definition range of a partial function \( f \) is defined as \( \text{def}(f) = \{ x \mid \exists y : f(x) = y \} \) and the restriction of a partial function \( f \) to a new definition range \( Y \) is defined as \( f|_Y = f \cap (Y \times Z) \). For two partial functions \( f \) and \( f' \), \( f(x) = y \) represents the predicate \( (x,y) \in f \), and \( f(x) = f'(x) \) represents the predicate \( \exists c : (f(x) = c) \land (f'(x) = c) \).

An abstract variable assignment \( v \) represents the set \([v] \) of all concrete data states \( cd \) for which \( v \) is valid, or formally, (1) for \( v = \bot, [v] = [\bot] = \emptyset \), and (2) for all \( v \neq \bot, [v] = \{ \text{cd} \mid \forall x \in \text{def}(v) : v(x) = cd(x) \} \).

The abstract variable assignment \( \bot \) is called contradicting. The implication for abstract variable assignments is defined as follows: \( v \) implies \( v' \) (written \( v \Rightarrow v' \)) if (1) \( v = \bot \), or (2) for all variables \( x \in \text{def}(v') \) we have \( v(x) = v'(x) \). The conjunction for abstract variable assignments \( v \) and \( v' \) is defined as:

\[
v \land v' = \begin{cases} 
\bot & \text{if } v = \bot \text{ or } v' = \bot \\
\{ x \mid (\forall x \in \text{def}(v) \land \text{def}(v') : \neg (v(x) = v'(x)) \} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

An abstract state of a program is a pair \((l,v)\), representing the following set of concrete states: \( \{ (l,cd) \mid cd \in [v] \} \).

The semantics of an operation \( op \in \text{Ops} \) is defined by the strongest post-operator \( \overline{\text{SP}}_{op}(\cdot) \). Given an abstract variable assignment \( v \), the abstract variable assignment \( v' = \overline{\text{SP}}_{op}(v) \) is the resulting abstract variable assignment when executing \( op \) on the input \( v \). Formally, given an abstract variable assignment \( v \) and an assignment operation \( x := \text{exp} \), we have (1) \( \overline{\text{SP}}_{x=\text{exp}}(v) = \bot \) if \( v = \bot \), or (2) \( \overline{\text{SP}}_{x=\text{exp}}(v) = v_{\{x\}} \land v_x \) with

\[
v_x = \begin{cases} 
\{ (x,c) \} & \text{if } c \in \mathbb{Z} \text{ is the result of the arithmetic evaluation of } \text{exp}_v \\
\emptyset & \text{otherwise (if } \text{exp}_v \text{ cannot be evaluated)}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \text{exp}_v \) denotes the interpretation of the expression \( \text{exp} \) for the abstract variable assignment \( v \). Given an abstract variable assignment \( v \) and an assume operation \( [p] \), we have (1) \( \overline{\text{SP}}_{[p]}(v) = \bot \) if \( v = \bot \) or the predicate \( p/v \) is unsatisfiable, or (2) we have \( \overline{\text{SP}}_{[p]}(v) = v \land v_p \) with \( v_p = \{ (x,c) \in (X \setminus \text{def}(v) \times \mathbb{Z}) \mid p/v \Rightarrow (x = c) \} \) and \( p/v = p \land \bigwedge_{y \in \text{def}(v)} y = v(y) \), i.e., \( c \) is the only possible assignment for the variable \( x \) so that the formula \( p \) is satisfied.

The semantics of a path \( \sigma = ((op_1,l_1),\ldots,(op_n,b_n)) \) is defined as the successive application of the strongest post-operator to each operation of the corresponding constraint sequence \( \gamma_\sigma \), formally, \( \overline{\text{SP}}_{\gamma_\sigma}(v) = \overline{\text{SP}}_{op_n}(\ldots \overline{\text{SP}}_{op_1}(v)\ldots) \). The abstract state that results from running a program path \( \sigma \) is represented by the pair \((l_n,\overline{\text{SP}}_{\gamma_\sigma}(\top))\), where \( \top \) is the initial abstract variable assignment that is available at the initial program location. A path \( \sigma \) is called feasible if \( \overline{\text{SP}}_{\gamma_\sigma}(\top) \) is not contradicting, i.e., \( \overline{\text{SP}}_{\gamma_\sigma}(\top) \neq \bot \).
A concrete state \((l_n, cd_n)\) is reachable, if there exists a feasible program path \(\sigma = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_n, l_n) \rangle\), with \(cd_n \in [\hat{SP}_{\gamma}(\top)]\), and a location \(l \in L\) is reachable if there exists a concrete data state \(cd\) such that \((l, cd)\) is reachable.

A program, or verification task, is considered to have the verdict \textit{true}, if \(l_e\) is not reachable. In this case the specification of the program is considered to be satisfied.

A program path \(\sigma = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_n, l_e) \rangle\), for which \(\hat{SP}_{\gamma}(\top) \neq \bot\) is called \textit{error path}.

### 3.4 Value Analysis as CPA

In the following, we define a component CPA for tracking concrete integer values of program variables. In order to obtain a meaningful analysis we need to construct a composite CPA, which consists of this component CPA for tracking concrete values of program variables, and a few more component CPAs, e.g., a CPA for tracking the program counter, as described in the literature \cite{22}. For the composite CPA, the general definitions of the abstract domain, the transfer relation, and the other operators are also available from the literature \cite{22}. The composition is automatically taken care of by the CPA framework.

The CPA for the value analysis is defined as \(\mathbb{C} = (D_C, \Pi_C, \sim_C, \text{merge}_C, \text{stop}_C, \text{prec}_C)\) and consists of the following components \cite{26}.

#### 3.4.1 Abstract Domain

The abstract domain \(D_C = (C, V, [\cdot])\) contains the set \(C\) of concrete data states, and uses the semi-lattice \(V = (V, \top, \sqsubseteq, \sqcup)\), which consists of the set \(V = (X \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}) \cup \{\top, \bot\}\) of abstract variable assignments, where \(V\), with \(\mathbb{Z}\) denoting the set of integer values, induces the flat lattice over the integer values. The top element \(\top \in V\) is the abstract variable assignment that holds no specific value for any program variable, and the bottom element \(\bot \in V\) is the abstract variable assignment which models that there is no value assignment possible, i.e., a state that cannot be reached in an execution of the program. The partial order \(\sqsubseteq \subseteq V \times V\) is defined as \(v \sqsubseteq v'\), if (1) \(v = \bot\), or (2) \(v' = \top\), or (3) \(\text{def}(v') \subseteq \text{def}(v)\) and \(v(x) = v'(x)\) holds for all \(x \in \text{def}(v')\). The join \(\sqcup : V \times V \to V\) yields the least upper bound for two abstract variable assignments. The concretization function \([\cdot] : V \to 2^C\) assigns to each abstract variable assignment \(v\) its meaning, i.e., the set of concrete data states that it represents.

#### 3.4.2 Precision

The precision of the analysis controls the level of abstraction employed during the analysis. The set of precisions \(\Pi_C\) consists of precisions \(\pi\), where each precision \(\pi\),
with \( \pi : L \mapsto 2^X \), specifies at which program locations \( l \in L \) which program variables \( x \in X \) are being tracked. For example, the precision \( \pi(l) = X \) for all \( l \in L \), also called the full precision, signals the analysis to track all program variables at all program locations, and a precision \( \pi(l) = \emptyset \) for all \( l \in L \), also called the empty precision, signals the analysis to track no program variables at all. Note, that we sometimes refer to the precision without explicitly giving the parameter \( l \in L \). In such a case we assume \( \pi(l) = \pi(l') = \xi \subseteq X \) for all \( l, l' \in L \).

### 3.4.3 Transfer Relation

The transfer relation \( \sim_C \) has the transfer \( v \xrightarrow{g} (\hat{SP}_{\text{op}}(v), \pi) \), with \( g = (\cdot, \text{op}, \cdot) \).

### 3.4.4 Merge Operator

The merge operator does not combine elements when control flow meets, i.e., \( \text{merge}_C(v, v', \pi) = v' \).

### 3.4.5 Stop Operator

The stop operator considers abstract states individually, i.e., \( \text{stop}_C(v, R, \pi) = (\exists v' \in R : v \sqsubseteq v') \).

### 3.4.6 Precision-Adjustment Operator

The precision-adjustment operator computes a new abstract state with precision based on the abstract state \( v \) and the precision \( \pi \) by restricting the abstract variable assignment \( v \) to those program variables that appear in \( \pi \), formally, \( \text{prec}(v, \pi, R) = (v|_{\pi}, \pi) \). Mind that, in this analysis instance, there is not yet a procedure available to refine the precision \( \pi \). Therefore, in practice, one is bound to use the full precision \( \pi = X \) as (initial) precision, and therefore \( \text{prec} \) can be simplified to \( \text{prec}(v, \pi, R) = \text{prec}(v, X, R) = (v|_X, \pi) = v \), i.e., there is no actual abstraction computation performed, because \( \text{prec} \) returns the original abstract variable assignment unchanged.

Before the next chapter introduces the required concepts to allow a meaningful precision-adjustment operator, the next section first focuses on the evaluation of the value analysis operating on a full precision.

### 3.5 Evaluation

Based on the definitions in this chapter, we implemented the ValueAnalysisCPA as a component CPA in the verification framework CPAChecker. Together with a
few more component CPA s (e.g., a LocationCPA [21,22] for tracking the program counter) we can formulate a CompositeCPA [21,22] in order to obtain a complete program analysis for tracking concrete values of program variables. In this section we present a thorough evaluation of this analysis.

3.5.1 Setup

For benchmarking we use machines equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2650v2 eight-core CPUs with 2.6 GHz and 135 GB of main memory, running Ubuntu 14.04 as operating system. In accordance to the rules of SV-COMP [10,14], we limit each run to 900 s of CPU time, 15.0 GB of memory, and we execute each verification run on four CPU cores. As benchmarking framework we rely on BenchExec\textsuperscript{1} for ensuring precise and reproducible results [28], such that the experimental setup is identical to the evaluation environment\textsuperscript{2} advocated by the jury and the organizers of SV-COMP’16 [14].

3.5.2 Benchmarks

In order to allow a thorough evaluation of our approach, we use verification tasks from the official repository of the SV-COMP benchmark suite\textsuperscript{3} as used in the latest edition of SV-COMP [14]. From the 6 661 available tasks, we only select verification tasks that deal with reachability properties, while disregarding verification tasks for memory safety, overflows or termination properties. We further omit verification tasks specifically designed for concurrency, dynamic data structures and pointers, or recursion, because the implementation of the value analysis does not have complete support for these features. This leaves us with 4 283 verification tasks to experiment with. In Table 3.1 we present an overview of the SV-COMP categories and the respective number of verification tasks that are included in our evaluation.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{lrr}
\hline
Category & Total & Evaluated \\
\hline
BitVectorsReach & 48 & 48 \\
ControlFlow & 48 & 48 \\
DeviceDriversLinux64 & 2120 & 2120 \\
ECA & 1140 & 1140 \\
Flows & 81 & 81 \\
Loops & 141 & 141 \\
Products & 597 & 597 \\
Sequentialized & 261 & 62 \\
Simple & 46 & 46 \\
\hline
ArraysMemSafety & 65 & 0 \\
ArraysReach & 118 & 0 \\
BitVectorsOverflows & 12 & 0 \\
Concurrency & 1016 & 0 \\
HeapMemSafety & 158 & 0 \\
HeapReach & 81 & 0 \\
Recursive & 98 & 0 \\
Termination & 631 & 0 \\
\hline
Overall & 6 661 & 4 283 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Overview of the verification tasks from SVCOMP’16 as used in this evaluation}
\end{table}

---

1. https://github.com/dbeyer/benchexec
4. For descriptions of verification tasks see http://sv-comp.sosy-lab.org/2016/benchmarks.php
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3.5.3 Configuration

For evaluating the value analysis we use CPAchecker in trunk revision 20406—from March the 21st, 2016—and we start CPAchecker with the configuration named valueAnalysis-Plain. This configuration tells CPAchecker to run the standard value analysis without descending in recursive function calls and without performing counterexample checks using a secondary analysis [19][85]. While the latter feature would help discarding incorrect false verdicts reported by the value analysis, so far, we are not interested in improving the precision of the analysis but rather want to evaluate how efficient and precise it is for itself.

In order to allow reproducibility of the evaluation, an example for a complete command line to run the value analysis as well as the full results and raw data are available on our supplementary web page.

3.5.4 Results

We now present the results of running this configuration of the value analysis on the given benchmarks in the environment as described above.

Verification Effectiveness of the Value Analysis

We discuss in detail only a few interesting aspects regarding the verification effectiveness of the value analysis. For a complete overview of the characteristics regarding the verification effectiveness of the value analysis on our benchmark set, we point the reader to Table 3.2.

Solved Verification Tasks  In total, the value analysis solves 2658 out of the 4283 verification tasks. This means, that for almost two-thirds of the verification task—for 62% to be exact—the value analysis obtains a result of either true or false. The set of all solved tasks contains all tasks for which a correct true, correct false, incorrect true, or an incorrect false verdict was obtained.

Incorrect True Verdicts  The value analysis does not return a single incorrect true verdict for the whole benchmark set, i.e., for the verification tasks we considered in the experiment, the value analysis never answers true for a verification task that contains a violation of the specification. This favorable characteristic of the value analysis is owed to its over-approximating nature.

5 http://www.sosy-lab.org/research/phd/loewe/#PlainValueAnalysis
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BitVectorsReach</th>
<th>CONTROLFLOW</th>
<th>DEVICE_DRIVERS_LINUX64</th>
<th>ECA</th>
<th>FLOATS</th>
<th>LOOPS</th>
<th>PRODUCTLINES</th>
<th>SEQUENTIALIZED</th>
<th>SIMPLE</th>
<th>OVERALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2120</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unsolved</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1021</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solved</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1099</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correct</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1058</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>967</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Table showing the verification effectiveness of the value analysis

Incorrect False Verdicts The flip side of the value analysis’ over-approximating nature is that it reports numerous incorrect false verdicts, i.e., for a verification task that does not contain a violation of the specification, the value analysis alerts the user of a specification violation it supposedly found in that very same verification task. In the experiment we conducted, in at least 187 instances, i.e., for 18% of all false verdicts, the analysis is too imprecise. We say at least 187 instances here, because we do not perform any witness checking [16], and hence, in the total of 832 correct false verdicts, there could be cases in which the value analysis has supposedly found a bug, but this found bug is not really a bug in the verification task at hand, i.e., for some of these 832 verification tasks, the value analysis might have obtained the correct verdict false only by chance.

For sure, this effect of the imprecision of the value analysis is not favorable. As briefly mentioned before, CPAchecker as framework already allows counterexample checks to be performed, and in a later chapter of this thesis a smarter, integrated technique for limiting the number of false alarms is presented (cf. Chapter 6). Before elaborating on that, we turn the attention to the verification tasks the value analysis is unable to solve.

Unsolved Verification Tasks In our experiment, for a total of 1625 verification task, the value analysis is unable to obtain a result, because it either exceeds the defined CPU time limit, or it runs out of memory. The prime reason why the value analysis fails to provide a verdict for a given verification task is state-space explosion.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>BITVECTORS</th>
<th>REACH</th>
<th>CONTROLFLOW</th>
<th>DeviceDriversLinux64</th>
<th>ECA</th>
<th>FLOATS</th>
<th>LOOPS</th>
<th>ProductLines</th>
<th>Sequentialized</th>
<th>SIMPLE</th>
<th>OVERALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unsolved</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solved</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correct</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Table showing the verification efficiency of the value analysis

Note that in 1573 of the total 1625 cases, the respective verification tasks are from the categories DeviceDriversLinux64 or ECA, respectively. Many verification tasks in this two categories are complex and have a huge state space, and as such, these two categories alone account for 97% of the unsolved verification tasks.

Verification Efficiency of the Value Analysis

For discussing the verification efficiency of the value analysis, we stick to the just mentioned unsolved verification tasks, because, as detailed in Table 3.3, all verification tasks that have an inconclusive result account for 93% of the total CPU time. Speaking in absolute numbers, this means that out of the total 440 hours CPU time needed by the value analysis —a whopping 410 hours— are practically just wasted.

This whole situation is also captured by the quantile plot shown in Figure 3.3. By looking at the course of the curve, one notes that for many (supposedly simple) verification tasks, the value analysis works well, as well over a third of the verification tasks can be solved promptly in less than 10 seconds. However, approximately from that point on, the value analysis does not scale well anymore for the remaining verification tasks, and it ultimately runs out of resources for the aforementioned total of 1625 verification tasks.

For the sake of completeness, we performed the same experiment with a timeout of 1800s CPU time, with the effect that only a handful of verification tasks more can be solved, while doubling the wasted verification effort from 410 to over 800 hours.
3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced the value analysis. First, we motivated why it is worthwhile to take a detailed look into such a, at first glance, seemingly simplistic analysis. By an example, we showed how it is supposed to work, and after discussing related work, we formalized the value analysis as CPA, and, based on the implementation in CPACHECKER, we performed a thorough evaluation.

3.6.1 Lessons Learned

From that evaluation we learned, that the value analysis performs well on a wide range of benchmarks. From the standpoint of verification effectiveness, it returns a verdict for over 62\% of the verification tasks. The value analysis does not report an
incorrect true verdict, but in every sixth case where it supposedly found a bug, this “bug” represents a false alarm, i.e., it is an incorrect false verdict. Additionally, for more complex verification tasks this simple value analysis fails to provide a meaningful result, because it runs out of resources.

So, the bottom line is that the value analysis is well suited for simple verification tasks and verification tasks where the reachable state space is limited.

3.6.2 Challenge

One challenge to overcome is the imprecision of the value analysis. However, we regard that as a direct consequence of the design decision that, in a given abstract variable assignment, the analysis does only hold the valuation of variables which have a deterministic value, while never tracking any information symbolically. After all, this would be more or less what symbolic execution does, and same as for the value analysis, if blindly thrown at more complex verification tasks, approaches based on symbolic execution also fall prey to state-space explosion [75, 78, 101].

So, as first challenge, we try to tackle state-space explosion for the value analysis, more so, because we think that any advances there can also be adopted by other domains or approaches that share similarities with the value analysis, like for example the just mentioned symbolic-execution approach.

3.6.3 Proposition

The current instantiation of the value analysis tracks for all variables their known valuations, independent of the fact whether or not the valuations of a variable are needed for obtaining the verdict for a verification task. Our hypothesis is that, if we had an oracle that could tell the analysis which variables are relevant to reason about a verification task, and the analysis would only track exactly those variables, then this would often reduce the size of the state space dramatically.

3.6.4 Solution

In Chapter 2 we briefly introduced CEGAR and interpolation in the context of software verification, both techniques which are being used with great success for analyses based on predicate abstraction.

Therefore, in order to mitigate the problem of state-space explosion for the value analysis, we propose to incorporate an abstract–refine loop into the value analysis. This will be the main topic of the following chapter.
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The previous chapter introduced the value analysis, and defined it as component CPA in the CPA framework. Based on an implementation of the value analysis in the verification framework CPAchecker, we showed that it performs well on a wide range of benchmarks, especially on verification tasks where the reachable state space is only small to medium-sized.

For example, the value analysis solves all verification tasks from the category ProductLines, and also performs well for the verification tasks in the categories ControlFlow and Sequentialized. However, for more complex verification tasks, for example from the category DeviceDriversLinux64, the value analysis often runs out of resources because of state-space explosion, and in the following we pursue ways to avoid exactly this problem.

4.1 Motivation

To see how the value analysis can suffer from state-space explosion, even for a tiny verification task, consider the example verification task shown in Figure 4.1.

This verification task contains a while loop in which a generic system call is executed, modelled by the call to the procedure system_call, which is defined as extern. The while loop exits if either the system call returns 0 or a previously specified number of iterations, given by the value of the program variable int x, have been performed. Because the body of the function system_call is unknown, so is the value of the program variable int result. Also, because no valuation for int x is known, i.e., it also exposes non-determinism, the assumption [ticks > x] cannot be evaluated to either true or false. This verification task has the verdict true, i.e., the assert statement in line 18 is not reachable. However, the value analysis as proposed in the previous chapter (cf. Section 3.3), which always tracks every program variable, would keep unrolling the loop \textcolor{red}{L8} \rightarrow \textcolor{red}{L12} \rightarrow \textcolor{red}{L14} over and over, continuously discovering new abstract states, because the expression \textcolor{red}{ticks = ticks + 1} always assigns a new value to the program variable int ticks. Thus, due to extreme
Figure 4.1: Simple verification task, containing an unbounded loop, with its corresponding CFA

resource consumptions, the analysis would not terminate within practical time and memory limits, and, eventually, it is forced to give up on proving the verdict true for this verification task.

The new approach for the value analysis that we propose in this chapter can efficiently prove the verdict true of this verification task, because it tracks only values of program variables that are necessary to refute the infeasible error paths. In this case only the program variable int flag needs to be tracked in order to prove the verdict true for this example verification task.

This is achieved by the following approach. In the first iteration of the CEGAR algorithm, the precision of the analysis is empty, i.e., no program variables are tracked. Thus, the assert statement will be reached, via the error path shown in the figure, and indicated by the edges that are drawn in red color. Now, using an interpolation technique for the value domain, we can discover a precision from this infeasible error path. In this case, the algorithm identifies that only the program variable int flag, or more precisely, the constraint [flag = 0] has to be tracked by the state-space exploration algorithm, so that the found error path can be refuted. Therefore, the state-space exploration algorithm is started anew after this refinement, now with the program variable int flag in the precision. Because int ticks is not
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in the precision, no valuations for this program variable are tracked, and repeated assignments for `ticks = ticks + 1` will not result in new abstract states. This can be seen from Figure 4.2, where the `while` loop is not unrolled. This is the case, because the successor of node N14, namely N8', is covered, i.e., subsumed by the loop head N8, because N8 and N8' both refer to the same location (i.e., the head of the `while` loop), and contain the same abstract variable assignment, namely `{flag ↦→ 0}`. Therefore the state-space exploration algorithm can stop computing successors for N8'. Finally, the assume operation `[flag > 0]` is evaluated to `false`, thus, the `assert` statement is not reachable, and the analysis terminates, returning the verdict `true`.

In summary, the key effect of this approach is that only relevant program variables are tracked by the value analysis, while unimportant information is ignored. This greatly reduces the amount of information to be tracked, which increases the chance for coverage between abstracts, and as a consequence, reduces the number of abstract states to be explored and thus often avoids the problem of state-space explosion (cf. Figure 4.2). Interestingly, despite the success of abstraction, CEGAR, and interpolation in the field of automatic software verification, these techniques have
not been combined and applied together to value domains. In order to fill this gap, we need to define the following components (cf. Section 2.5):

1. the state-space exploration algorithm for the value domain,
2. the precision for the value domain, i.e., the level of abstraction in the value domain,
3. the feasibility check for the value domain, which decides if an error path is feasible according to the abstract semantics of the value domain, and
4. the refinement procedure for the value domain, to refine the precision of the abstract model.

These are the components that are required to leverage the value analysis defined before (cf. Chapter 3), making it applicable in the CEGAR framework, and in the following, after discussing related work in this field, the upcoming sections will introduce the respective components one by one.

4.2 Related Work

The explicit-state model checkers Spin [71], Java Path Finder [66] and Divine [8] were already introduced briefly in the previous chapter (cf. Section 3.2). There exists no work that integrates abstraction based on CEGAR into Divine, and neither does such an approach exist for Spin. But for Spin there exist techniques [72,73] to extract from a C program a Promela model which represents an abstraction of the original C program. There, the level of abstraction, i.e., the information of what should be included in the Promela model, is determined by extraction rules that the user has to define manually. This can be combined with approaches that abstract the Promela model itself [59].

Java Path Finder [66] is designed only for the Java programming language. There exists work that integrates a concept inspired by CEGAR into Java Path Finder, using an approach different from interpolation [94]. In addition, the Bandera tool set [45] can be used to perform slicing of Java programs, and its abstraction engine provides support for data abstraction.

The tool Dagger [62] verifies C programs by applying interpolation-based refinement to octagon and polyhedra domains. To avoid imprecision stemming from the standard widening operator employed in abstract interpretation analyses, Dagger introduces a so-called interpolated widening operator, which helps to increase the precision of the analysis and thus avoids false alarms. However, because the interpolated widening operation is in general not monotone, it can happen that a counterexample that is
thought to be eliminated by a refinement might be found again in a later stage of the analysis [62].

The algorithm \textsc{Vinta} [2] applies interpolation-based refinement to abstract domains based on intervals. If the state-space exploration finds an error path, then \textsc{Vinta} performs a feasibility check using bounded model checking, and if the error path is infeasible, it computes interpolants. The interpolants are used to refine the invariants that the abstract domain operates on. \textsc{Vinta} requires an SMT solver for feasibility checks and interpolation.

4.3 State-Space Exploration Algorithm for the Value Domain

Because the refinement component as we define it here is independent from the state-space exploration of the value analysis (cf. Chapter 3), we do not need to define a new component here. The only change to be made is, that the precision-adjustment operator \textsc{prec} now does perform an actual abstraction computation, i.e., \textsc{prec}(v, \pi, R) = (v|_{\pi}, \pi), which means that the abstract variable assignment \( v \) is restricted to the set of program variables contained in \( \pi \), while all others are discarded.

We call this set of program variables the precision \( \pi \), and the concept of a precision for the value domain will be explained in the following.

4.4 Precision for the Value Domain

The \textit{precision for an abstract variable assignment} is a set \( \pi \) of program variables, and the \textit{value abstraction} for an abstract variable assignment \( v \) and a precision \( \pi \) is an abstract variable assignment \( v' \) that is defined only on variables that are in the precision \( \pi \). For example, the value abstraction for the abstract variable assignment \( v = \{ x \mapsto 2, y \mapsto 5 \} \) and the precision \( \pi = \{ x \} \) is the abstract variable assignment \( v' = v|_{\pi} = \{ x \mapsto 2 \} \). The value abstraction for an abstract variable assignment can be computed using the \textsc{prec} operator defined in Section 3.4.

With the definitions of a precision for abstract variable assignments and value abstraction, we can implement an abstraction scheme that incorporates the two ingredients of lazy abstraction [69].

First, we define the \textit{precision for a program} as a function \( \pi : L \rightarrow 2^X \), such that for each program location a precision for abstract variable assignments is assigned individually. Thus, instead of tracking variables throughout the whole program, they are only tracked in those parts of the program where they are relevant. The
interpolation algorithm introduced below is capable of deriving the information which program variables have to be tracked at which program locations.

The second ingredient of lazy abstraction states that during the analysis of a program different precisions for different abstract states on different program paths in the ARG are being employed. We can apply a lazy value abstraction, because again, the interpolation algorithm introduced below allows us to identify the first abstract state (called pivot state \[69\]) at which novel information is available. Therefore, after a refinement the state-space exploration can continue at this pivot state instead of scheduling a complete recomputation of the state space from scratch.

The value analysis with CEGAR and interpolation uses the precision for a program along with lazy value abstraction in order to compute the value abstraction for an abstract variable assignment at location \(l\) by using the precision \(\pi(l)\) available at the respective abstract state. The initial program precision for the CEGAR algorithm is the empty program precision \(\pi_{init}(l) = \emptyset\), such that the precision-adjustment operator abstracts all program variables, i.e., for each program location \(l \in L\), no program variable is tracked. Consequently, if a target location \(l_e\) is syntactically reachable in a program, a target state will be reached in the initial CEGAR iteration, due to the initial, empty program precision.

In the following, the component for the feasibility check is introduced, whose task it is then to decide, whether or not the abstract error path also represents a concrete error path.

### 4.5 Feasibility Check for the Value Domain

The feasibility check for an abstract error path \(\sigma = ((op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_n, l_e))\) is performed by running a value analysis, using the full precision \(\pi(l) = X\) for all locations \(l \in L\), on the path \(\sigma\). This is equivalent to computing \(\hat{SP}_{\gamma}(\top)\) and check if the result is contradicting, i.e., if \(\hat{SP}_{\gamma}(\top) = \bot\). This feasibility check is extremely efficient, because the abstract error path is finite and the strongest post-operations for abstract variable assignments are simple arithmetic evaluations. If the feasibility check reaches the target state, i.e., \(\hat{SP}_{\gamma}(\top) \neq \bot\), then this abstract error path corresponds to a real counterexample, and the bug can be reported. If the feasibility check does not reach \(l_e\), i.e., \(\hat{SP}_{\gamma}(\top) = \bot\), this means that a refinement is necessary, because the current precision employed by the analysis when finding the abstract error path was insufficient to exclude this infeasible, abstract error path.

In such a case, it is necessary to find a (as small as possible) precision increment, that together with the current precision is sufficient to exclude the current abstract error path in future state-space explorations.
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The third component needed for embedding the value analysis in the CEGAR framework is a refinement procedure, which will be gradually introduced in the following.

4.6.1 Interpolation for Abstract Variable Assignments

For each infeasible abstract error path in the above mentioned refinement procedure, a precision needs to be determined that assigns to each program location on that path the set of program variables that the value analysis needs to track in order to eliminate that infeasible abstract error path. Interpolation has been proven successful in the predicate domain, however, mind that interpolants from the predicate domain, which consist of formulas, are not useful for the value domain. Hence, we need to introduce the concept of value-domain interpolants, and as a first step we introduce the notion of an interpolant for abstract variable assignments.

An interpolant for a pair of abstract variable assignments \( v^- \) and \( v^+ \), such that \( v^- \land v^+ \) is contradicting, is an abstract variable assignment \( V \) that fulfills the following requirements:

1. the implication \( v^- \implies V \) holds,
2. the conjunction \( V \land v^+ \) is contradicting, and
3. \( V \) only contains program variables in its definition range which are in the definition ranges of both \( v^- \) and \( v^+ \), i.e., \( \text{def}(V) \subseteq \text{def}(v^-) \cap \text{def}(v^+) \).

**Lemma 4.6.1.** For a given pair \((v^-, v^+)\) of abstract variable assignments, such that \( v^- \land v^+ \) is contradicting, an interpolant exists. Such an interpolant can be computed in time \( O(m + n) \), where \( m \) and \( n \) are the sizes of \( v^- \) and \( v^+ \), respectively.

**Proof.** The abstract variable assignment \( v^-_{\text{def}(v^+)} \) is an interpolant for the pair of abstract variable assignments \((v^-, v^+)\). \( \square \)

The above-mentioned interpolant that simply results from restricting \( v^- \) to the definition range of \( v^+ \), i.e., force a common definition range for \( v^- \) and \( v^+ \), is of course not the best interpolant. Moreover, interpolation over abstract variable assignments is not expressive enough, as the following example illustrates.

Consider the constraint sequence \( \gamma = \langle i = 0, i > 0 \rangle \), which could occur as (part of an) infeasible, abstract error path. Note that \( \gamma = \langle i = 0, i > 0 \rangle \) is contradicting, because \( \hat{SP}_\gamma(T) = \bot \). However, there exists no interpolant for the pair of abstract variable assignments \( v^- = \hat{SP}_{\langle i=0 \rangle}(T) = \{ i \mapsto 0 \} \), and \( v^+ = \hat{SP}_{\langle i>0 \rangle}(T) = T \).
because the conjunction of the two abstract variable assignments $v^-$ and $v^+$ is not contradicting, i.e., $v^- \land v^+ = \{i \mapsto 0\} \land \top = \{i \mapsto \top\} \neq \bot$.

Hence, interpolation for abstract variable assignments is a first idea to approach interpolation in the value domain, but since interpolants need to be extracted for paths, in the following, we define interpolation for constraint sequences.

### 4.6.2 Interpolation for Constraint Sequences

A more expressive interpolation is achieved by considering constraint sequences. In order to define interpolation for constraint sequences, we introduce definitions for conjunction, implication and contradicting for constraint sequences.

We define the conjunction $\gamma \land \gamma'$ of the constraint sequences $\gamma = \langle op_1, \ldots, op_m \rangle$ and $\gamma' = \langle op'_1, \ldots, op'_n \rangle$ as their concatenation, i.e., $\gamma \land \gamma' = \langle op_1, \ldots, op_m, op'_1, \ldots, op'_n \rangle$, the implication of $\gamma$ and $\gamma'$ (denoted by $\gamma \Rightarrow \gamma'$) as the implication of their strongest post-conditions $\overrightarrow{SP}_{\gamma}(\top) \Rightarrow \overrightarrow{SP}_{\gamma'}(\top)$. Furthermore, we say that a constraint sequence $\gamma$ results in a contradiction, if $\overrightarrow{SP}_{\gamma}(\top) = \bot$, i.e., $\overrightarrow{SP}_{\gamma}(\top)$ is contradicting.

An interpolant for a pair of constraint sequences $\gamma^-$ and $\gamma^+$, such that $\gamma^- \land \gamma^+$ is contradicting, is a constraint sequence $\Gamma$ that fulfills the three requirements:

1. the implication $\gamma^- \Rightarrow \Gamma$ holds,
2. the conjunction $\Gamma \land \gamma^+$ is contradicting, and
3. $\Gamma$ contains in its constraints only program variables that occur in the constraints of both $\gamma^-$ and $\gamma^+$.

**Lemma 4.6.2.** For a given pair $(\gamma^-, \gamma^+)$ of constraint sequences, such that $\gamma^- \land \gamma^+$ is contradicting, an interpolant exists. Such an interpolant is computable in time $O((m + n)^2)$, where $m$ and $n$ are the sizes of $\gamma^-$ and $\gamma^+$, respectively.

**Proof.** Algorithm Interpolate (cf. Algorithm 3) returns an interpolant for two constraint sequences $\gamma^-$ and $\gamma^+$. The algorithm starts with computing the strongest post-condition for $\gamma^-$ and assigns the result to the abstract variable assignment $v$, which then may contain up to $m$ program variables. Per definition, the strongest post-condition for $\gamma^+$ of the abstract variable assignment $v$ is contradicting. Next, we perform a value-domain interpolation query, or an interpolation query for short. In such an interpolation query we test for a program variable from $v$ if after removing it from $v$ the strongest post-condition for $\gamma^+$ of $v$ is still contradicting, and we do such an interpolation query for each program variable from $v$ (each such test takes $n \overrightarrow{SP}_{op}(\cdot)$ steps). If it is still contradicting, the program variable can be removed from $v$. If not, the program variable is necessary to prove the contradiction of the
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Algorithm 3: Interpolate($\gamma^-, \gamma^+$)

**Input**: two constraint sequences $\gamma^-$ and $\gamma^+$, with $\tilde{\mathcal{SP}}_{\gamma^- \land \gamma^+}(T) = \perp$

**Output**: a constraint sequence $\Gamma$, which is an interpolant for $\gamma^-$ and $\gamma^+$

**Variables**: an abstract variable assignment $v$

1. $v := \tilde{\mathcal{SP}}_{\gamma^-}(T)$;
2. foreach $x \in \text{def}(v)$ do
   3. if $\tilde{\mathcal{SP}}_{\gamma^+}(v_{\text{def}(v) \setminus \{x\}}) = \perp$ then
      4. $v := v_{\text{def}(v) \setminus \{x\}}$;

   // start assembling the interpolating constraint sequence
5. $\Gamma := \{\}$;
6. foreach $x \in \text{def}(v)$ do
   7. $\Gamma := \Gamma \land \langle [x = v(x)] \rangle$;

8. return $\Gamma$

two constraint sequences, and thus, should occur in the interpolant. Note that this keeps only program variables in $v$ that occur in $\gamma^+$ as well. The rest of the algorithm constructs a constraint sequence from the abstract variable assignment, in order to return an interpolating constraint sequence, which fulfills the three requirements of an interpolant. With this algorithm such an interpolant can be computed in time $O((m + n)^3)$.

Mind that, if we would remove the loop starting in line 2 of Algorithm 3 and instead just restrict $v$ to those program variables being referenced in $\tilde{\mathcal{SP}}_{\gamma^+}(v)$, Algorithm 3 would return a valid interpolant in time $O((m + n)^2)$. However, in general this would lead to interpolants being too strong. So, we check for each program variable $x \in \text{def}(v)$ individually its influence on the feasibility of $\tilde{\mathcal{SP}}_{\gamma^+}(\cdot)$, by issuing an interpolation query. Hence, we are investing more resources during interpolation, so that we can save computational effort during the main analysis —and often avoid divergence— because we are able to employ a coarser precision.

4.7 Refinement Based on Value Interpolation

The goal of our interpolation-based refinement for the value analysis is to determine a location-specific precision that is strong enough to eliminate an infeasible error path in future state-space explorations. This criterion is fulfilled by the property of interpolants. A second goal is to have a precision that is as weak as possible,
Algorithm 4: Refine(σ)

Input : infeasible error path σ = ⟨(op₁, l₁), ..., (opₙ, lₙ)⟩
Output : precision π
Variables : interpolating constraint sequence Γ

1. Γ := ∅
2. foreach l ∈ L do
3.       π(l) := ∅
4.   for i := 1 to n − 1 do
5.       γ⁺ := ⟨opᵢ₊₁, ..., opₙ⟩
       // inductive interpolation
6.       Γ := Interpolate(Γ ∧ ⟨opᵢ⟩, γ⁺)
       // extract variables from variable assignment resulting from Γ
7.       π(lᵢ) := \{x | (x, z) ∈ \hat{SP}(Γ)\}
8. return Π

i.e., to have a precision with a definition range as small as possible, in order to be parsimonious in tracking program variables and creating abstract states.

We apply the idea of interpolation for constraint sequences to assemble the precision-extraction algorithm Refine (Algorithm 4). It takes as input an infeasible error path, and returns a precision for a program. A further requirement is that the procedure computes inductive interpolants [18], i.e., each interpolant along the path contains enough information to prove the remaining path infeasible. This is needed in order to ensure that the interpolants at the different locations achieve the goal of providing a precision that eliminates the infeasible error path from further explorations. For every program location lᵢ along an infeasible error path σ, starting at l₀, we split the constraint sequence of the path into a constraint prefix γ⁻, which consists of the constraints from the start location l₀ to lᵢ, and a constraint suffix γ⁺, which consists of the constraints from the location lᵢ to lₑ. For computing inductive interpolants, we replace the constraint prefix by the conjunction of the last interpolant and the current constraint. The precision is extracted by computing the abstract variable assignment for the interpolating constraint sequence and assigning the relevant program variables as precision for the current location lᵢ, i.e., the set of all program variables that are necessary to be tracked in order to eliminate the error path. This algorithm can be directly plugged in as refinement routine of the CEGAR algorithm (cf. Algorithm 2).

Also note that the interpolation and refinement depends only on \hat{SP}(op(·)), which is the same operator used in the main analysis. This self-containedness is another nice property of our novel approach.

The interpolation and refinement process is illustrated in Figure 4.3 using the
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![Diagram](image)

Figure 4.3: For the introductory example from Figure 4.1 the (a) CFA is shown, the (b) infeasible error path the value analysis will find if started with an empty precision, the (c) sequence of interpolants as constraint sequence, and the (d) precision elements as extracted from the interpolants needed to refute the infeasible error path from future state-space explorations.

introductory example from this chapter (cf. Figure 4.1). By default, the value analysis with CEGAR starts the state-space exploration for every verification task with an empty precision, and consequently, for the verification task in Figure 4.3a the error path in Figure 4.3b will be found, eventually. This path is then checked for feasibility, and it turns out to be an infeasible error path. Therefore, it is passed to the procedure Refine (cf. Algorithm 4) which then calls procedure Interpolate (cf. Algorithm 3) to compute the interpolants (cf. Figure 4.3c) for each program location of the infeasible error path, before, back in procedure Refine, the respective precision elements (cf. Figure 4.3d) are extracted from each of the interpolants. The resulting precision is strong enough to prove the verdict true for the verification task in the next iteration of the CEGAR loop. Mind that the precision remains abstract enough, such that the loop in the verification task is not unrolled, and the verification process of this verification task concludes promptly.

Based on the concepts above, we implemented a refinement component for the value domain, and in the following a thorough evaluation of this approach is presented.
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4.8 Evaluation

For evaluating the value analysis, now with CEGAR and interpolation, we use the same experimental setup and the same benchmark verification tasks as described in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 respectively.

4.8.1 Configuration

In order to guarantee that the results in this evaluation stay comparable to the results we obtained from the evaluation of the value analysis without CEGAR (cf. Section 3.5) we use the same revision 20 406 of CPACHECKER, and we again advise the analysis to not descend into recursive function calls and to not double-check on any counterexamples, just like before. We use BenchExec the same way as before for executing the benchmarks.

The configuration corresponding to the value analysis with CEGAR is named valueAnalysis-Cegar, and it configures the analysis to respect the two main ideas of lazy abstraction [69]. This means that after a refinement this configuration makes the analysis continue from the pivot state, i.e., the parent state of the state closest to the initial state for which in the current refinement new precision elements were found. This way, only those parts in the state space that really need the new precision actually get the new precision, while all other parts of the state space are still explored with a coarser precision, which ultimately might lead to a smaller state space. Second, this configuration advises the analysis to make use of a parsimonious precision, i.e., it only tracks program variables at those program locations where the refinement procedure identified that their valuations are required for excluding an infeasible counterexample, while not tracking them anywhere else, which, again, ultimately might lead to a smaller state space.

In order to allow reproducibility of the evaluation, an example for a complete command line to run the value analysis with CEGAR as well as the full results and raw data are available on our supplementary web page.

4.8.2 Results

We now present the results of running the value analysis with CEGAR on the benchmarks and in the environment as described before (cf. Section 3.5).

Verification Effectiveness of the Value Analysis with CEGAR

Here we discuss in detail only a few interesting aspects regarding the verification effectiveness of the value analysis with CEGAR. For a complete overview of the
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Table 4.1: Table showing the verification effectiveness of the value analysis with CEGAR and interpolation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BitVectorsReach</th>
<th>CONTROL</th>
<th>DeviceDriversLinux64</th>
<th>ECA</th>
<th>FLOATS</th>
<th>LOOPS</th>
<th>ProductLines</th>
<th>Sequentialized</th>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2 120</td>
<td>1 140</td>
<td>1 141</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>4283</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unsolved</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1 1140</td>
<td>1 25</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 164</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solved</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1 370</td>
<td>0 80</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2 119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correct</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1 311</td>
<td>0 37</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1 918</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1 148</td>
<td>0 15</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>0 22</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>420</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0 43</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0 43</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

characteristics regarding the verification effectiveness of the value analysis with CEGAR on our benchmark set, we point the reader to Table 4.1 and especially to the discussion in Section 4.8.3, where the differences between running the value analysis with and without CEGAR are highlighted.

Solved Verification Tasks In total, the value analysis with CEGAR solves 2 119 out of the 4 283 verification tasks. This means, that for almost one half of the verification task —for 49 % to be exact— the value analysis with CEGAR obtains a result of either true or false. It fares quite well in all categories, except for the category ECA where it is unable to solve even a single verification task.

Incorrect True Verdicts The value analysis with CEGAR also does not return a single incorrect true verdict across the whole benchmark set, i.e., the refinement component, as one would expect, does not make the analysis unsound in that regard.

Verification Efficiency of the Value Analysis with CEGAR

For the verification efficiency of the value analysis with CEGAR, we believe that mere numbers about the consumed run time alone have little value, so we rather discuss this in the next section, where we compare the value analysis with CEGAR
to the value analysis without CEGAR, to which we refer from now on as the *plain* value analysis.

### 4.8.3 Comparison to the Plain Value Analysis

In the beginning of this chapter, we showed how the plain value analysis can easily fall prey to the problem of state-space explosion, and we claimed that incorporating CEGAR into the analysis, this would improve both the verification effectiveness and the verification efficiency of the analysis.

We will now check this claim by comparing both the verification effectiveness and the verification efficiency of the plain value analysis to that of our novel value analysis with CEGAR and interpolation.

#### Differences in Verification Effectiveness

To show the differences in verification effectiveness of the two approaches, we present in Table 4.2 the cell-wise difference of Table 4.1 and Table 3.2, respectively. So, a positive value in a cell of Table 4.2 means that the value analysis with CEGAR achieves a higher result for the respective table cell as the plain value analysis, and vice versa. Accordingly, a cell value of 0 means, that both approaches obtain the same number of results for the respective category.

From Table 4.2 one can see, that for half of the categories, namely, for the categories **BitVectorsReach ControlFlow**, **Floats**, **Loops**, and **Simple**, it does not make a big difference whether to use this CEGAR approach or not, because over these five categories, the approach with CEGAR solves in total a mere 9 verification tasks more.

For the category **DeviceDriversLinux64**, the CEGAR approach performs nicely, as 271 verification tasks can be solved, which remain unsolved by the plain value analysis. The CEGAR approach works well for more instances in this category, because, while they contain a large number of program variables, often only few of them are needed to reason about the verdict of the verification task, and our interpolation technique is able to identify these. The plain value analysis cannot make this distinction, but instead tracks each and every program variable, which blows up the state space and renders the verification infeasible in many cases.

For the category **ECA**, the CEGAR approach fails, not solving a single verification task. These verification tasks do not contain many relevant program variables, however, they have an extremely complex control flow containing thousands of nested assume operations within an endless loop. What we observe here is also related to state-space explosion, or more precisely, to path explosion, because a precision has to be computed for every single error path that is found during the analysis of such a verification task. Due to the high branching rate in this class of verification tasks,
Table 4.2: Table showing the difference in verification effectiveness between the plain value analysis and the value analysis with CEGAR.

tasks, a huge number of different abstract error paths exist, each of which has to be refuted in its own interpolation-based refinement step. In the end, the search for a precision that is strong enough proves to be too costly for these verification tasks, and the verification process runs out of time. The degradations in the categories ProductLines and Sequentialized can also be explained by this effect, because the verification for verification tasks in these categories also runs into a timeout after hundreds of refinements that do not yield a suitable precision.

In total, the value analysis with CEGAR solves 539 verification tasks fewer than the plain value analysis. A prime reason why the CEGAR approach fails can be drawn from the scatter plot shown in Figure 4.4. The plot puts in relation the time needed to verify a verification task using the plain value analysis to the time needed to verify the same verification task using the value analysis with CEGAR. The color of a data point tells how many refinements are necessary to verify the respective verification task using the value analysis with CEGAR, i.e., a deep blue data point signals that no more than 100 refinements are needed, and a red data point signals that 1 000 refinements and more are performed during the course of the analysis. For the visualization we omit data points for those verification tasks that both analyses cannot solve, i.e., where both approaches run out of resources.

In this plot there are three clusters distinguishable. One, in a blueish hue in the lower left corner. This cluster represents tasks that can be solved efficiently by both approaches. This cluster is shifted a bit above the diagonal because of the overhead that the CEGAR approach has to invest for performing refinements —
even for simpler tasks. Another cluster can be seen on the far right border of the plot, representing those 329 verification tasks where the CEGAR approach pays off, because only the value analysis with CEGAR is able to solve these —mostly with relatively few refinements, indicated by the blueish to greenish hue. Finally, the last cluster is on the top border of the plot. These 868 data points refer to verification tasks that only the plain value analysis can solve. With the high number of reddish data points in that cluster, the scatter plot provides evidence that the value analysis with CEGAR performs poorly on these verification task because of the huge number of refinements that are performed during the analysis.

Figure 4.4: CPU time for the plain value analysis versus CPU time for the value analysis with CEGAR, with the color of the data points indicating the number of refinements performed during the CEGAR approach.
4.8 Evaluation

Figure 4.5: The quantile plot for the value analysis with CEGAR, and for the plain value analysis, where the latter performs strictly better.

Differences in Verification Efficiency

For discussion of the verification efficiency of the value analysis with CEGAR, we refer to the quantile plot shown in Figure 4.5. The graph indicates clearly, that this CEGAR approach is not yet ready for prime time. Not only ends the graph for the value analysis with CEGAR more to the left than the one for the plain value analysis—the lower verification effectiveness was already discussed—but it also runs above the graph for the plain value analysis, which means it is also less efficient. In total, the value analysis with CEGAR needs around 570 hours to run on all 4 283 verification tasks. This is an increase of over 30% when compared to the 440 hours that the plain value analysis needed.
4.9 Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced an interpolation-based refinement component for the value analysis. Based on an example, we showed how a CEGAR approach is able to circumvent the problem of state-space explosion occurring in the plain value analysis presented before (cf. Chapter 3). We then defined a precision, a feasibility check, and a refinement procedure for the value domain, that together with the state-space exploration algorithm of the plain value analysis form a complete analysis based on CEGAR. Finally, an evaluation, in which we compared our novel approach to the plain value analysis allowed us to draw some valuable conclusions on which we reflect in the following.

4.9.1 Lessons Learned

In the course of this chapter, we gained insights on how to design a CEGAR component that is applicable to the value domain. We were able to incorporate the main ideas of lazy abstraction [69], and an evaluation proved that our first approach to enable CEGAR in the value domain allows the successful verification of verification tasks that the plain value analysis cannot solve. However, for now, we still face the challenge, that the number of verification tasks the CEGAR approach can solve is lower than what the plain value analysis can solve.

4.9.2 Challenge

During the evaluation presented in the previous section it became apparent, that the low performance of the value analysis with CEGAR seems to be linked to the high number of refinements that the CEGAR approach performs in search for a precision that is strong enough. In addition, during each such refinement, new interpolants have to be computed, which often requires tens or even hundreds of thousands interpolation queries to be performed for a single verification task, which eventually renders the verification infeasible.

4.9.3 Proposition

The main reasons that slow down the CEGAR approach are the costly interpolation queries, and the high number of refinements. So, we need to lower the overhead imposed by the refinement component in order to make the value analysis with CEGAR competitive. The procedure Interpolate, as presented in Section 4.6.2, is kept simple and straight-forward, and we propose to investigate potential optimizations to reduce the computational cost. Furthermore, we will try to reduce the number of
refinements by generating stronger precisions so that one refinement excludes more potential abstract error paths at once.

4.9.4 Solution
In order to speed up the interpolation process, heuristics can be implemented that still return valid interpolants, but with less interpolation queries. For reducing the number of refinements, the model checker BLAST adds predicates —its precision elements— not only at the locations dictated by the interpolant, but also adds them at a wider scope in order to avoid similar, repeated refinements [18]. Besides that, other techniques to reduce the overhead of the CEGAR approach are worth to be investigated, e.g., a technique we refer to as global refinement. There a refinement is not started immediately for every target state, but several abstract error paths are collected first, before then a single refinement computes interpolants for all collected error paths at once, with the hope that the overall process converges faster.
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In the course of the previous chapter a refinement component for the value analysis was defined and evaluated. While the evaluation identified a few strong points of our novel approach, it also revealed several shortcomings, which disallow the value analysis with CEGAR to be effective and efficient on a wider set of verification tasks. Therefore, in this chapter, we will focus on various techniques to improve the verification effectiveness and verification efficiency of the CEGAR approach for the value analysis.

5.1 Motivation

The value analysis with CEGAR performs slightly better in the SV-COMP categories ControlFlow, Loops, and Simple, and solves almost 300 verification tasks more in the category DeviceDriversLinux64 than the plain value analysis does, which alone is reason enough to not give up on the CEGAR approach for the value domain, but rather try to improve it, such that it surpasses the plain value analysis, and becomes a competitive analysis — on our whole benchmark set, and beyond. The first challenge we take up is to reduce the high number of value interpolation queries that are performed during each refinement step, and in the following we present several techniques that greatly help to achieve that goal. We evaluated these techniques in the same experimental setup as described before (cf. Section 3.5), and we refer to the results throughout this section.

5.2 Reducing the Number of Value Interpolation Queries

The procedure Interpolate, presented in Algorithm 3, is a costly operation for itself, and during the refinement of one infeasible error path $\sigma = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_n, l_n) \rangle$, in the worst case, this procedure has to be called up to $n$ times, once for each operation along the path. In order to give an idea of the extent of potential savings, in the evaluation we performed to compare the different optimizations for the interpolation process, the value analysis with CEGAR and all optimizations for the interpolation process disabled needs around 24 hours to solve 2120 verification
tasks. The interpolation process alone needs 6 hours—around 25% of the total time—in which an enormous amount of close to 30 million interpolation queries are performed. Note that none of these interpolation optimizations affect the strength of the resulting interpolants, i.e., they do not become stronger, as the number of refinements stays the same, no matter if using none or all optimization techniques at once (cf. Table 5.1).

5.2.1 Iterative, Inductive Interpolation

The refinement step has to ensure the availability of a sufficient precision at each program location along an infeasible error path $\sigma$. To achieve this, an interpolant has to be computed at each offset $i$ along the path $\sigma = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_n, l_n) \rangle$, with $0 < i < n$. Other than perhaps indicated by the signature of $\text{Interpolate}(\gamma^-, \gamma^+)$ (cf. Algorithm 3), it is not the case that at the $i$-th offset, and at the $i$-th call to $\text{Interpolate}$, the abstract variable assignment $v := \hat{\text{SP}}_{\gamma^-}(T)$ is computed from the constraint sequence $\langle op_1, \ldots, op_i \rangle$. Instead, there $\gamma^-$ often corresponds only to a small fraction of $\langle op_1, \ldots, op_i \rangle$, in fact, only the relevant fraction. This can actually be seen in the procedure $\text{Refine}$ (cf. line 6 in Algorithm 4), where an inductive interpolant is computed by calling $\text{Interpolate}$ with $\Gamma \wedge \langle op_i \rangle$ as the first parameter, i.e., the next interpolant is computed from the current interpolant $\Gamma$ conjugated with the current operation $op_i$, and the suffix $\gamma^+$.

Arguably, the computation of inductive interpolants is not really an optimization, but rather a requirement to obtain a valid precision for excluding an infeasible error path. However, it leads to a less costly computation of $v := \hat{\text{SP}}_{\gamma^-}(T)$ in $\text{Interpolate}$, because the sequence $\gamma^-$ usually is far shorter than $\langle op_1, \ldots, op_i \rangle$, as $\gamma^-$ only contains the relevant constraints of $\langle op_1, \ldots, op_i \rangle$.

5.2.2 Interpolation over Deepest Infeasible Suffix

An actual optimization that allows the procedure $\text{Interpolate}$ to work more efficiently comes from the insight, that $\text{Interpolate}$ can only compute non-empty, or non-trivial interpolants for the deepest infeasible suffix of an error path $\sigma = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_n, l_n) \rangle$, where the deepest infeasible suffix $\sigma^+$ of $\sigma$ is defined as $\sigma^+ = \langle (op_i, l_i), \ldots, (op_n, l_n) \rangle$, with $\hat{\text{SP}}_{\sigma^+}(T) = \bot$ and $\hat{\text{SP}}_{\langle (op_{i+1}, l_{i+1}), \ldots, (op_n, l_n) \rangle}(T) \neq \bot$.

To help better understand this optimization, consider the loop starting at line 2 of procedure $\text{Interpolate}$ (cf. Algorithm 3). There we check via an interpolation query for each variable individually, if its valuation is needed to make the suffix $\gamma^+$ contradicting. Consequently, if the suffix $\gamma^+$ is contradicting in itself, i.e., if $\hat{\text{SP}}_{\gamma^+}(T) = \bot$ holds, then no variable valuations are needed to ensure the infeasibility of the suffix $\gamma^+$ and $\text{Interpolate}$ would return the empty, i.e., the trivial, constraint sequence, but not before needlessly performing interpolation queries.
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So by construction of the procedure \texttt{Interpolate}, what actually is being interpolated during the course of a refinement is not the complete error path $\sigma$, but instead only the deepest infeasible suffix $\sigma^\perp$. Therefore, we can introduce a short-cut that first checks if $\overline{SP}(T) = \bot$ holds, and if so, return the empty constraint sequence as interpolant right away. Assuming that the abstract variable assignment $v$ in $v = \overline{SP}(T)$ would contain assignments for $n$ variables, this optimization saves, in each call to \texttt{Interpolate} where $\overline{SP}(T) = \bot$ holds, $n - 1$ interpolation queries.

For similar reasons, no further calls to \texttt{Interpolate} are necessary if $\overline{SP}(\Gamma \land \langle \text{op}_i \rangle)(T) = \bot$ holds, i.e., once the current prefix is contradicting, because the contradiction is reached in the original infeasible error path $\sigma$, after which no precision, and hence, no interpolants are needed anymore.

For the 2120 verification tasks solved, this optimization alone safes over 5 million interpolation queries.

5.2.3 Interpolant-Equality Heuristic

The heuristic based on equality of the current interpolant and a candidate interpolant is another technique to avoid costly, and also needless interpolations.

For understanding the approach of this heuristic, assume that, before the call to \texttt{Interpolate} (cf. line 6 in Algorithm 4), we have the current interpolant $\Gamma$ for the offset $\text{op}_i$. We know that we can obtain an interpolant that is valid also up to the next operation $\text{op}_i+1$ by computing $v = \overline{SP}(\Gamma \land \langle \text{op}_i+1 \rangle)(T)$ and directly assemble the next interpolant $\Gamma'$ from $v$, i.e., we call \texttt{Interpolate} but skip the loop (cf. line 2 in Algorithm 4) and hence, the weakening of the candidate interpolant by not performing any interpolation queries. This interpolant can never be too weak, but it could potentially be stronger than needed. However, as experiments show, if we limit this heuristic to cases where the candidate interpolant $\Gamma'$ equals the current interpolant $\Gamma$, i.e., it did not become stronger for this operation $\text{op}_{i+1}$, then it pays off to immediately return $\Gamma'$ as next interpolant and effectively save all interpolation queries in this call to \texttt{Interpolate}.

To explain this heuristic in more detail, consider the following example. Assume that for the call to \texttt{Interpolate} the current interpolant $\Gamma$ is non-trivial, e.g., lets assume it equals the constraint sequence $\langle [\text{var} = 0] \rangle$ over a global variable \texttt{int var}. Let us further assume the next operation $\text{op}_{i+1}$ is the assignment of the global variable \texttt{int bar} to the value of another global variable \texttt{int foo}, i.e., $\text{bar} = \text{foo}$, both which are not referenced in the current interpolant $\Gamma$. In the first line of \texttt{Interpolate}, we would then compute $v$ as $v := \overline{SP}([\text{var} = 0] \land \text{bar} = \text{foo})(T)$, which evaluates to the abstract variable assignment $v = \{\text{var} \mapsto 0\}$, and, according to the heuristic, we could assemble and return the interpolant $\Gamma' = \{[\text{var} = 0]\} = \Gamma$, without performing any interpolation queries.
Note that for this example, no interpolation queries are needed, and the interpolant $\Gamma'$ returned by the heuristic is the best possible. This is because the only interpolants we can assemble from $v$ are the empty constraint sequence and the constraint sequence $\langle [\text{var} = 0] \rangle$. The empty constraint sequence cannot be a valid interpolant here, because this would mean that $\hat{\Sigma}_{\gamma^+}(\top) = \bot$ holds, i.e., $\gamma^+$ is contradicting in itself, thus, the trivial, empty interpolant would suffice, which however cannot be the case, because for the previous operation $op_i$, we had the non-empty interpolant $\langle [\text{var} = 0] \rangle$. Therefore, the only possible interpolant is $\Gamma' = \langle [\text{var} = 0] \rangle = \Gamma$.

So, in conclusion, whenever the interpolant directly assembled from $v$ equals the current interpolant, then we can reuse the current interpolant. This heuristic always yields a valid interpolant, and, as experiments show, this heuristic practically always returns the same interpolant as procedure $\text{Interpolate}$, but at far lower computational cost.

For the 2120 verification tasks solved, this optimization alone safes almost 14 million interpolation queries.

### 5.2.4 Interpolant-Equivalence Heuristic

Furthermore, when interpolating an error path, there is another optimization possible, e.g., in the case where parameters of function are part of the interpolant.

Again, consider the global variable $\text{int} \ \text{var}$ is needed for refuting an infeasible error path, and let us assume that the current interpolant holds the constraint $[\text{var} = 0]$. Let us further assume that the operation $op_i$ for which to compute the next interpolant is the call to the function $\text{var} = \text{foo}(\text{var})$, for which the signature is $\text{int} \ \text{foo}(\text{int} \ \text{bar})$. In this case, we do not have to perform an actual interpolation, but can simply remove the constraint $[\text{var} = 0]$ for the current interpolant and replace it by the constraint $[\text{foo}::\text{bar} = 0]^1$ because what basically happens here is a renaming from $\text{var}$ to $\text{foo}::\text{bar}$.

Due to technical reasons, in the implementation similar renamings are performed when processing $\text{return}$ statements or when a function jumps back to the call site.

For the 2120 verification tasks solved, this optimization alone safes over one million interpolation queries.

### 5.2.5 Evaluation of the Optimizations for the Value Interpolation

In order to allow reproducibility of the evaluation, an example for a complete command line to run the value analysis with the optimizations presented above as well as the full results and raw data are available on our supplementary web page.

---

1 Namespaces, as done with prefix $\text{foo}$ for variable $\text{bar}$, are needed for inter-procedural analyses.

2 [http://www.sosy-lab.org/research/phd/loewe/#valueAnalysisCegarItpOptimizations](http://www.sosy-lab.org/research/phd/loewe/#valueAnalysisCegarItpOptimizations)
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Table 5.1: Overview of the different optimization techniques and how they relate to not applying any optimizations and applying all optimizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization</th>
<th>Time for Interpolation (h)</th>
<th>Number of Refinements</th>
<th>Number of Itp-Queries</th>
<th>Reduction of Itp-Queries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoOptimizations</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>153 496</td>
<td>29 164 794</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepestInfeasibleSuffix</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>153 496</td>
<td>23 867 772</td>
<td>5 297 022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterpolantEquality</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>153 496</td>
<td>14 930 702</td>
<td>14 234 092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterpolantEquivalence</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>153 496</td>
<td>27 706 464</td>
<td>1 458 330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AllOptimizations</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>153 496</td>
<td>9 607 674</td>
<td>19 557 120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 5.1 we summarize the savings achieved by the respective optimizations. Note that it is possible to apply all optimizations together at once. The result of this can be seen in the row named AllOptimizations. When applying all optimizations at once, the number of interpolation queries can be reduced to around 33% if compared to the non-optimized variant. A similar reduction rate is achieved for the interpolation time, which decreases from almost 6 hours down to under 2 hours.

Despite these positive results, only 20 verification tasks more can be solved if applying the combination of all optimizations. This indicates that the interpolation technique is not the real bottleneck, and so in the next section, we now investigate on ways to reduce the number of refinements, i.e., we try to get the CEGAR approach to converge faster.

5.3 Reducing the Number of Refinements

In Section 3.4.2 we introduced the concept of a precision for the value analysis, and later in Section 4.4 we concretized the precision for the value domain, which is defined as a function $\pi : L \mapsto 2^X$, that maps from locations to program variables. One of the main ideas of lazy abstraction [69] is the use of a parsimonious, or localized precision, i.e., the mapping from program locations to precision elements —in case of the value analysis, these are program variables— is only defined for those program locations where the interpolation procedure identified precision elements to be required for excluding an infeasible error path.

While this approach keeps the precision coarse, it may also force the analysis to enumerate all abstract error paths one by one, if the relevant precision elements
are spread over different program paths and locations. This fits well our experience in case the value analysis is configured to use a localized precision, as we then often notice that consecutive refinements extract precisions containing the same set of program variables, but with each refinement they are associated with different program locations.

In order to avoid this effect for the value analysis, we propose to extend the range of the precision elements, i.e., the program variables, to the respective scope of the program variables. Mind that a similar optimization is also implemented in the software model checker Blast \(^{[69]}\). In contrast to the normal localized precision, the result is, what we call, a scoped precision. So, in case the interpolation procedure identifies a global variable to be relevant at any location, the resulting precision will advise the analysis to track this global variable throughout verification task. Similar for local variables, if the interpolation procedure identifies a local variable to be relevant at any location within a function, the resulting precision will signal the analysis to track this local variable at all program locations belonging to the function.

Mind that a scoped precision can turn out to be disadvantageous for the analysis, because program variables are tracked at program locations where they actually do not need to be tracked, potentially adding again to the problem of state-space explosion. So, it is important that there is a good balance between the reduction of refinements and the overhead of tracking superfluous information.

As it turns out, if we run the value analysis with CEGAR using the scoped precision instead of the localized, parsimonious precision, as advocated by the lazy abstraction principle, then we are able to reduce the number of refinements significantly. In our evaluation we achieved a reduction of 85\% — from 145,007 down to only 20,910 refinements — for the 2,087 verification tasks that both approaches can solve. At the same time there are hardly any negative effects from tracking superfluous information, as there are only 32 verification tasks that are exclusively solved using the localized precision, while there are 729 verification tasks that are exclusively solved using the scoped precision.

In summary, the switch from the localized precision to the scoped precision greatly improves the performance of the overall analysis, on which we report in more detail during the next section.

### 5.4 Evaluation

In this section, we again evaluate the value analysis with CEGAR, but now with improved CEGAR and interpolation, i.e., we run it with the optimizations for the interpolation procedure, and with the scoped precision introduced above. In order to allow drawing comparisons with the previous evaluations from Sections 3.5.
and 4.8, respectively, we reuse the same benchmark verification tasks in the identical experimental setup, including the use of BenchExec just as in the previous evaluation sections.

5.4.1 Configuration

We again take CPAchecker in revision 20 406, and provide the main configuration file valueAnalysis-Cegar-Optimized, along with the options to skip descending in recursive function calls and not performing counterexample checks, same as in the evaluations before.

Besides applying the optimizations from Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we also choose to restart the analysis from the initial state with the new precision after a refinement, i.e., we fully disable lazy abstraction. While for most categories it hardly makes a difference whether to continue from the pivot state or restart the analysis after a refinement, our experiments show, that this is especially beneficial for the categories ECA and ProductLines. This is the case, because both these classes of verification tasks have a rather complex control flow with a high degree of branching, and the program variables identified as relevant by a refinement are not only relevant in a couple of sub-trees of the ARG, but are relevant throughout the verification task. Therefore, for these verification tasks, it is more efficient to add them to the precision at the top-level once.

In order to allow reproducibility of the evaluation, an example for a complete command line to run the value analysis with improved CEGAR and interpolation as well as the full results and raw data are available on our supplementary web page.

5.4.2 Results

We now present the results of running the value analysis with improved CEGAR and interpolation in the same experimental setup as in the previous evaluations. For a complete overview of the results obtained by this instance of the value analysis, we refer the reader to Table 5.2. From there one can see, that the value analysis with improved CEGAR and interpolation now can solve 72%, or 3 088 of the 4 283 verification tasks. This means, that, due to the improvements discussed in this chapter so far, the value analysis with improved CEGAR and interpolation can solve a total of 969 verification tasks more than without the improvements.

In terms of verification effectiveness, the biggest improvement is achieved in the category ECA, where now 587 verification tasks can be solved, while without the improvements, none are solved. Other categories, where the verification effectiveness is now considerably improved are DeviceDriversLinux64, ProductLines, and

\[\text{http://www.sosy-lab.org/research/phd/loewe/#ValueAnalysisCegarPlus}\]
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BitVectorsReach</th>
<th>ControlFlow</th>
<th>DeviceDriversLinux64</th>
<th>ECA</th>
<th>Floats</th>
<th>Loops</th>
<th>ProductLines</th>
<th>Sequentialized</th>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2120</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>4283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unsolved</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>553</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solved</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1668</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correct</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1583</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1390</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Table showing the verification effectiveness of the value analysis with improved CEGAR

**Sequentialized** such that now the value analysis with improved CEGAR and interpolation clearly outperforms the plain value analysis in terms of verification effectiveness, as shown in the next section.

### 5.4.3 Comparison to the Plain Value Analysis

We now present a comparison between the plain value analysis and the value analysis with the now improved approaches for CEGAR and interpolation.

Similar as in Section 4.8.3, we show the differences in verification effectiveness of the two approaches in a table representing the cell-wise difference of Table 5.2 and Table 3.2 respectively.

From the resulting table (cf. Table 5.3) we can see that the value analysis with CEGAR is now clearly more effective than the plain value analysis, as the approach based on CEGAR can solve 340 verification tasks more. The biggest improvement coming from the optimizations detailed in the previous section is due the good results in the category **ECA**—remember that without the optimizations no verification task can be solved there. Also, on the category **DeviceDriversLinux64**, the improved approaches for CEGAR and interpolation allow even better results, as now 569 verification tasks can be solved that the plain value analysis cannot solve.

The results in the category **ProductLines** remain the only blemish of the value analysis with CEGAR, as a total of 137 verification tasks less can be solved when
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BitVectorsReach</th>
<th>ControlFlow</th>
<th>DeviceDriverLinux64</th>
<th>ECAs</th>
<th>Flows</th>
<th>Loops</th>
<th>ProductLines</th>
<th>Sequentialized</th>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2120</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solved(_\Delta)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>3 -137</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correct(_\Delta)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>2 -137</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true(_\Delta)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>2 -49</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false(_\Delta)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>-34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 -88</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incorrect(_\Delta)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 0 -2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true(_\Delta)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false(_\Delta)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 0 -2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Table showing the difference in verification effectiveness between the plain value analysis and the value analysis with improved CEGAR.

In order to compare the verification efficiency of the plain value analysis with that of the value analysis with and without improved CEGAR and interpolation, we refer to the quantile plot shown in Figure 5.1.

The graph corresponding to the value analysis with improved CEGAR and interpolation is the lowest of all, which tells us that this analysis is the most efficient for solving the verification tasks in our benchmark set. Only at the far left, there are a few verification tasks where the plain value analysis is a tiny bit faster. This is due to the overhead that the CEGAR approach comes with for finding a suitable abstraction first, but it is surprising that this overhead is basically compensated. The value analysis with improved CEGAR and interpolation is also clearly better suited for harder verification tasks, because the graph corresponding to the plain value analysis goes almost straight up for tasks needing more than 100 s, while the graph corresponding to the value analysis with improved CEGAR and interpolation tends further to the right, i.e., it solves more of the harder tasks as already discussed above.

5.4.4 Level of Non-Determinism

So far in this chapter we showed that a CEGAR approach for the value analysis is able to out-perform the plain value analysis in terms of verification efficiency. Still,
for some verification tasks, the CEGAR approach does not pay off, which seemingly is true for large parts of category ProductLines (cf. Table 5.3). However, we argue that it is not the case that the value analysis with CEGAR performs bad there, but that it is rather the case, that the plain value analysis performs extremely well there. We back this claim by referring to, what we call, the level of non-determinism of a verification task, and we compute the level of non-determinism for a verification task as follows. We run the value analysis without CEGAR, counting the total number of branching nodes, i.e., assume operations like \( a == 1 \) or \( a >= b \), that are traversed during the analysis. The analysis also takes note how many of the assume operations have two successors states. Mind that if the plain value analysis computes two successors for an assume operation, this indicates that the assume operation could not be evaluated to a deterministic value, i.e., non-determinism is present in the respective verification task. This fact is of interest here, because if there exists a
successor for both the \textit{then} branch as well as for the \textit{else} branch of an assume operation, then this means that two independent branches need to be explored by the analysis, and if that happens often, then the state space of the verification task may become huge. In contrast, if most assume operations only allow at most a single successor, than the state space of the verification task is limited, it even may degenerate to a path program if each and every assume operation can be evaluated deterministically. Interestingly, the latter is the case for many verification tasks in the category \texttt{ProductLines}, and therefore, verification tasks from this category can be solved easily by the plain value analysis, as it tracks as much information as possible without ever performing abstraction computations.

In contrast, the value analysis with CEGAR does not perform particularly well in the category \texttt{ProductLines}. To give an intuition why this is the case, lets assume several refinements were performed already and only a subset of all relevant program variables is being tracked. Because not all program variables referenced in assume operations are being tracked, there is a lot of case splitting going on, i.e., both branches of an assume operation have to be explored in many cases. But at the same time, because program variables are already being tracked, and these have different valuations in different branches, there is also less chance for coverage when two independent branches meet again. So now there exist many independent branches that end in states where the variable valuations are different, so coverage is not possible and each branch must be explored individually which eventually leads to state-space explosion. Furthermore, the verification tasks in the category \texttt{ProductLines} require many program variables to be tracked in order to be able to exclude all infeasible error paths, and the effort spent for the continuous computation of refinements also hinders the value analysis with CEGAR to perform well here.

The scatter plot in Figure 5.2 provides evidence for our claims, covering verification tasks of the categories \texttt{ECA} and \texttt{ProductLines}, that the plain value analysis or the value analysis with CEGAR is able to solve. In this plot, the x-coordinate of a data point corresponds to the CPU time needed to solve the respective verification task with the plain value analysis, and the y-coordinate corresponds to the CPU time needed to solve the very same verification task with the value analysis with CEGAR. The color of the data point reflects the level of non-determinism—the measure we briefly sketched above—which ranges from 0\% to 100\%. A low level of non-determinism, i.e., close to 0\% is drawn in a bluish hue, while a high level of non-determinism is drawn in a reddish hue. The plot makes two points rather clear. First, the verification tasks in the \texttt{ECA} and \texttt{ProductLines} expose a rather low level of non-determinism, as practically all data points are colored blue. Second, the plain value analysis is better suited for almost all these verification tasks, as only a few data points are located in the lower triangle below the diagonal, while many are positioned close to border on the top, indicating that the plain value analysis can
Figure 5.2: Scatter plot comparing the CPU time of the plain value analysis (x-axis) to the CPU time of the value analysis with CEGAR (y-axis) over the verification tasks in the categories ECA and ProductLines, with the color of the data points indicating the level of non-determinism of the respective verification task.

solve the respective verification tasks, but that the value analysis with CEGAR runs out of time when trying to solve them.

In contrast, the plot in Figure 5.3 covers verification tasks from all categories except for ECA and ProductLines, and here now, the level of non-determinism is particularly higher, as witnessed by the high number of data points with a reddish hue. Interestingly, for verification tasks exposing a high level of non-determinism, the value analysis with CEGAR is superior over the plain value analysis, which can be seen from the massive number of reddish data points along the right border of the plot, which represent verification tasks with a higher level of non-determinism that the value analysis with CEGAR can solve but the plain value analysis cannot.

To give an intuition why this is the case, consider a verification task that is highly
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Figure 5.3: Scatter plot comparing the CPU time of the plain value analysis (x-axis) to the CPU time of the value analysis with CEGAR (y-axis) over all verification tasks except those from the categories **ECA** and **PRODUCTLINES**, with the color of the data points indicating the level of non-determinism of the respective verification task.

non-deterministic, i.e., many assume operations in this verification task cannot be evaluated to a deterministic value, hence, always both paths need to be considered by the value analysis, independent of the fact whether the value analysis relies on CEGAR or not. However, what makes the difference here is that the plain value analysis —running with full precision— tracks all program variables within the different paths, while the value analysis with CEGAR normally only tracks a small fraction of all the program variables. According to our evaluation, on average over the commonly solved tasks, the value analysis with CEGAR tracks less than 25% of the program variables the plain value analysis tracks. This means that coverage relations are more likely for the value analysis with CEGAR, which reduces the number of paths that have to be explored independently, and ultimately allows the
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analysis to finish in time.

So, after having established that the value analysis with CEGAR is beneficial for
verification tasks with a higher level of non-determinism, while the plain value analysis
is best suited for rather deterministic verification tasks, an obvious suggestion would
be to combine the two approaches in a composite analysis. A simple approach could
first start the plain value analysis, and let it run for, e.g., 100 s as most verification
tasks the plain value analysis solves are finished in under 100 s anyway. After these
100 s, the value analysis with CEGAR could then use the remaining time to solve as
many verification tasks as possible. However, while this approach is valid, and yields
more results than a single analysis alone, it also is not very interesting, because,
using the data from our evaluation, we can compute an estimated number of solved
verification tasks for this approach by counting each verification task that was either
solved by the plain value analysis in under 100 s or by the value analysis with CEGAR
in 800 s or less.

A more sophisticated approach for a composite analysis would be to base the
decision on which analysis to use on the level of non-determinism that the current
verification task exposes, e.g., by delaying the abstraction computation until the
level of non-determinism is above a certain threshold, as detailed in a later chapter
(cf. Section 9.1). However, while some combination of two value analyses might lead
to some improvements, we believe that a composite analysis of two analyses backed
by two different domains is far more interesting and powerful.

But, before focusing on the composition of the value analysis with a symbolic
analysis (cf. Chapter 6), we first discuss some other interesting research directions
for the value analysis.

5.5 Versatility of Value-Analysis Refinement

In the previous section we discussed the benefits that our novel refinement component
has for the value analysis. In addition, the availability of such a refinement component
opens up several more possibilities, and on two of these we will briefly report on.

5.5.1 Applicability to other Analyses

Besides the value analysis presented in this thesis, there exist many other analyses
based on various abstract domains, like for example the interval domain [46], which is
also rather imprecise but allows an efficient analysis, too, or the polyhedra domain [48],
which is more precise but comes with huge memory costs.

The octagon domain [89] is yet another abstract domain, which is aimed to
perform, in terms of verification expressiveness and verification efficiency, somewhere
in between the interval domain and the polyhedra domain. This octagon domain is
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Based on difference-bound matrices which are able to express constraints of the form \( \pm v_1 \pm v_2 \leq c \) with \( v_1, v_2 \in X \) and \( c \in \mathbb{Z} \). The octagon domain allows to manipulate these constraints with an \( \mathcal{O}(n^2) \) worst-case memory cost per abstract state and an \( \mathcal{O}(n^3) \) worst-case time cost per abstract operation, with \( n \) being the number of program variables [89].

Analyses based on these abstract domains often join abstract states when control flow meets [47], in order to avoid state-space explosion, and to increase the verification efficiency of the analysis. However, this is to the disadvantage of the precision of the analysis, which usually leads to reporting many incorrect false verdicts.

The verification framework CPAchecker also holds an implementation of an analysis based on the octagon domain, and there exists work that integrates the value-analysis refinement along with the value interpolation into the octagon analysis. In an evaluation of 2,300 verification tasks the octagon analysis with CEGAR is able to solve 1,800 verification tasks, while the octagon analysis without CEGAR can only solve 1,500 — both using merge\(_{sep}\) as merge operator. The memory consumption is reduced to around 50% on average if the CEGAR approach is used. More importantly, the CEGAR approach also solves clearly more verification tasks than the classic approaches based on joining and widening, while also reporting far less incorrect false verdicts [4].

Symbolic execution [25,37,75,78,101] also suffers from state-space explosion. In its original form it tracks a symbolic value for each program variable and explores each program path individually. For a verification task containing \( n \) assume operations up to \( 2^n \) different paths have to be explored, which often is too expensive for any non-trivial verification task.

The verification framework CPAchecker also has an analysis based on symbolic execution, and there exists an extension that adds interpolation and refinement, similar as it is presented here for the value analysis, to the analysis based on symbolic execution. In an evaluation using the verification tasks of SV-COMP’16, symbolic execution with CEGAR achieves impressive results [25] by solving well over 2,700 verification tasks, while the original approach only solves 921 verification tasks [5].

This shows that the concepts of interpolation and refinement, as introduced in this thesis, are applicable to a whole range of abstract domains, and even to analyses that track the program state symbolically, like symbolic execution.

5.5.2 Regression Verification

In the software industry of today, regression testing is an established and well-understood technique [61,95]. However, as with any testing approach, regression

---

[4]: The experimental setup was similar as presented throughout this thesis.
[5]: The experimental setup was again similar as presented throughout this thesis.
testing is incomplete, i.e., it is not powerful enough to verify that an arbitrary piece of code is free of errors, nor is it capable of exhaustively checking an arbitrary verification task for errors. Augmenting regression testing with regression verification seems like a legit idea. However, verifying a single verification task once is already considered costly, especially when compared to testing, and this is magnified in the light of regression verification, where not a single verification task has to be verified once, but many, and this over and over again, from revision to revision. Thus, naive approaches for regression verification are bound to fail in an industrial setting.

But consider this. Any approach based on CEGAR, be it the value analysis with CEGAR, or a predicate analysis, or any other analysis based on CEGAR, all of them have to invest quite some effort first into repeatedly exploring and refining the state space until the abstract model becomes precise enough to be reasoned about undisputedly. For many verification tasks the effort spent up to the final refinement is by far higher than the effort needed after the final refinement. This means that reasoning about an abstract model that reflects the relevant characteristics of the actual verification task just precisely enough is often inexpensive, and naturally it is less of an effort than having to go through the whole process of computing that abstract model over several refinement iterations.

The concept of precision reuse can be exploited for regression verification. The main idea there is to reuse the set of precisions —those that are extracted in the respective refinements during the verification process— for verifying future revisions. With the definition of refinement and precision for the value analysis, plus formalizing an exchange format for writing and reading these precisions, the technique for efficient regression verification based on precision reuse becomes immediately available for the value analysis, too. In an evaluation on an industrial scale, precision reuse for efficient regression verification was evaluated for the value analysis with CEGAR on 4,193 verification tasks, stemming from 62 Linux kernel device drivers spanning over a total of 1,119 revisions. The verification of these 4,193 verification tasks took 13,000 s when verifying each verification task from scratch, but only 4,900 s when using precision reuse, underlining that efficient and robust regression verification is now also available for the value analysis.

So, precision reuse may enable efficient regression verification, but note that in case the precision for the initial revision is not suitable for an efficient verification, e.g., because it forces the unrolling of a complex loop, then the verification of future revision will likely fail, too. Therefore, during a refinement, it is crucial to find a suitable precision that neither is too strong nor forces the analysis to unroll loops. We will present such techniques in Chapter 7, but before that, we shed some light on alternative approaches we investigated in our quest for effective verification techniques.
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Before concluding this chapter, we give a short overview of alternative interpolation and refinement techniques for the value analysis. Some of these approaches were already suggested before in other domains, e.g., for the predicate analysis, and our intuition was that they also perform well for the value domain. While this held to be true to some extent, our studies and evaluation prove that none of these techniques presented below are groundbreaking. Nevertheless, they represent interesting concepts and allow a deeper understanding of the whole matter, especially as it becomes clear why the respective approaches are inferior to the approaches discussed in earlier chapters of this work.

5.6.1 Static Refinement

If refinement based on value interpolation is performed, (cf. Section 4.7) then in order to obtain interpolants for an infeasible error path parts of this infeasible error path are evaluated repeatedly, giving this approach a dynamic character.

Of course, this interpolation-based approach is not the only way to compute the precision of the value analysis, and in the following we present an idea of computing a new precision by performing a purely static backwards analysis along the infeasible error path, hence, we call it static refinement.

Extracting Precisions from Use-Def Chains

This approach is based on the simple idea, that, in order to exclude an infeasible error path, it is sufficient to track all program variables that are referenced in the use-def chains computed over all assume operations.

In Algorithm 5 we present the procedure ObtainInUseFunction. This procedure computes for an infeasible error path \( \sigma \) the in-use function \( \nu_\sigma \), which maps from locations \( l \in L \) to sets of program variables \( \chi \in 2^X \). To extract the program variables being defined or used in an operation \( op \in Ops \), the procedure delegates to \( \text{defs}(op) \) and to \( \text{used}(op) \), respectively. For the simple imperative programming language on which our formalism is based on \( \text{defs}(op) \) returns, as singleton set, the program variable on the left hand side of \( op \) if \( op \) is an assignment operation and the empty set if \( op \) is an assume operation. The call \( \text{uses}(op) \) returns the set of program variables on the right hand side of \( op \) if \( op \) is an assignment operation and the set of all program variables in \( op \) if \( op \) is an assume operation. The in-use function \( \nu \) is then computed by traversing the path \( \sigma \) once in reverse order. For an assume operation at a location \( l \) all program variables occurring in this assume operation are added to the current set \( \chi_{inUse} \) and then to \( \nu(l) \). When processing an assignment operation at a location \( l \), it first is checked if the program variable being assigned, i.e., the
program variable currently in the set $\chi_{defs}$, is in use, i.e., if it is in $\chi_{inUse}$. Only if that is the case, then the program variable being assigned is removed from the current set $\chi_{inUse}$, and all program variables used in that assignment operation are added to the current set $\chi_{inUse}$ and then to $v(l)$.

A non-empty set $\chi = v(l)$ for a location $l$ means that the program variables contained in $\chi$ are needed to allow the evaluation of an assume operation after the location $l$. As the path $\sigma$ is infeasible there exists at least one contradicting assume operation in $\sigma$ such that $\widehat{SP}_\sigma(\top) = \bot$ holds, and a precision computed from $v$ is strong enough to exclude the infeasible error path $\sigma$. Transforming the function $v : L \mapsto 2^X$ to a precision is trivial, because $v$ already conforms to the definition of a precision, being $\pi : L \mapsto 2^X$.

**Comparison to Value Interpolation**

The technique presented above is not based on value interpolation. After all, this purely static approach does not deal with abstract variable assignments or constraint

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\Input an infeasible error path $\sigma = ((op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_n, l_n))$
\Output the in-use function $v : L \mapsto 2^X$, mapping from locations $l \in L$ to sets of variables $\chi \subseteq X$
\Variables sets of variables $\chi_{defs} \subseteq X, \chi_{uses} \subseteq X, \chi_{inUse} \subseteq X$
\State $\chi_{inUse} = \emptyset$
\ForAll{$l \in L$}
\State $v(l) := \emptyset$
\For{$i = n$ to $i = 1$}
\State // set of variables being written in $op_i$
\State $\chi_{defs} := \text{defs}(op_i)$;
\State // set of variables being read in $op_i$
\State $\chi_{uses} := \text{uses}(op_i)$;
\State // any uses in assume operation always become in-use
\If{$\text{isAssumeOperation}(op_i)$}
\State $\chi_{inUse} := \chi_{inUse} \cup \chi_{uses}$;
\ElseIf{$\chi_{defs} \cap \chi_{inUse} \neq \emptyset$}
\State $\chi_{inUse} := (\chi_{inUse} \setminus \chi_{defs}) \cup \chi_{uses}$;
\EndIf
\EndFor
\EndFor
\State $v(l) := \chi_{inUse}$
\State return $v$;
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}
sequences but only operates on identifiers of program variables, and for these the formalisms like contradiction, implication and others (cf. Section 4.6) are undefined.

Due to the static nature of the approach, it is not known which assume operations along a path actually are contradicting, and so the approach has to consider all assume operations to be contradicting. This is also the reason why precisions computed by procedure ObtainInUseFunction are never weaker, i.e., they always contain at least the program variables that precisions contain which are computed using value interpolation (cf. Algorithm 4).

In the evaluation we performed, again in the same experimental setup as in the sections before, this approach solves 231 verification tasks more than the plain value analysis. But compared to the value analysis with CEGAR and interpolation it fails to solve 199 verification tasks that can be solved with the optimized refinement approach from before (cf. Section 5.4). Hence, the extra effort spent for the value interpolation pays off, and due to that insight, we do not try to improve this static refinement approach directly. However, we note that static refinement may profit dramatically from the technique presented in Chapter 7 which allows to modify an infeasible error path prior to computing a (static) refinement in such a way that at most a single contradicting assume operation remains in the respective infeasible error path. Consequently, the static refinement approach does not need to consider all assume operations to be contradicting, but it suffices to compute the use-def-chain starting from the single contradicting assume operation, often allowing a far more concise precision increment.

5.6.2 Global Refinement

Another technique that we studied and that has already been suggested for the predicate domain computes refinements not for a single error path but for multiple error paths at once [3], i.e., for error paths forming a directed acyclic graph. In the classic CEGAR approach a refinement is initiated as soon as the first target state has been identified, and for each such target state being found during the course of the analysis a refinement is performed. When refining a set of paths at once, this is done differently. In the extreme case, the analysis first enumerates —according to the current precision— all reachable states of the current verification task. If no target state is found, the analysis returns the verdict true, and if a feasible counterexample is detected, the analysis returns the verdict false, just as in the classic CEGAR approach. In all other cases the refinement procedure is tasked to compute a single precision increment that is strong enough to exclude all infeasible error paths present in the computed state space. We call this global refinement and we propose to use that also for our value analysis.
With the value analysis it is often too expensive to always unroll the complete reachable state space between subsequent refinements when analyzing more complex verification tasks, so for our work with the value analysis, we favour a trade-off between the one extreme that always triggers a refinement right after having found a new target state and the other extreme that always unrolls the complete reachable state space before initiating a refinement. To this end, we can configure the value analysis such that a refinement is initiated (1) once a certain amount of target states have been found, or (2) once a certain number of abstract states have been computed after having found the next target state. This allows us to choose any configuration between the two extremes mentioned above.

There are three main benefits that we aim to achieve. First, as multiple error paths are identified between two subsequent refinements, the chance of finding a feasible error path within less refinements is higher, so we hope to find bugs faster. Second, with this approach the number of refinements needed to solve a verification task is expected to be lower compared to the classic CEGAR approach, and therefore the number of re-explorations of the state space are also reduced, potentially speeding up the overall verification process. Third, there are now several infeasible error paths scheduled for interpolation during one refinement step, so synergy effects for the interpolation procedure may emerge.

To explain the last aspect in more detail, we show the source code of an illustrative example verification task on the left in Figure 5.4. This verification task contains four `assert` statements, each representing a target location. Note that all of them are actually unreachable, so the verdict of this verification task is `true`. If we give this verification task as input to the value analysis with CEGAR and enable global refinement, due to the initially empty precision, the analysis reaches all four target locations and identifies all of them as infeasible. On the right side of Figure 5.4, a tree structure shows the interpolants computed for the global refinement, the four error paths that end in the four target states, as well as the relevant abstract states. The tree structure should be interpreted like the following. After going from N4 to N6, the interpolant `{a = 1}` at N6 indicates that the valuation of `int a` is needed for excluding an infeasible error path — in this case the infeasible error path leading to the `assert` statement in line 7 is excluded. Coming from N6 and going on to N10, no information is needed for excluding any infeasible error path, as indicated by the “empty” interpolant at N10. But right after that, the interpolant `{b = 1}` is strong enough to exclude the remaining infeasible error paths. With global refinement enabled, the refinement component has to compute this tree of interpolants instead of a single sequence of interpolants. Of course it would be possible to extract each error path from this tree and compute interpolants for each path individually, but this would waste two opportunities for optimizations. First, it is possible to skip the interpolation of some error paths completely, because some
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target states might already be excluded by interpolants computed for a target state for which the interpolation was performed earlier. Second, redundant interpolations over common prefixes of infeasible error paths can sometimes be avoided, because some error paths share a common prefix with other error paths. In the example here we can avoid the interpolation of the error path to the `assert` statement in line 25, because the interpolant at the branching state N20 is already set to ⊥, meaning that an interpolant further up the tree already guarantees that this state is unreachable. Moreover, assume that the path to the `assert` statement in line 13 was already interpolated over, and we decide to interpolate next over the path to the `assert` statement in line 21. Here we can check, if the already existing interpolant `{b = 1}` at the branching state N12 is strong enough to serve as initial interpolant for the partial interpolation of the suffix from N12 to the `assert` statement in line 21. As that is the case, we can save some interpolation queries, and in addition, we can assure that the precision stays smaller, because no new program variables are
added to the precision. To sum up, in this example one single refinement is enough to exclude all infeasible error paths, while an approach using the normal CEGAR approach might need up to four individual refinements.

So, in theory, the reduction of refinements as well as potential for optimizations in the interpolation procedure are what makes global refinement attractive. However, when comparing this to the results from Section 5.4 of course under the same experimental setup, it turns out that global refinement does not lead to any significant improvement, because for the total of 4283 verification tasks it only solves 4 verification tasks more than the default refinement procedure is able to solve.

We conclude from this that the effort saved through the improvements for the interpolation and refinement procedures are roughly the same as the overhead introduced with continuing the state-space exploration after having identified the first target state. This result is not a total surprise, because with the improvements described earlier in this chapter, the limiting factor of the value analysis with CEGAR seems to be the construction of the abstract model. Sometimes this model is concise, because suitable interpolants are identified, but sometimes it is not, because the interpolants that are identified lead, for example, to repeated loop unrollings. Whether or not using global refinement has no direct influence on the choice of interpolants, so only by chance one approach may lead to more suitable interpolants and a more concise abstract model, and only in those few cases one of the approaches is significantly faster than the other. Therefore, we do not investigate the concept of global refinements any further, but we refer to the technique presented in Chapter 7 because it enables us to guide the interpolation process towards suitable interpolants, which then allow the analysis to obtain a more concise abstract model which leads to a more efficient verification process.

5.6.3 Impact-Like Refinement for the Value Analysis

Finally, we also experimented to combine the value analysis with lazy abstraction with interpolants [88], a technique which was first introduced for the predicate domain. In the original work it was shown that the underlying algorithm, called IMPACT, was far more efficient than the approach taken by BLAST [18], which by that time was the best implementation of an analysis based on predicate abstraction. The reason why the IMPACT approach may perform better for a given verification task is due to the fact, that it may solve verification tasks with far less refinements than classic lazy predicate abstraction. More recent work [33] formalized both approaches in an unified algorithm, which can be parametrized to either perform lazy predicate abstraction (BLAST) or lazy abstraction with interpolants (IMPACT). This work shows that adding adjustable-block encoding (ABE) [24] to this unified algorithm, and
thus making it available to both approaches, closes the gap between lazy predicate abstraction (BLAST) and lazy abstraction with interpolants (IMPACT).

For the value analysis, there is no concept available like ABE, and therefore, again with the goal of finding counterexamples faster with the value analysis, we propose a refinement schema for the value analysis that is based on global refinement (cf. Section 5.6.2) and also borrows ideas from the IMPACT algorithm.

For detailed insights on the IMPACT algorithm we refer to the literature [33,88], and we only focus here on the most relevant bits. The main difference between lazy predicate abstraction (BLAST) and lazy abstraction with interpolants (IMPACT) is that after a refinement the later does not delete and re-explore states in the ARG, but instead it strengthens the abstract states by conjunctively adding the corresponding interpolant directly to the state formula wrapped in the abstract state. This strengthening effects the coverage relation between abstract states, and thus might lead to inconsistencies in the coverage relation. The algorithm has to restore the coverage relation to a consistent state, which comes at an extra cost.

We adapt the idea of the IMPACT algorithm to strengthen abstract states of the value analysis with interpolants provided by the value-analysis interpolation (cf. Section 4.6). If the value analysis finds a target state, interpolants are computed for the respective error path, and similar to the IMPACT algorithm, we strengthen the abstract states, i.e., the abstract variable assignments, with the value-domain interpolants, which can also be interpreted as abstract variable assignments. In contrast to IMPACT, we deliberately leave the coverage relation inconsistent after strengthening abstract states in a refinement in order to save the extra cost.

For our intent this is acceptable, because our goal is to find counterexamples more rapidly. However, we need to deal with a few consequences. Assume we find a target state with this approach. If it turns out to be a real counterexample, the algorithm terminates and returns the verdict false. If the error path is infeasible a refinement is performed, in which the abstract states are strengthened. This possibly leaves the coverage relation in an inconsistent state. Despite that, the algorithm continues the exploration, and it either finds another target state and performs again a refinement by strengthening the abstract states using interpolants, or no more target states are found. In the later case, we cannot return the verdict true for the verification task, because the current ARG represents an under-approximation, due to a possibly inconsistent coverage relation. So once the state-space exploration is complete, our approach performs a full restart of the state-space exploration in order to rebuild the ARG with a consistent coverage relation. Only if the ARG resulting from such a re-exploration is free of target states, then we can return the verdict true for the verification task. If another target state is found, then this refinement loop starts anew.
This approach indeed finds some counterexamples faster than the CEGAR approach we presented in earlier chapters. Despite that, we did not pursue this concept any further, because in our evaluation — performed in the same experimental setup as before — it does not only perform worse in proving true verdicts, which was expected, but also is not competitive in regard to finding counterexamples. Especially on the verification tasks in the categories ECA and PRODUCTLINES this approach fails to find counterexamples efficiently. As already stated earlier (cf. Section 5.4), a good strategy for these verification tasks is to track program variables globally right from the start, but this contradicts the IMPACT approach, which refines a single infeasible error path after the other, and, instead of continuing the re-exploration after a refinement at the initial state, it continues deep in the ARG, similar to the value analysis based on CEGAR and lazy abstraction (cf. Section 4.8), which also did not work well for the categories ECA and PRODUCTLINES. We could improve this for the IMPACT approach by restarting the analysis more frequently, i.e., be more eager, but then this would be almost identical to the standard value analysis with CEGAR, leaving us without any justification for having the IMPACT-like approach in the first place.

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented several techniques that allow the value analysis with CEGAR to become a competitive analysis.

The most important step that we needed to take was to lower the number of refinements that the original CEGAR component of the value analysis requires. We achieved that goal by applying a scoped precision and by restarting the analysis after each refinement. Several optimizations for the interpolation procedure further speed up the analysis.

In addition, we detailed on the versatility of the refinement component of the value analysis, and we reported on several ideas that, despite not living up to our expectations, at least firmed our belief that the key for optimizing the CEGAR component lies in finding better interpolants.

5.7.1 Lessons Learned

An interesting insight is that lazy abstraction, for the benchmark set we use, is not beneficial for the value analysis. A location-based precision, i.e., a parsimonious precision, is one of the two main arguments brought forward by the lazy-abstraction principle to facilitate an efficient verification process. However, for the value analysis, this reasoning does not apply, because the same information is needed in many different paths, making a location-based precision too fine-grained and leading to many repeated refinements. If deciding against lazy abstraction, then the value
analysis with CEGAR clearly out-performs the plain value analysis in terms of verification efficiency, becoming a competitive analysis on its own.

5.7.2 Challenge

With the findings from this chapter we have available a competitive analysis, which is able to provide a verdict for many verification tasks from our benchmark set. However, the addition of CEGAR to the value analysis does not make the analysis more precise, and as such, the analysis still returns an incorrect false verdict for some verification tasks, especially for verification tasks where the reachability of the target state depends on non-determinism, e.g., caused by uninitialized variables. So before further improving the verification efficiency of the value analysis, we now turn the attention to the design of an efficient and precise analysis.

5.7.3 Proposition

A straight-forward approach would be to add symbolic capabilities directly to the value analysis. We did not follow this path, because we would risk breaking one of the main design decisions of the value analysis, namely its simple, low-overhead approach, which so far has proven highly valuable. So instead of tightly integrating symbolic capabilities to the value analysis, we rather make use of what the CPAchecker framework provides, which already has highly capable symbolic analyses on board.

5.7.4 Solution

In order to obtain a precise and efficient analysis based on the current state of the value analysis, we suggest to combine the value analysis with the existing predicate analysis of CPAchecker, with both analyses making use of the CEGAR approach. In order to allow this novel composite analysis to stay as efficient as possible, the value analysis will remain to be the main driver of the composite analysis, and it will only turn to the predicate analysis when encountering an infeasible counterexample that it cannot refute itself. The next chapter will cover the details of this novel approach.
6 Precise and Efficient Composite Analysis based on CEGAR

The optimizations detailed in the previous chapter are targeted at the verification effectiveness and verification efficiency of the value analysis, suggesting several improvements for the refinement approach and the interpolation procedure in the value domain. In this section we continue to improve the verification effectiveness of the analysis, but now by lowering the number of incorrect false verdicts that the value analysis reports, while still guaranteeing an efficient verification process.

6.1 Motivation

Reporting incorrect false verdicts greatly hinders the verification effectiveness of any analysis, and so far in this work we neglected to limit the number of incorrect false verdicts which the value analysis reports. One reason why the value analysis raises false alarms is due to the aforementioned non-determinism that, at least to some degree, most verification tasks expose. This non-determinism is introduced on purpose by the authors of the verification task, e.g., to simulate user input or communication with external libraries, with the goal to generalize the verification task such that the size of the state space that the analysis has to cover is increased. Without any non-determinism, each verification task would represent a path program, and the verification of these is not of major interest.

By design, the value analysis is not particularly good in dealing with non-determinism, making it prone to reporting false alarms, as shown by the tiny example verification task in Figure 6.1. This verification task defines a local variable int a, that does not have an initializer. Therefore, a verifier has to explore both the then branch as well as the else branch of the assume operation [a != 1]. The value analysis is not able to derive any valuation for the variable int a from the

```
#include <assert.h>

int main() {
    int a;
    if (a != 1) {
        if (a == 1) assert(0);
    }
}
```

Figure 6.1: Example verification task exposing non-determinism due to missing initializer
assume operation $a 
eq 1$ in the then branch, and eventually will also compute a successor for the then branch of the assume operation $a = 1$, despite the fact that the two assume operations $a 
eq 1$ and $a = 1$ obviously are contradicting. A symbolic analysis, like an analysis based on predicate abstraction [60] or symbolic execution [78] can easily pick up this contradiction and prove the verdict true of the verification task, but the value analysis for itself reports a false alarm instead.

Again, we clearly distance ourselves from introducing any symbolic capabilities into the value analysis, because we believe that the straightforwardness of the value analysis is one of its major advantages. Instead, to resolve this dilemma and to maintain the straightforwardness of the value analysis while also allowing an efficient and effective verification process, we suggest to combine the value analysis with a predicate analysis [24].

6.2 Related Work

Predicated lattices [57] is a concept that joins data-flow analyses with a predicate analysis. The idea is to increase the precision of resulting data-flow analysis, as not only lattice elements are tracked but also a set of predicates. The latter partitions the state space of the verification task in such a way that the normally path-insensitive data-flow analysis becomes as path-sensitive as needed, i.e., paths that must be analyzed in isolation are not joined.

Dynamic precision adjustment [22] is another concept that also combines a value analysis and a predicate analysis. There, the verification effort imposed on either of the analyses depends on a predefined, static threshold. Initially, a variable is tracked by the value analysis, but once the number of distinct valuations of this variable exceeds the threshold, the variable is tracked symbolically by the predicate analysis.

In contrast to these two approaches our composite analysis performs CEGAR in both the value analysis and the predicate analysis, and therefore, because only relevant facts are tracked by either one of the component analyses, each can be run in a path-sensitive configuration and still avoid the problem of state-space explosion in many cases.

Just recently, a CEGAR framework targeted at symbolic transition systems was presented [63]. This approach also combines an explicit analysis and a predicate analysis, with both analyses incorporating CEGAR, interpolation and lazy abstraction, making it quite similar to our approach. While the authors state that their prototype implementation is unable to compete with state-of-the-art tools, they confirm our results that the composite analysis leads to a performance boost compared to running the explicit analysis or the predicate analysis in isolation.
Besides performing CEGAR in both component analyses, another novelty of our approach is that the decision which information is tracked by which analysis is based on the level of expressiveness of the component analyses. The details of our approach are subject of the next section.

6.3 Composition of a Value Analysis and a Predicate Analysis

The analysis, as composition of the value analysis and the predicate analysis, works basically the same as any analysis based on CEGAR (cf. Algorithm 2). The analysis is started with an empty precision, i.e., neither the value analysis nor the predicate analysis track any variables or predicates, respectively. If this composite analysis finds an error path, then this path is first checked for feasibility in the value domain. If it is infeasible, then a refinement of the value domain is performed (cf. Section 4.7), and the composite analysis continues the CEGAR loop. If the path is feasible according to the semantics of the value domain, then the path is also checked for feasibility in the predicate domain. If the predicate domain confirms the feasibility of the path, the verdict false is returned with this error path as counterexample.

If, however, the path is found to be infeasible under the semantics of the predicate domain, then the value domain is not expressive enough to refute that program path, e.g., due to non-determinism encoded in the verification task. In such a case, we ask the predicate analysis to refine its precision along that path, which yields a refined predicate precision that eliminates this error path by considering facts along that path in the predicate domain.

We argue that, in general, the post-operations of the predicate analysis are more expensive than the post-operations of the value analysis, hence, we always try to perform a refinement for the, supposedly, cheaper value analysis first, and only use refinements for the predicate analysis as fallback, in case the expressiveness of the value analysis does not suffice to exclude an infeasible error path.

As a further enhancement, and similar as for dynamic precision adjustment [22], the composite analysis can decide to remove variables from the precision in the value domain once the number of different valuations for a variable along a path exceeds a certain threshold. Because these variables are relevant for excluding an infeasible error path —after all they were part of the value analysis precision— a later predicate refinement will automatically add predicates about these variables to the precision in the predicate domain. We regard this as a particularly nice property of our approach, because when we decide to manually decrease the precision of the value analysis, then the auxiliary predicate analysis will automatically compensate the loss of precision of the overall analysis.
In conclusion, after a refinement step, either the precision of the value analysis is refined, which normally is preferred, or the precision of the predicate analysis is refined. Note that this refinement-based, parallel composition of a value analysis and predicate analysis is strictly more powerful than a mere parallel product of the two analyses, because the value domain tracks exactly what it can efficiently analyze, while the predicate domain takes care of what is beyond that, resulting in an analysis that allows both an efficient and effective verification process, as shown in the evaluation in the next section.

6.4 Evaluation

In the following we present the results of evaluating the composition of the value analysis and the auxiliary predicate analysis described above. The main purpose of this evaluation is to show that the addition of the auxiliary predicate analysis to the value analysis (1) still allows for an efficient verification process, i.e., despite the now increased precision the composite analysis still remains efficient, and that the addition of the auxiliary predicate analysis to the value analysis (2) reduces the number of incorrect false verdicts which the stand-alone value analysis reports.

Again, in order to be able to draw comparisons with the evaluations from the previous Sections 3.5, 4.8 and 5.4, we reuse the same benchmark verification tasks in the identical experimental setup, and we again take CPAchecker in revision 20406. The benchmarking framework BenchExec is used and configured the same way as before.

6.4.1 Configuration

The composite analysis is based on the configuration of the value analysis with improved CEGAR from Section 5.4, but is extended by a CPA performing predicate analysis, which is configured to perform abstraction computations at loop-head locations and locations where control flow joins. The predicate analysis relies on SmtInterpol as SMT solver and interpolation engine. In addition, a custom refiner is put in place that, according to the logic described above, either delegates to the refiner for the value analysis or to the refiner for the predicate analysis. As in all previous evaluations we again disable explicit recursion and counterexample checks.

In order to allow reproducibility of the evaluation, an example for a complete command line to run this composite analysis based on CEGAR as well as the full results and raw data are available on our supplementary web page.

6.4 Evaluation

For the sake of completeness, we show an overview of the verification effectiveness of the composition of the value analysis and the predicate analysis in Table 6.1. The most important fact we can draw from this table is that the composite analysis indeed allows for an efficient verification process, as it solves 69% of the 4,283 verification tasks, so we can rightfully claim that hypothesis 1 from above is fulfilled.

In order to get a better impression of the differences in verification effectiveness of the composition of the value analysis and the predicate analysis and the stand-alone value analysis with improved CEGAR we show their differences in verification effectiveness first via Table 6.2 which represents the cell-wise difference of Table 6.1 and Table 5.2, respectively, i.e., similar as already done before in Sections 4.8.3 and 5.4.3.

Note that there is no category where the number of solved instances is increased for the composition of the value analysis and the predicate analysis, and in total the more precise approach solves 153 tasks less.

There are two main reasons for this, which we discuss shortly. First, because of the addition of the auxiliary predicate analysis, more effort is spent to allow a more precise analysis. This extra effort is even spent when it would actually not be needed. For example, in the categories ECA and PRODUCTLINES no predicate refinements are needed (cf. row refinement PA), but there alone 64 verification tasks less can be solved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BitVectorsReach</th>
<th>ControlFlow</th>
<th>DeviceDriversLinux64</th>
<th>ECA</th>
<th>FLOATS</th>
<th>LOOPS</th>
<th>PRODUCTLINES</th>
<th>SEQUENTIALIZED</th>
<th>SIMPLE</th>
<th>OVERALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2,120</td>
<td>1,140</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>4,283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unsolved</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solved</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1,611</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2,935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correct</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1,562</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2,828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1,395</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2,093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Table showing the verification effectiveness of the composition of the value and predicate analysis
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Table 6.1: Table showing the verification effectiveness of the composition of the value and predicate analysis
with the compositional approach, because the predicate analysis performs SAT checks as the analysis progresses. We already discussed that the verification tasks in the categories ECA or ProductLines have a rather deterministic nature, which allows the stand-alone value analysis to solve these verification tasks efficiently, while the effort of the compositional approach basically gets wasted here. But of course, not all of the effort of the compositional approach is wasted, after all, with it 44 more correct true verdicts are reported. This is mainly because the predicate analysis can deal better with the loop structures occurring in the categories BitVectorsReach and Loops, and also has support for pointer-aliasing that occurs in the category Simple, allowing the compositional approach to outperform the stand-alone value analysis.

The second reason why the compositional approach solves less verification tasks in total is because it avoids a lot of incorrect false verdicts that the stand-alone

---

As possible optimization, the implementation could delay SAT checks to after the first unsuccessful value-analysis refinement, i.e., to the point where it is clear that the value analysis alone is not capable of analyzing the verification task alone, but this would introduce coupling between the two CPAs, so this optimization is not implemented.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BitVectorsReach</th>
<th>CONTROL-FLOW</th>
<th>DEVICE-DRIVER-LINUX64</th>
<th>ECA</th>
<th>FLOATS</th>
<th>LOOPS</th>
<th>ProductLines</th>
<th>Sequentialized</th>
<th>SIMPLE</th>
<th>OVERALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2120</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>4283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solved(_\Delta)</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-57</td>
<td>-52</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>-22</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correct(_\Delta)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-52</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true(_\Delta)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false(_\Delta)</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incorrect(_\Delta)</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>-44</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>-19</td>
<td>-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>true(_\Delta)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false(_\Delta)</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>-44</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>-19</td>
<td>-132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refinement(_{PA})</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false(_VA) (\mapsto) true(_PA)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false(_VA) (\mapsto) unsolved(_PA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false(_VA) (\mapsto) false(_PA)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false(<em>VA) &amp; refinement(</em>{PA})</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Table showing the verification effectiveness of the composition of the value and predicate analysis in comparison to the value analysis with improved CEGAR.
value analysis reports, i.e., hypothesis from above is fulfilled as well. From the 230 incorrect false verdicts the stand-alone value analysis reports, the compositional approach avoids 132 of those, as it turns 84 into correct true verdicts, 48 run out of resources with the compositional approach, while 98 remain incorrect false verdicts. The latter case may happen because the SAT-based predicate abstraction and its implementation as predicate analysis within CPAchecker are not able to reason about each and every detail of the programming language C, so incorrect answers remain an issue.

Also, note row \textnormal{false}VA_{\textnormal{correct}} \& \textnormal{refinement}_PA \textnormal{ from Table 6.2} \footnote{http://sv-comp.sosy-lab.org/2013/results/} This row shows the sum of verification tasks where the stand-alone value analysis reported a supposedly correct false verdict, however, when combined with the predicate analysis, the respective counterexample is refuted by the predicate analysis in a total of 132 cases. So the addition of the predicate analysis does not only allow to avoid incorrect false verdicts, it also significantly raises the confidence that a false verdict in fact represents a bug in the respective verification task. Note that we do not claim to perform witness checking here \cite{16} but rather propose an approach to integrated counterexample checking.

\section*{6.5 International Competition on Software Verification 2013}

The combination of the value analysis and the predicate analysis demonstrated its potential in SV-COMP’13\footnote{http://sv-comp.sosy-lab.org/2013/results/}, winning the silver medal in the categories \textnormal{ControlFlow}, \textnormal{DeviceDriversLinux64}, \textnormal{SystemC}, as well as in \textnormal{Overall} \cite{11,83}. That edition of SV-COMP also introduced the notion of a score-based quantile plot, which are particularly helpful for visualizing the different aspects of verification quality \cite{11}. In such a score-based quantile plot each data point \((x, y)\) of a graph yields the maximum run time \(y\) for the \(n\) fastest correct verification results with the accumulated score \(x\) of all incorrect results and those \(n\) correct results \cite{11}. Hence, the graph of a verification tool that reports many incorrect verdicts starts far in the negative range, while a precise verification tool will start around an accumulated score of 0. If the graph corresponding to a verification tool spreads over large parts of the x-axis, then this means that the verification tool returns many correct answers, and the verification tool whose graph stretches the farthest to the right is regarded as the most successful, as it achieves the highest score.

In Figure \ref{fig:6.2} we show the score-based quantile plot comparing the stand-alone value analysis with improved CEGAR, the composition of the value analysis and the predicate analysis, and the default predicate analysis of CPAchecker \cite{24,86}. From the graphs we can easily identify some key differences between the approaches.
First, the graph for the stand-alone value analysis with improved CEGAR starts furthest to the left, i.e., in the more negative range of the x-axis, which signals that the stand-alone value analysis with improved CEGAR reports more incorrect verdicts. Second, the graph for the composition of this value analysis and the predicate analysis stretches further to the right, i.e., in the more positive range of the x-axis, which signals that this approach has a higher overall verification quality, because it reports less incorrect verdicts, and at the same time, also performs about the same amount of successful, correct verification work as the stand-alone value analysis with improved CEGAR. The graph of the default predicate analysis runs between the two other graphs, i.e., the predicate analysis performs somewhere between the two other approaches. In total, the stand-alone value analysis obtains a score of 1227, while the composition of this value analysis and the predicate analysis achieves a total of 3065 points, and comes out of the comparison as the clear winner.
6.6 Conclusion

This section introduced a novel composition of a value analysis and a predicate analysis, where the verification effort is split up based on the expressiveness of the two domains. Letting the predicate analysis accompany the value analysis allows for a more precise (composite) analysis that still is efficient, and which is on a par with the world’s leading tools for software verification, as attested by SV-COMP’13.

6.6.1 Lessons Learned

We achieved a significant improvement, especially in terms of verification effectiveness, by building a composite analysis of the value analysis and a predicate analysis that integrates a CEGAR approach over both analyses. Because both analyses complement each other very well, the composite analysis forms a verification approach that is more effective and efficient than both the value analysis or the predicate analysis running on their own.

6.6.2 Challenge

Of course we strive to design an analysis that can solve as many verification tasks as possible. In its current form, the value analysis with CEGAR performs well on many benchmarks, but still suffers from state-space explosion occasionally. Combining the value analysis and the predicate analysis avoids many incorrect false verdicts, but same as for the value analysis, the predicate analysis also diverges for many verification tasks, because the analyses are not always able to find suitable abstractions for a given verification task.

6.6.3 Proposition

In order to avoid divergence of both the value and the predicate analysis we propose to improve the quality of the abstract model. The size and form of the abstract model is influenced by the precision that the analysis employs, and, as both analyses are based on CEGAR with interpolation, the precision is build from interpolants. So in order to improve the quality of the abstract model, we actually need to improve the quality of the interpolants.

6.6.4 Solution

Often times, an infeasible error path contains several reasons of infeasibility, and in theory, one could compute interpolants, extract a precision and perform a refinement based on any of these reasons of infeasibility. However, both for the value and the predicate analysis, the standard interpolation engines do not allow any control over
the interpolation process. Therefore, we propose an algorithm that allows to extract from one single infeasible error path a set of infeasible paths, where each one can be used for precision refinement, thus enabling the possibility of selecting interpolants such that different abstract models of different quality can be computed.

Also note that, now, with the value analysis being fit for CEGAR, any advances regarding CEGAR or interpolation can be applied to the predicate analysis as well as to the value analysis, or any analysis that implements refinement based on value interpolation (cf. Section 4.7), e.g., the analyses based on the octagon domain or on symbolic execution, both which are available in CPAchecker (cf. Section 5.5).
7 Refinements over Infeasible Sliced Prefixes

In Chapter 4, we defined CEGAR for the value analysis, and in Chapter 5, several optimization to the CEGAR approach were presented, that allow the value analysis with CEGAR to be competitive on a wide range of verification tasks. Additionally, in Section 5.6 we elaborated on several techniques to further increase the performance of the value analysis with CEGAR, which, however, fell short of our expectations, such that there are still verification tasks that the plain value analysis can solve but the value analysis with CEGAR cannot solve. This indicates that the abstract model being built during the CEGAR iterations is not ideal, and in the following we present a technique that may help an analysis based on CEGAR to steer away from the problem of state-space explosion in many cases.

7.1 Motivation

There are a couple of explanations for the effect described above. Specifically for the value analysis, one explanation is that several verification tasks expose only very little non-determinism or even are fully deterministic. As already motivated in Section 5.4, the full precision of the plain value analysis does no harm there, because, in the extreme, only a single program path has to be explored, while the value analysis with CEGAR first has to find a suitable abstraction by learning fact after fact from successive refinements.

Another reason that can explain the divergence of an analysis based on CEGAR lies in the fact that there exists not only a single abstraction for a given verification task, but in general infinitely many —some of which are more suitable than others— and it can easily happen that the analysis diverges because no suitable abstraction is found for a given verification task.

Ultimately, in the context of analyses using interpolation-based CEGAR, the interpolants dictate how the abstract model of a verification task will finally look like, and therefore the choice of interpolants influences the performance of the analysis significantly. Figure 7.1 gives an example. In this verification task, the analysis will typically find the shown error path, which is infeasible for two different reasons. Both the value of \texttt{int i} and the value of \texttt{int b} can be used to find a contradiction.
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```c
#include <assert.h>
extern int f(int x);

int main() {
    int b = 0;
    int i = 0;

    while (1) {
        if (i > 9) {
            break;
        }
        f(i++);
    }

    if (b != 0) {
        if (i != 10) {
            assert(0);
        }
    }
}
```

(a) verification task  (b) error path  (c) bad sequence  (d) good sequence

Figure 7.1: From left to right, (a) a verification task, (b) an infeasible error path, and a (c) "bad" interpolant sequence and a (d) "good" interpolant sequence for this infeasible error path.

In the error path, it is now beneficial for the verifier to track the value of the variable `int b`—having boolean character—and not to track the value of the variable `int i`—being a loop-counter variable—because the latter has many more possible values, and tracking it would usually lead to an expensive unrolling of the loop. Instead, if only variable `int b` is tracked, the verifier can conclude the verdict `true` of the verification task without unrolling the loop. Thus, we would like to use for refinement the interpolant sequence shown on the right, with only the boolean variable, and not the left one with the loop-counter variable. However, interpolation engines typically do not allow to guide the interpolation process towards “good”, or away from “bad” interpolant sequences. Mind that interpolation engines inherently cannot do a better job here. They do not have access to information such as whether a specific variable is a loop counter and should be avoided in the interpolant. Instead, which interpolant is returned depends solely on the internal algorithms of the interpolation engine. For the illustrative example above procedure `Interpolate` (cf. Algorithm 3) would return the “bad” interpolation sequence to the left, and the analysis cannot avoid this because the interpolation engine does not allow any control over the interpolation engine from the outside. The same applies to most SMT-based model checkers, which often rely on off-the-shelf interpolation.
The desire to control which interpolants an interpolation engine produces, and trying to make the verification process more efficient by finding good interpolants, is not new. The first work in this direction suggested to control the interpolant strength \[52\] such that the user can choose between strong and weak interpolants. This approach is unfortunately not implemented in standard interpolation engines, and it requires to rewrite the algorithm that extracts interpolants from resolution proofs.

The technique of interpolation abstractions \[96\], a generalization of term abstraction \[5\], can be used to guide solvers to pick good interpolants. This is achieved by extending the concrete interpolation problem by so-called templates (e.g., terms, formulas, uninterpreted functions with free variables) to obtain a more abstract interpolation problem. An interpolant for the abstract interpolation problem is also a solution to the concrete interpolation problem. Suitable interpolants can be chosen using a cost function, because these interpolation abstractions form a lattice. In
contrast to interpolation abstractions, our approach does not rely on SMT solving and is independent from the interpolation engine and abstract domain, so it is also applicable to, e.g., the value and the octagon domain.

Path slicing [77] is a technique that was introduced to reduce the burden of the interpolation engine. Before the constraints of the path are given to the interpolation engine, the constraints are weakened by removing facts that are not important for the infeasibility of the error path, i.e., a more abstract error path is constructed. In our approach, we also make the error path more abstract, but in different directions to obtain different interpolant sequences, from which we can choose one that yields a suitable abstract model. While path slicing is interested in reducing the run time of the interpolation engine by omitting some facts, we are interested in reducing the run time of the verification engine by spending more time on interpolation and selection allowing us to create a better abstract model.

SMT solvers can extract unsatisfiability cores [42] from a proof of unsatisfiability, and there is an analogy between a set of unsatisfiability cores extracted from a formula and the approach proposed here. However, our approach is more general, because it is applicable also to domains that are not based on SMT formulas, such as value domains. Furthermore, SMT solvers typically strive for small unsatisfiability cores [42], but this alone does not guarantee a verifier to be effective. It would be interesting to investigate the extraction of several unsatisfiability cores during a single refinement, with the goal of selecting a refinement based on characteristics of the unsatisfiability core, similar as proposed by our work here.

The software verification framework Ultimate Automizer computes a proof of infeasibility for a trace in form of a single inductive sequence of state predicates, e.g., via Craig interpolation. Current versions of Ultimate Automizer compute not only a single inductive sequence, but two, one via the strongest-post-condition predicate transformer, and one via the weakest-precondition predicate transformer. This improves the generalization from the infeasible trace to a set of infeasible traces, and thus more infeasible traces can be regarded as irrelevant in the further course of the analysis [67]. By design, this approach is limited to solving at most two different interpolation problems, while our technique usually leads to a wide choice of different interpolation problems during a single refinement step, as shown in the evaluation section later in this chapter.

7.3 Introducing Infeasible Sliced Prefixes

An analysis based on CEGAR encounters an infeasible error path if the precision is too coarse. An infeasible error path contains at least one assume operation for which the reachability algorithm computes a non-contradicting abstract successor based on the current precision, but computes a contradicting successor if the concrete
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Algorithm 6 extracts from an infeasible error path a set of infeasible sliced prefixes. The algorithm iterates through the given infeasible error path \( \sigma \). It keeps incrementing a feasible sliced prefix \( \sigma_f \) that contains all operations from \( \sigma \) that were seen so far, except contradicting assume operations, which were replaced by no-op operations. Thus, \( \sigma_f \) is always feasible. For every element \((op, l)\) from the original path \( \sigma \) (iterating in order from the first to the last pair), it is checked whether \((op, l)\) contradicts \( \sigma_f \), which is the case if the result of the strongest post-operator for the path \( \sigma_f \land (op, l) \) is contradicting (denoted by \( \bot \)). If so, the algorithm has found a new infeasible sliced prefix, which is collected in the set \( \Sigma \) of infeasible sliced prefixes.

---

Algorithm 6: ExtractSlicedPrefixes(\( \sigma \))

**Input**: an infeasible path \( \sigma = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_m, l_m) \rangle \)

**Output**: a non-empty set \( \Sigma = \{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n\} \) of infeasible sliced prefixes of \( \sigma \)

**Variables**: a path \( \sigma_f \) that is always feasible

1. \( \Sigma := \emptyset \)
2. \( \sigma_f := \langle \rangle \)
3. foreach \((op, l) \in \sigma\) do
   4. if \( \hat{SP}_{\sigma_f \land (op, l)}(T) = \bot \) then
      5. \( \Sigma := \Sigma \cup \{\sigma_f \land (op, l)\} \) // add \( \sigma_f \land (op, l) \) to set \( \Sigma \) of infeasible sliced prefixes
      6. \( \sigma_f := \sigma_f \land ([true], l) \) // append no-op
   7. else
      8. \( \sigma_f := \sigma_f \land (op, l) \) // append original pair
5. return \( \Sigma \)
The feasible sliced prefix $\sigma_f$ is extended either by a no-op operation (Line 6) or by the current operation (Line 8). When the algorithm terminates, which is guaranteed because $\sigma$ is finite, the set $\Sigma$ contains infeasible sliced prefixes of $\sigma$, one for each reason of infeasibility. There is always at least one infeasible sliced prefix because $\sigma$ is infeasible.

Mind that Algorithm 6 only needs an operator for computing abstract successors, e.g., $\hat{SP}$, for which contradiction must be defined, i.e., there must be means to check if $\hat{SP}_\sigma(\top) = \bot$ holds for a path $\sigma$. If this dependency is fulfilled for a domain, which clearly is the case for the value domain or the domain of predicate abstraction, then this algorithm can be applied there. Furthermore, note that the infeasible sliced prefixes computed by Algorithm 6 have some interesting characteristics:

1. Each infeasible sliced prefix $\varphi$ starts with the initial operation $op_1$, and ends with an assume operation contradicting the previous operations of $\varphi$, i.e., $\hat{SP}_{\varphi}(\top) = \bot$.

2. The $i$-th infeasible sliced prefix, excluding its (final and only) contradicting assume operation and location, is a prefix of the $(i + 1)$-st infeasible sliced prefix.

3. All infeasible sliced prefixes differ from a prefix of the original infeasible error path $\sigma$ only in their no-op operations.

The visualizations in Figure 7.2 capture the details of applying Algorithm 6 on an infeasible error path $\sigma = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_z, l_e) \rangle$. Figure 7.2a shows the original error path $\sigma$. Nodes represent program locations and edges represent operations between these locations. The operation are either assignments to program variables or assume operations over program variables. To allow easier distinction, program locations that are followed by assume operations are drawn as diamonds, while other program locations are drawn as squares. Program locations before contradicting assume operations are drawn with a gray background. The sequence of operations ends in the target state, denoted by $l_e$. Figure 7.2b depicts the cascade of sliced prefixes that the algorithm builds during its progress. Figure 7.2c shows the three infeasible sliced prefixes that Algorithm 6 returns for this example.

The refinement procedure can now use any of these infeasible sliced prefixes to create interpolation problems, and is not bound to a single, specific interpolant sequence for the original infeasible error path. A selection of refinements from different precisions is now possible. The following lemma states that this is a valid refinement process.

**Lemma 7.4.1.** Let $\sigma$ be an infeasible error path and $\varphi$ be the $i$-th infeasible sliced prefix for $\sigma$ that is extracted by Algorithm 6, then all interpolant sequences for $\varphi$ are also interpolant sequences for $\sigma$. 
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Figure 7.2: From one infeasible error path to a set of infeasible sliced prefixes

Proof. Let \( \sigma = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_n, l_n) \rangle \) and \( \varphi = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_w, l_w) \rangle \). Let \( \Gamma_{\varphi} \) be the \( j \)-th interpolant of an interpolant sequence for \( \varphi \), i.e., for the two constraint sequences \( \gamma_{\varphi}^- = \langle op_1, \ldots, op_j \rangle \) and \( \gamma_{\varphi}^+ = \langle op_{j+1}, \ldots, op_w \rangle \), with \( 1 \leq j < w \). Because \( \varphi \) is infeasible, the two constraint sequences \( \gamma_{\varphi}^- \) and \( \gamma_{\varphi}^+ \) are contradicting, and therefore, \( \Gamma_{\varphi} \) exists (cf. Lemma 4.6.2). The interpolant \( \Gamma_{\varphi} \) is also an interpolant for \( \gamma_{\sigma}^- = \langle op_1, \ldots, op_j \rangle \) and \( \gamma_{\sigma}^+ = \langle op_{j+1}, \ldots, op_n \rangle \), if the following is valid:

1. the implication \( \gamma_{\sigma}^- \implies \Gamma_{\varphi} \) holds,
2. the conjunction \( \Gamma_{\varphi} \land \gamma_{\sigma}^+ \) is contradicting, and
3. the interpolant \( \Gamma_{\varphi} \) contains only variables that occur in both \( \gamma_{\sigma}^- \) and \( \gamma_{\sigma}^+ \).

Consider that \( \gamma_{\varphi}^- \) was created from \( \gamma_{\sigma}^- \) by replacing some assume operations by no-op operations, and that \( \gamma_{\varphi}^+ \) was created from \( \gamma_{\sigma}^+ \) by replacing some assume operations by no-op operations and by removing the operations \( \langle op_{w+1}, \ldots, op_n \rangle \) at the end. Thus, both \( \gamma_{\varphi}^- \) and \( \gamma_{\varphi}^+ \) do not contain any additional constraints (except for no-op operations) than \( \gamma_{\sigma}^- \) and \( \gamma_{\sigma}^+ \), respectively.
Because $\Gamma_{\phi^j}$ is an interpolant for $\gamma^-_{\phi^j}$ and $\gamma^+_{\phi^j}$, we know that $\gamma^-_{\phi^j} \implies \Gamma_{\phi^j}$ holds, and because $\gamma^-_{\phi^j}$ can only be stronger than $\gamma^+_{\phi^j}$, Claim (1) follows. The conjunction $\Gamma_{\phi^j} \land \gamma^+_{\phi^j}$ is contradicting, and $\gamma^+_{\phi^j}$ can only be stronger than $\gamma^+_{\phi^j}$. Thus, Claim (2) holds. Because $\Gamma_{\phi^j}$ references only variables that occur in both $\gamma^-_{\phi^j}$ and $\gamma^+_{\phi^j}$, which do not contain more variables than $\gamma^-_{\sigma^j}$ and $\gamma^+_{\sigma^j}$, respectively, Claim (3) holds.

### 7.5 Refinements over Infeasible Sliced Prefixes

Extracting good precisions from infeasible error paths is key to the CEGAR technique, and the choice of interpolants influences the quality of the precision and the abstract model, and thus, ultimately determines the effectiveness of the verification process. Based on the results from the previous section, the refinement procedure is now able to control, by selecting a precision that is derived from an available infeasible sliced prefix, how the abstract model may evolve.

This is possible because \texttt{ExtractSlicedPrefixes} (cf. Algorithm 6) extracts from a given infeasible error path not only one single interpolation problem for obtaining a refined precision, but a set of (more abstract) infeasible sliced prefixes and thus, a set of interpolation problems, from which a refined precision can be extracted. The interpolation problems for the extracted paths can be given, one by one, to the interpolation engine, in order to derive interpolants for each infeasible sliced prefix individually. Hence, the refinement component of the analysis is no longer dependent on what the interpolation engine produces, but instead it is free to choose from a set of interpolant sequences the one that it finds most suitable. The move from solving a single interpolation problem to solving multiple interpolation problems, and understanding the selection of refinements as an optimization problem, is a key insight of our novel approach.

Algorithm \texttt{Refine}+ (cf. Algorithm 7), which represents an extension of Algorithm \texttt{Refine} (cf. Algorithm 4), may be plugged in the CEGAR algorithm (cf. Algorithm 2), where, instead of using an infeasible program path directly for a standard interpolation-based refinement, we can now use the new module \texttt{Refine}+, because the latter can substitute the refinement procedure in analyses based on CEGAR.

This new module first calls \texttt{ExtractSlicedPrefixes} to extract a set of infeasible sliced prefixes, which are more abstract than the original program path. Second, \texttt{Refine}+ calculates the precision for each infeasible sliced prefix using a regular refinement procedure, e.g., \texttt{Refine}, and stores the pairs in the set $\tau$. Third, the algorithm selects a refinement from $\tau$. This selection is implemented in a method \texttt{SelectRefinement} and can access various details of the precisions, e.g., which variables are referenced in the precision. Each implementation of \texttt{SelectRefinement}, i.e., each heuristic, receives
Algorithm 7: Refine\(\dagger\)(\(\sigma\))

**Input** : an infeasible error path \(\sigma = ((op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_n, l_n))\)

**Output** : a precision \(\pi \in \Pi\)

**Variables** : a set \(\Sigma\) of infeasible sliced prefixes of \(\sigma\),
   a set \(\tau\) of pairs of an infeasible sliced prefix and a precision

1. \(\Sigma := \text{ExtractSlicedPrefixes}(\sigma)\)

   // compute refinement for each infeasible sliced prefix, using
   // Algorithm 4

2. foreach \(\varphi_j \in \Sigma\) do

3.     \(\tau := \tau \cup \{(\varphi_j, \text{Refine}(\varphi_j))\}\)

   // select a refinement based on the original path, the infeasible
   // sliced prefix, and their respective precision

4. return \(\text{SelectRefinement}(\sigma, \tau)\)

as input the original infeasible path as well as the set of all pairs of infeasible sliced prefix and respective precisions.

The remainder of this chapter sheds some light on the characteristics and the potential of selecting refinements, before the next chapter presents heuristics that can be used for proper implementations of the procedure \(\text{SelectRefinement}\).

### 7.6 Evaluation

In the previous section we presented a technique for extracting from a single infeasible error path a set of infeasible sliced prefixes, where each of these infeasible sliced prefixes can be used for performing a refinement, thus ultimately enabling the selection of refinements.

There are two major requirements that need to be fulfilled such that selection of different infeasible sliced prefixes can actually have an effect.

1. During the course of the verification process there must be at least one refinement where more than one infeasible sliced prefix is available, otherwise no actual selection is possible.

2. The interpolation engines must be able to derive different interpolants and precisions from different infeasible sliced prefixes. Only this way it is possible to compute a precision from one infeasible sliced prefix that then would lead to another, ideally better abstraction than when computing a precision using the original infeasible error path.
In order to show that selecting different infeasible sliced prefixes actually has an effect we performed an evaluation utilizing Algorithm ExtractSlicedPrefixes to extract infeasible sliced prefixes. For the evaluation we again used the same experimental setup as before, e.g., as in Sections 3.5 also relying on BenchExec the same way as before.

### 7.6.1 Infeasible Sliced Prefixes for the Value Analysis

In a first evaluation we examine the effects of selecting different infeasible sliced prefixes for the value analysis. We present here the characteristics for two simplistic selection heuristics, namely Length-Min and Length-Max. These select from a set of infeasible sliced prefixes the shortest and longest infeasible sliced prefix, respectively. Several characteristics of the application of these two selection heuristics are presented in Table 7.1.

In order to allow reproducibility of the evaluation, an example for a complete command line for applying refinements over infeasible sliced prefixes to the value analysis as well as the full results and raw data are available on our supplementary web page.¹

Note that for 1 274 of the 4 283 verification tasks there is no selection of infeasible sliced prefixes possible (cf. row no selection), i.e., in every refinement there was at most one infeasible sliced prefix to choose from. However, for 481 of these verifications tasks, there is no refinement needed at all (cf. row no refinements), and for another 702 verifications tasks a single refinement is enough for both selection heuristics to come to a verdict. So we note that selection of infeasible sliced prefixes is possible in most cases and we conclude that requirement 1 from above is fulfilled.

The same is true for requirement 2. For the categories DeviceDriversLinux64, ECA, ProductLines, and Sequentialized the two approaches show significant differences in verification effectiveness (cf. row solvedMin and solvedMax). In addition, for the set of commonly solved verification tasks (cf. row solvedCom) the two approaches differ considerably in CPU time (cf. rows CPU timeMin and CPU timeMax) and number of iterations (cf. rows iterationsMin and iterationsMax) needed for solving the respective verification tasks. For example, relying on the selection heuristic Length-Min for category BitVectorsReach, one can save around 33% of the CPU time compared to when using the heuristic Length-Max. Yet, for category ProductLines it is the other way round, because when using the selection heuristic Length-Max the verification process only takes 38% of the CPU time compared to when using heuristic Length-Min. In addition, the number of iterations differs by an order of magnitude. With the selection heuristic Length-Max a total of 14 million iterations are needed, with heuristic Length-Min it takes up to 100 million iterations.

¹[http://www.sosy-lab.org/research/phd/loewe/#InfeasibleSlicedPrefixesVa](http://www.sosy-lab.org/research/phd/loewe/#InfeasibleSlicedPrefixesVa)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BITVECTORS</th>
<th>CONTROLFLOW</th>
<th>DEVICES</th>
<th>LINUX64</th>
<th>ECA</th>
<th>FLOATS</th>
<th>LOOPS</th>
<th>PRODUCTLINES</th>
<th>SEQUENTIALIZED</th>
<th>SIMPLE</th>
<th>OVERALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2120</td>
<td>2120</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no selection</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no refinements</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solvedMin</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1651</td>
<td>1651</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solvedMax</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1773</td>
<td>1773</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solvedCom</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1622</td>
<td>1622</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU timeMin (h)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU timeMax (h)</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iterationsMin</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iterationsMax</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refinementsMin</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>5417</td>
<td>5417</td>
<td>4108</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>3546</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>14723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refinementsMax</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>4330</td>
<td>4330</td>
<td>3548</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>1520</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>10994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg. prefixesMin</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg. prefixesMax</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Table showing the effects of two different selection heuristics for the value analysis.
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As both approaches only differ in the selection heuristic, this means that depending on the selection heuristic different interpolants are found from which different precision are extracted, which sometimes are better and sometimes are worse for obtaining a concise abstract model. Note also that the number of refinements needed by both approaches differ, and that the heuristic Length-Max needs less refinements for the commonly solved instances in the categories DeviceDriversLinux64 and ECA, plus being able to solve considerably more verification tasks there. This indicates that for these classes of verification tasks the heuristic Length-Max is well suited to find good abstractions. For the category ProductLines it is again the other way round, there Length-Min performs far better in terms of solved instances, but interestingly, as stated above, for the commonly solved instances Length-Min needs considerably more CPU time and iterations than with the heuristic Length-Max.

The differences between different heuristics, in regard to verification effectiveness, can also be seen from the scatter plots in Figure 7.3. In the left one, we compare the CPU time of the heuristic Length-Min with the CPU time of the heuristic Length-Max. In the right one, we compare the CPU time when not using a heuristic, i.e., we pass the original error path to the interpolation procedure, with the CPU time of the heuristic Random, which randomly picks one of the available infeasible sliced prefixes, and this infeasible sliced prefix is then passed to the interpolation procedure. In both plots, there are hundreds of data points positioned along the border of the respective plot, which indicates that for such a verification task a verdict can be

(a) Length-Min vs. Length-Max

(b) None vs. Random

Figure 7.3: Scatter plots comparing the CPU time of the value analysis using different heuristics for selecting infeasible sliced prefixes
obtained only by using one of the two heuristics. In the plot the 1274 verification tasks where no selection of infeasible sliced prefixes is possible are highlighted in color red. Basically all of them are aligned along the diagonal, i.e., the plot underlines that the implementation of ExtractSlicedPrefixes (cf. Algorithm 6) does not cause any relevant overhead for the 1274 verification tasks where no selection of infeasible sliced prefixes is possible.

After having reported on the effects of selecting infeasible sliced prefixes for the value analysis, we now turn our attention to the predicate analysis, and report on the effect that selecting infeasible sliced prefixes has in that domain.

### 7.6.2 Infeasible Sliced Prefixes for the Predicate Analysis

Same as for the value analysis, we want to know if a meaningful selection of infeasible sliced prefixes is possible also for the predicate analysis, i.e., we want to find out if the requirements 1 and 2 from above are fulfilled. For this evaluation we use the predicate analysis of CPAchecker—configured to perform single-block encoding (SBE) [15]—for which we implemented the procedures ExtractSlicedPrefixes and \texttt{Refine}, i.e., Algorithms 6 and Algorithms 7 as well. We use the same experimental setup as before (cf. Section 3.5), and for gaining first insights of selecting infeasible sliced prefixes for the predicate analysis we again use the selection heuristics Length-Min and Length-Max.

In order to allow reproducibility of the evaluation, an example for a complete command line for applying refinements over infeasible sliced prefixes to the predicate analysis in a SBE configuration as well as the full results and raw data are available on our supplementary web page.

The results of this evaluation are summarized in Table 7.2, and from that, we can draw similar conclusions as for the value analysis. For 1120 of the 4283 verification tasks no selection is possible — but from those a total of 440 verification tasks are solved without requiring any refinement at all and another 581 verification tasks are solved with only a single refinement.

So, same as for the value analysis, in those cases where several refinements are needed for solving a verification task, there selection of infeasible sliced prefixes is possible in most cases, meaning that requirement 1 is fulfilled. According to the results in Table 7.2 requirement 2 is also fulfilled, because for the categories ControlFlow, DeviceDriversLinux64, ECA, ProductLines, and Sequentialized, there are significant differences for the two selection heuristics Length-Min and Length-Max, in the number of solved verification tasks (cf. rows solved\textsubscript{Min} and solved\textsubscript{Max}) and in the number of refinements (cf. rows refinements\textsubscript{Min} and refinements\textsubscript{Max}). For the set of commonly solved verification tasks (cf. row solved\textsubscript{Com}), e.g., in the categories

\url{http://www.sosy-lab.org/research/phd/loewe/#InfeasibleSlicedPrefixesSbe}
Table 7.2: Table showing the effects of two different selection heuristics for the predicate analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Table</th>
<th>ECA</th>
<th>Loops</th>
<th>DeviceDriversLinux64</th>
<th>ControlFlow</th>
<th>CONTROLFLOW</th>
<th>CPU time (h)</th>
<th>iterations (× 10^6)</th>
<th>refinements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>203</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>220</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>357</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>104</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: Table showing the effects of two different selection heuristics for the predicate analysis.
DeviceDriversLinux64 or ECA, there are also massive differences in CPU time and number of iterations between the selection heuristics Length-Min (cf. rows CPU time\textsc{Min} and iterations\textsc{Min}) and Length-Max (cf. rows CPU time\textsc{Max} and iterations\textsc{Max}). Following the argumentation from above the two different heuristic are capable of identifying different interpolants, such that different abstract models are built, and the predicate analysis performs differently depending on the selection heuristic being employed (cf. column \textsc{Overall}). Again, the two scatter plots in Figure 7.4 emphasize this fact even more, because in both plots there are many data points aligned along the top or right border, which indicates that each verification task associated with such a data point can be solved using the one heuristic but cannot be solved using the other. Note that the selection of infeasible sliced prefixes does not impose any noticeable overhead for the predicate analysis either. We can show this by looking at those verification tasks for which no selection is possible — again highlighted in color red, and again aligned along the diagonal. Mind that this is not granted per se, after all, in Algorithm \texttt{ExtractSlicedPrefixes}, we check during each refinement for an error path $\sigma = (\langle \text{op}_1, l_1 \rangle, \ldots, \langle \text{op}_n, l_n \rangle)$ up to $n$ times whether or not $\overline{\text{SP}_{\sigma} \land (\text{op}, l) (\top)} = \bot$ holds. For the predicate analysis this means we have to perform up to $n$ satisfiability checks over formulae with length 1 to $n$. This can only be done in a timely manner by SMT solvers that support efficient incremental solving \cite{41}, otherwise our approach based on the extraction of infeasible sliced prefixes would not scale for the predicate analysis. Fortunately, this is the case and from our evaluation we can draw the
conclusion that also for the predicate analysis, using SBE, refinements for different infeasible sliced prefixes lead to significant differences in the verification effectiveness of the overall analysis.

7.6.3 Infeasible Sliced Prefixes with Large-Block Encoding

The above evaluation for the predicate analysis does not discuss the effects of selecting infeasible sliced prefixes when combined with large-block encoding (LBE) [15]. Other than with SBE [15] where such a block \( b = \langle (op, l) \rangle \) always only spans over a single pair of an operation and a location, with LBE such a block \( b = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_n, l_n) \rangle \) may span over multiple pairs of an operation and a location, i.e., a block may span over the statements of whole functions or loops, and may contain an arbitrary number of assume operations, and therefore, may represent an arbitrary number of different paths through the respective block.

At first it is unclear how extracting infeasible sliced prefixes could be combined with LBE, i.e., how to efficiently run Algorithm 6 on a path that is large-block encoded, because such a “path” in fact may encode many different paths, and simply picking a single representative from this set of paths is not a valid strategy, because there is no guarantee that an infeasible sliced prefix extracted from such a representative is also an infeasible sliced prefix for all the other paths encoded by the block. Using all encoded paths as input for Algorithm 6 might not scale, and it remains unclear how one would combine the resulting infeasible sliced prefixes into an infeasible sliced block prefix.

In consideration of the rather complex and unclear approaches sketched above, we refrain from exploring any of these in this thesis in favor of a simpler approach that we briefly outline in the following. First off, note that efficient satisfiability checks are also possible with ABE [24], i.e., today’s SMT solvers are able to efficiently answer queries whether a single (large) block or a sequence of (large) blocks is contradicting or not. Furthermore, if we take a step back and realize that a path encoded with SBE also consists of blocks — blocks that only span over a single statement — then, from a theoretical point of view, it is rather straight-forward to apply the notion of infeasible sliced prefixes to ABE, too. We present a variant of the original algorithm (cf. Algorithm 6) in Algorithm ExtractSlicedBlockPrefixes (cf. Algorithm 8), which also supports ABE. Instead of iterating over the pairs \((op, l)\) of an operation and a location of a path \(\sigma\) and deciding whether the current sliced prefix extended by the current element is feasible or not, it iterates over the blocks of a path \(\sigma\), in order from the first to the last block, and decides whether the current sliced block prefix is feasible or not when extended by the next block of the path. Same as in the original algorithm, if the resulting sliced block prefix is infeasible, a
Algorithm 8: ExtractSlicedBlockPrefixes(σ)

Input : an infeasible block-encoded path σ = ⟨b₁, ..., bₘ⟩, in SSA form
Output : a non-empty set Σ = {σ₁, ..., σₙ} of infeasible sliced block prefixes
Variables : a path σ_f that is always feasible

1  Σ := ∅
2  σ_f := ∅
3  foreach b = ((op_k, l_k), ..., (op_p, l_p)) ∈ σ do
4    if ŜP_{σ_f ∧ b}(T) = ⊥ then
5      // add σ_f ∧ b to set Σ of infeasible sliced block prefixes
6      Σ := Σ ∪ {σ_f ∧ b}
7      // append block of no-ops
8      σ_f := σ_f ∧ ⟨[[true], l_k] ∧ ... ∧ [[true], l_p]⟩
9  else
10     // append original block
11    σ_f := σ_f ∧ b
12  return Σ

new infeasible sliced block prefix is added to the set of infeasible sliced block prefixes, and the current block is replaced by a block representing no-op operations.

It is important to note that Algorithm 8 is correct, despite the fact that not only contradicting assume operations are replaced by no-op operations but all operations contained in the replaced block are made ineffective by no-op operations. This might appear wrong at first, as this potentially removes assignment operations from the path. But hold in mind that the path is in static single assignment form, so an assume operation over a program variable written in an earlier, removed block can never lead to a contradiction or an infeasible sliced block prefix, because the respective program variable referenced in the assume operation appears as it would be unassigned.

The insight of thinking in blocks instead of pairs of operations and locations allows us to develop a single variant of Algorithm 8 which works for any block-encoding strategy, because different block-encoding strategies only affect the size of the resulting blocks, which is not relevant for our variant of Algorithm 8.

Note however, that the larger the block size is, the less infeasible sliced block prefixes can be extracted for a given infeasible path σ. This is because, first, the larger the blocks, the fewer blocks are available for a given path, and consequently the chance for extracting infeasible sliced block prefixes decreases. Imagine the extreme case where a path is encoded with just a single block, in which case no extra infeasible sliced block prefix different from the input can be extracted. Second, in case an infeasible sliced block prefix is found, the current block is replaced by a
Figure 7.5: Scatter plots comparing the CPU time of the predicate analysis if using the selection heuristic Length-Max and not explicitly using a selection heuristic for different ABE-block sizes.

Concretely, if we apply ABE and let blocks span over whole functions or loops, we
expect less of an effect of refining over infeasible sliced block prefixes than compared to if using it with SBE, simply because with large blocks there are less infeasible sliced block prefixes available per refinement.

In order to allow reproducibility of the evaluation, an example for a complete command line for applying refinements over infeasible sliced prefixes to the predicate analysis in an ABE configuration as well as the full results and raw data are available on our supplementary web page.

In Figure 7.5 we show a comparison of the selection heuristic Length-Max with the case where no selection heuristic is explicitly set for four different block-sizes, namely for SBE (cf. Figure 7.5a), where a new block starts at each operation, for ABE-lj (cf. Figure 7.5b), where a new block starts at loop heads or whenever control flow joins, for ABE-lf (cf. Figure 7.5c), where a new block starts at loop heads or at function entries or exits, and for ABE-l (cf. Figure 7.5d), where a new block starts at loop heads, only. As before, data points for verification tasks where only a single infeasible block prefix is available, and thus no selection being possible, are drawn in red color. With that one can see easily that larger blocks often prohibit a selection process, as way more data points are drawn in red color in the plots for ABE-lf and ABE-l. Another interesting observation from these two plots is, that many of the verification task where no selection process is possible are no longer aligned along the diagonal, i.e., despite no selection being possible, the extraction of infeasible sliced block prefixes influences the efficiency of the verification process. This is not because the extraction of infeasible sliced block prefixes would introduce an overhead — after all, the red data points spread about equally on both sides of the diagonal — but with the extraction of an infeasible sliced block prefix and the replacement of the respective contradicting block, it may happen that another contradiction present in the original path is no longer present in the path after having extracted the infeasible sliced prefix.

We demonstrate the last point by an example verification task taken from the official SV-COMP’16 repository (cf. Figure 7.6). In Figure 7.6a we present the source code of the verification task, and in Figure 7.6b a possible error path of the verification task is shown, where each horizontal line denotes the start of a new ABE-block. For this example we refer to an ABE-lf configuration, i.e., a new block starts after each function entry and exit (lines 2 and 15 in Figure 7.6b) and whenever a loop head is passed (lines 4, 8 and 12 in Figure 7.6b). The shown path contains two contradictions, first ![y < 1024] does not hold, and second, ![cond == 0] does not hold, because ![x] is always 0 at this location, so ![cond] always equals 1 here. For the first contradiction we can only find interpolants referencing the loop-counter variable ![y], and with that, the loop gets unrolled iteration after

\[ \text{http://www.sosy-lab.org/research/phd/loewe/#InfeasibleSlicedPrefixesAbe} \]
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(a) Source code of verification task

```c
int main(void) {
    unsigned int x = 1;
    unsigned int y = 0;
    while (y < 1024) {
        x = 0;
        y++;
    }
    VERIFIER_assert(x == 0);
}
```

(b) Error path over two loop iteration

```c
main();
x = 1;
y = 0;
[y < 1024]
x = 0;
y = y + 1;
[y < 1024]
y = 0;
y = y + 1;
[y < 1024]
VERIFIER_assert((x == 0)
    ? cond = 1
    : cond = 0);
[cond == 0]
VERIFIER_error();
```

Figure 7.6: Verification task `const_true-unreach-call1.c` taken from the official SVCOMP’16 repository, and a possible infeasible error path when analyzing the task with ABE-lf iteration. The interpolants for the second contradiction would be of great value, because they assure that `int x` is 0 and `int cond` is 1 after at least one loop iteration, which is enough to prove the verdict of the verification task being true.

However, if we extract infeasible sliced block prefixes as proposed by Algorithm 8 then we are not able obtain interpolants for that second contradiction mentioned above. This is because, according to Algorithm ExtractSlicedBlockPrefixes, a block that leads to a contradiction has to be replaced by no-op operations, such that the path $\sigma_f$ remains feasible for future feasibility checks. In the example, the first block $b$ that leads to the infeasibility of $\hat{\mathcal{SP}}_{\sigma_f/b}(\top)$ is the block from lines 12 to 15. Yet, with replacing the operations of this block with no-op operations there is no longer a contradiction in the path $\sigma_f$ for the program variable `int cond`, because the (conditional) assignment `cond = 1` has been replaced by a no-op operation. Consequently, we can only extract one single infeasible sliced block prefix for this infeasible error path, hence, no selection of infeasible sliced block prefixes is possible, and for the one infeasible sliced block prefix we obtain, the resulting interpolants lead to repeated unrollings of the loop, forcing the analysis to exhaust all available resources.

This example explains why with larger block sizes the selection heuristics may have an influence on the verification efficiency, despite the fact that no selection is
even possible. The example we refer here to can also be easily spotted in Figure 7.5c—it is the red data point on the far left aligned at the top border—i.e., it is solved in under 10s without an explicit selection heuristic, and despite no selection is possible—as there always is just one infeasible sliced block prefix—if the selection heuristic is applied, the verification task cannot be solved within the timeout. We make similar effects responsible for those cases where significant performance differences exist between using no explicit selection heuristic and using a selection heuristic in combination with larger blocks (cf. Figure 7.5). Minor modifications to Algorithm ExtractSlicedBlockPrefixes, e.g., iterating in reverse over the blocks of the infeasible error path, solve this problem for our example verification task, however, this would not be a general solution, and we did not investigate this any further.

In conclusion, if the predicate analysis is configured to use larger blocks, then the effect of refinements over different infeasible sliced block prefixes is not as drastic when compared to running the predicate analysis with SBE.

### 7.6.4 Further Applications of Infeasible Sliced Prefixes

The main benefit that we think we can gain from infeasible sliced prefixes is the ability to perform guided refinement selection, i.e., the ability to choose favorable refinements while avoiding refinements that would make the analysis diverge, a technique that is covered in more detail during the next chapter.

Besides that, a few other techniques that are discussed in this work may benefit from infeasible sliced prefixes, such as for example, static refinement (cf. Section 5.6.1). The main problem with static refinement is, that the program variables referenced in the use-def chain of all assume operations are added to the precision increment. With the introduction of infeasible sliced prefixes, there is always at most a single infeasible assume operation left, and so it suffices to add the program variables contained in the use-def chain of exactly this infeasible assume operation, which often allows for a more compact precision increment.

The combination of infeasible sliced prefixes and the use-def-chain allows also to speed up the value interpolation (cf. Section 4.6). This is because a value interpolation query has only be performed for those operations that are referenced in the use-def chain of the single infeasible assume operation which is left in the infeasible sliced prefixes, because all other operations in the infeasible sliced prefix cannot influence the feasibility of the infeasible sliced prefix.

Furthermore, the same way infeasible sliced prefixes are applicable to the value or the predicate analysis, there is also work that reports great success for an analysis based on symbolic execution (cf. Section 5.5). Beyond that, infeasible sliced prefixes are also applicable to IMPACT (cf. Section 5.6.3), and may be used to control the refinement process of global refinement (cf. Section 5.6.2).
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A single target state exists but multiple, forming a tree-like structure (cf. Figure 5.4). With infeasible sliced prefixes one may now try to compute refinements in such a way that each infeasible error path is refuted with a different precision increment, or all with the same, or try to find a refinement where the pivot state is shallow to refute all infeasible error paths with a single refinement, or the other way round, to have pivot states that are as deep as possible such that each infeasible error path is refuted with its own refinement.

The respective selection heuristics that actually allow such a fine-grained control over the refinement process are presented after a brief summary of this chapter.

7.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced the notion of infeasible sliced prefixes, and we presented an algorithm that extracts from a single infeasible error path a set of infeasible sliced prefixes. Along with that, we provided a proof that any of these infeasible sliced prefixes can be used to perform a refinement of the analysis such that the original infeasible error path is excluded from subsequent state-space explorations. This result allows us to formulate a novel refinement procedure \texttt{Refine} (cf. Algorithm 7) where we can now select a particular refinement from a set of available refinements, each computed from a different infeasible sliced prefix. This makes the selection of refinements possible, and in a first evaluation for both the value analysis and the predicate analysis we obtained a first impression of its potential.

7.7.1 Lessons Learned

Our first hypothesis was that a selection of infeasible sliced prefixes would be available for a large portion of verification tasks, and our second hypothesis was that different selections would influence the verification effectiveness for these verification tasks to some extent. The evaluation we performed confirmed both hypotheses for the value analysis and the predicate analysis, and that leads us to believe that other heuristics for selecting infeasible sliced prefixes allow us to reliably obtain a verdict for many verification tasks that so far cannot be solved by either of the two analyses.

7.7.2 Challenge

In the evaluation we performed, we only investigated rather simplistic and naive heuristics, which are not targeted towards a particular goal that would let us believe that the resulting abstract models become superior in general. The same is true for the case where no selection of infeasible sliced prefixes is performed, because there the selection is also random, in the sense that the selection adheres to the heuristics
of the interpolation engine, without any chance for controlling that from the outside. Our evaluation underlines that relying on the heuristics of the interpolation engine is not the best approach, however, so far it is also totally unclear how to steer the selection of infeasible sliced prefixes such that the number of solved verification tasks can be maximized.

### 7.7.3 Proposition

The heuristics for selecting infeasible sliced prefixes investigated so far either pick refinements randomly, or select the refinement corresponding to the shortest or longest infeasible sliced prefix, so the whole potential of selecting refinements literally lies somewhere in between these heuristics. To improve on that, we propose novel heuristics for selecting refinements that lead to concise abstract models, such that the verification process does not diverge.

### 7.7.4 Solution

In this chapter we learned that different heuristics for selecting infeasible sliced prefixes may lead to different precisions and that this may have a significant impact on how the analysis eventually performs. Because the precision, computed from interpolants, strongly influences how the abstract model for a verification task evolves, the next chapter will focus on defining and evaluating heuristics for selecting refinements that try to assess the quality of refinements based on the interpolants associated with the respective refinements, so that the refinement process is *guided* towards abstract models that allow the verification process to converge in a timely manner.
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In the previous chapter we introduced refinements of infeasible sliced prefixes. This technique is an extension of the standard CEGAR approach, because instead of computing a single refinement for a single infeasible error path our novel technique computes a set of refinements for each infeasible sliced prefix. In an extra step added to the CEGAR loop, we then have the chance to select a specific refinement. The heuristics for selecting refinements we evaluated so far are rather ad hoc and simplistic, but showed that selecting different refinements has a significant impact on verification effectiveness. We now want to define and evaluate heuristics for guided refinement selection that are specifically geared towards optimizing verification effectiveness. In addition to that, we propose refinement selection to be used for a composite analysis, where refinement selection is not only performed within each component analysis, but also dictates, for a given infeasible error path, which of the component analyses ought to be preferred for a refinement.

8.1 Motivation

In order to avoid state-space explosion and divergence during the verification process, we need to keep the precision of the analysis as coarse as possible. Existing approaches that use interpolation to extract precision information from infeasible error paths assign a lot of choice to the interpolation engine, because infeasible error paths are often infeasible for a number of reasons, and it is left to the interpolation engine which one it chooses to form a proof of unsatisfiability. This choice influences the resulting precision, and one precision might be more suited for the further progress of the analysis than another. We noticed such differences already in the evaluation performed in the previous chapter (cf. Section 7.6), and our motivation here is to learn how to select the refinement that is best suited for the further progress of the analysis. For example, one particular verification task, namely parport_true-unreach-call.i.cil.c in the category Simple of SV-COMP could not be solved by the standard ABE-I configuration of the predicate analysis, because a loop in that verification task was getting unrolled continuously. However, the analysis avoided the loop unrolling and was able to solve this verification task efficiently if ABE-Lf was applied as block-encoding strategy. The difference in verification efficiency for this single verification task sparked the design of novel traversal and block-encoding
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strategies, the latter being as sophisticated as taking clustering techniques for the CFA into account. None of these approaches improved the situation for the verification task `parport_true-unreach-call.i.cil.c` nor did they have a major influence on the verification efficiency for other SV-COMP categories. In contrast, with guided refinement selection the analysis is in fact able to select suitable refinements, and for this example verification task from above, our novel approach allows to avoid the loop unrollings both for the ABE-l and the ABE-lf case. We would like to generalize this technique to more analyses and configurations, and therefore, we perform a detailed inspection of the interpolant sequences associated with each refinement, where we, for example, try to assess the quality of a refinement by looking at the program variables being referenced in the interpolant sequences, or by estimating the effort needed for re-exploration based on the location of the pivot states associated with the interpolant sequences.

8.2 Related Work

In many programming languages the type of a variable is quite coarse and only imposes an upper limit on the range of values a variable of this respective type can be assigned to. For example, the C type `int` is typically used also for program variables having boolean character, i.e., program variables that are only ever assigned to either 0 or 1. For this purpose, domain types [6] have been proposed, which refine the type system of a programming language and allow to classify program variables according to their actual range or usage in a verification task. It was shown that distinguishing variables on a more fine-grained level can be beneficial for verification [6,50,97,105].

Lazy abstraction [69] suggests to always prune and re-explore the state space beginning at the pivot state, i.e., at that state in the ARG that is closest to the initial state and for which the current refinement contains new precision elements, i.e., new interpolants. The advantage of this is that, compared to simply restarting the exploration with the new precision, less parts of the state space have to be pruned and re-explored. For an arbitrary verification task, it is not immediately clear if it is better to restart the exploration with the new precision, or to continue from the pivot state. With the availability of refinement selection there is now even more choice from where to prune and re-explore, because there are potentially multiple refinements to select, and each of those might have a different pivot state.

8.3 Heuristics for Guided Refinement Selection

We first focus on tuning refinement selection for a single analysis, and afterwards we propose several heuristics of which we think might lead to suitable refinements.
8.3 Heuristics for Guided Refinement Selection

8.3.1 Selection by Domain-Type Score of Path Precision

Our first heuristic inspects the types of variables in the resulting precisions and prefers refinements with simpler or smaller types. With domain types [6], one can distinguish between variables that are used as booleans, variables that are used in equality relations only, in arithmetic expressions, or in bit-level operations, and variables that share characteristics of a loop counter.

Loop counters are a class of variables that a program analysis should ideally omit from the abstract model of a verification task in many cases. But because loop-counter variables occur in assume operations at the loop exit, they often relate to a reason of infeasibility of a given infeasible error path. Thus, those variables are often included in the interpolant sequence that a standard interpolation engine might produce, forcing the program analysis to track them. Therefore, a promising heuristic is to avoid precisions that contain loop counters, and prefer precisions with only program variables of a “simpler”, e.g., boolean type. The rationale behind this heuristic is that variables with only a small number of different valuations have less values to grow the state space, and therefore are to be preferred. If, however, reasoning about the specification demands unrolling a loop, then the termination of the verification process may be delayed by first refining towards other, irrelevant properties of the verification task.

In order to compute the domain-type score for a precision \( \pi \), we first define a function \( \delta : X \mapsto \mathbb{N} \setminus \{0\} \) that assigns to each program variable its domain-type score. The domain type for all program variables can be inferred by an efficient data-flow analysis [6], and we use low score values for variables with small ranges, e.g., boolean variables, and a specifically high value for loop counters. Thus, we define the domain-type score of a precision as the product over the domain-type scores of every variable referenced in the precision: \( \text{DomainTypeScoreOfPrecision}(\pi, \delta) = \prod_{x \text{ referenced in } \pi} \delta(x) \).

This function, as well as the design of function \( \delta \), are mere proposals for assessing the quality of a precision. However, we experimented with several different implementations for both functions, and come to the conclusion that the most important requirement to be fulfilled is that precisions with only boolean variables should be associated with a low score, and precisions referencing loop-counter variables should be penalized with a high score.

8.3.2 Selection by Depth of Pivot Location of Path Precision

The structure of a refinement, i.e., which parts of the path and the state space are affected, can also be used for refinement selection. For example, refining close to the target state may have a different effect than refining close to the program entry. We define the pivot location of an infeasible error path \( \sigma \) as the first location in \( \sigma \).
where the precision is not empty. If using lazy abstraction [69], this pivot location is associated with the pivot state, i.e., the state from which on the reached state space is pruned and re-explored after the refinement. The depth of this pivot location can be used for comparing possible refinements and selecting one of them. Formally, for a precision $\pi$ extracted for a path $\sigma = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_n, l_n) \rangle$, the depth of the pivot location is defined as $\text{PivotDepthOfPrecision}(\pi, \sigma) = \min \{i \mid \pi(l_i) \neq \emptyset\}$. Mind that the minimum always exists, because there is always at least one location with a non-empty precision.

Selecting a refinement with a deep pivot location (close to the end of the path) is similar to counterexample minimization [5]. It has the advantage that (if using lazy abstraction) only a fraction of the state space has to be pruned and re-explored, which can be more efficient for some verification tasks. Furthermore, the precision will specify to track preferably information local to the target state and thus avoid unfolding the state space in other parts of the verification task. However, preferring a deep pivot location may have negative effects if some information close to the program entry is necessary for reasoning over a verification task (e.g., initialization of global variables). Refining at the beginning of an error path might also help to rule out a large number of similar error paths with the same precision, which might otherwise be discovered and refined individually.

### 8.3.3 Selection by Width of Path Precision

Another heuristic that is based on the structure of a refinement is to use the number of locations in the infeasible error path for which the precision is not empty, which we define as the width of a precision. This corresponds to how long on a path the analysis has to track additional information during the state-space exploration, and thus correlates to how long the precision contributes to the state-space unfolding. Similarly to the depth of the pivot location, this heuristic also deals with some form of locality, but instead of using the locality in relation to the depth, it uses the locality in relation to the width. Formally, for a precision $\pi$ extracted for a path $\sigma = \langle (op_1, l_1), \ldots, (op_n, l_n) \rangle$, the width of the precision is defined as $\text{WidthOfPrecision}(\pi, \sigma) = 1 + \max I - \min I$, where $I = \{i \mid \pi(l_i) \neq \emptyset\}$ is the set of indices along the path with a non-empty precision.

It may seem that narrow precisions are in general preferable, because it means tracking additional information only in a smaller part of the state space. However, narrow precisions favor loop counters because in many loops the statements for assigning to the loop counter are close to the loop-exit edges. Thus, selecting a narrow precision often leads to loop unrollings.
8.3.4 Selection by Length of Infeasible Sliced Prefix

Selecting the shortest or longest infeasible sliced prefix, respectively, are two other heuristics that are applicable for refinement selection as well. We presented these two heuristics already in the previous chapter. While both these heuristics are legitimate and may work on some benchmarks, we do not regard them as systematical, in the sense that they are not guided towards what we consider as a beneficial characteristic of a precision. However, we resort to using this heuristic as a tie-breaker, such that we choose either the refinement that is associated with the shorter or with the longer infeasible sliced prefix, in case the main selection heuristic, e.g., the one based on domain types, computes the same score for two or more refinements. Mind that this heuristic always returns one distinct refinement, and therefore is well suited as a tie-breaker.

8.3.5 Composition of Heuristics

Using the length of the infeasible sliced prefixes as tie-breaker can already be seen as a composition of selection heuristics. Furthermore, it is possible to build composite heuristics from the heuristics introduced above. For example, as the heuristic based on the width of precisions is prone to favour a precision based on loop counters as explained above, one can first select those refinements that have a precision with a low width, and from this subset select those having a low domain-type score in order to try avoiding refinements that reference loop counters in their precision. Following this schema, many compositions of selection heuristics are possible, simply by first selecting by one heuristic, then selecting from the result with the next heuristic, until only a single refinement is left, which then matches the required characteristics the closest.

8.3.6 Tailor-Made Heuristics using Domain Knowledge

Besides selecting refinements based on the characteristics of the precisions associated with the refinements, one can also design a custom selection heuristics that take domain knowledge into account. For example, we designed a heuristic for refinement selection specifically tailored to the verification tasks of the RERS challenge 2014. This significantly improved the verification effectiveness of CPAchecker and allowed it to obtain good results in that competition. This shows that using domain knowledge in the refinement step of CEGAR is a promising direction, and a specific heuristic for refinement selection is a suitable place to define this.
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8.4 Evaluation of Intra-Analysis Refinement Selection

8.4.1 Configuration

We use Algorithm ExtractSlicedPrefixes (cf. Algorithm 6) to generate infeasible sliced prefixes during a refinement performed by Algorithm Refine+ (cf. Algorithm 7), i.e., same as introduced in the previous chapter (cf. Section 7.4). In order to properly evaluate the effect of the precisions that are chosen by the refinement-selection heuristic, we configure the analysis to interpret the precision globally, i.e., instead of a mapping from program locations to sets of precision elements, the discovered precision elements get used at all program locations. Note that this does not change the precision as seen by the refinement-selection heuristic, but only the precision that is given to the state-space exploration. For the same reason, we also restart the state-space exploration with the refined precision from the initial program location after each refinement. Otherwise, i.e., if we used lazy abstraction and re-explored only the necessary part of the state space, not only the new precision but also the amount of re-explored state space would differ depending on the selected refinement, which would have an undesired influence on the experiment.

As before, the predicate analysis uses SmtInterpol [40] as SMT solver and interpolation engine, and it is configured to use single-block encoding [24], because, as shown in the evaluation during the previous chapter, for larger blocks there is less chance for actual refinement selection. Furthermore, for the value analysis a concept similar ABE is not applicable, and in order to compare the effects of guided refinement selection for the value analysis with those for the predicate analysis it makes sense to limit the predicate analysis to SBE.

Throughout the evaluation in this chapter we again use the same experimental setup as before (cf. Section 3.5), except that we executed each verification run on two instead of four CPU cores in order to run more verification tasks in parallel which allows a more timely execution of the almost 150 000 verification runs in this evaluation.

Refinement-Selection Heuristics

We experiment with implementations of the procedure SelectRefinement in Algorithm 7 based on the heuristics from Section 8.3, specifically such that it returns the precision for (1) the shortest (Length-Min) or (2) longest (Length-Max) infeasible sliced prefix, the precision with the (3) narrowest (Width-Min) or (4) widest (Width-Max) precision, with the (5) the shallowest (Depth-Min) or (6) with the

\footnote{With MathSAT 5 we observed similar effects if guided refinement selection is used.}
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We also experiment with compositions of heuristics, where at first a primary heuristic is asked, and if this does not lead to a unique selection, a secondary heuristic is used as a tie breaker to select one of those refinements that are ranked best by the primary heuristic. We use the composition of lowest domain-type score (Score-Min) plus narrowest precision (Width-Min) as new composite heuristic named Score & Width, and narrowest precision (Width-Min) plus lowest domain-type score (Score-Min) as the new composite heuristic Width & Score. For comparison, we report the results of a heuristic that selects refinements randomly (Random), as well as for the case where no explicit refinement selection is performed (None), i.e., where the precision extraction is based on the complete, original infeasible error path and the choice of refinements is solely left to the interpolation engine.

In all heuristics for refinement selection, if necessary, we use the length of the infeasible sliced prefix as a final tie breaker, and select from equally ranked refinements the one with the longest infeasible sliced prefix.

8.4.2 Refinement Selection for the Predicate Analysis

We first evaluate the presented heuristics for refinement selection when applied to the predicate analysis.

In order to allow reproducibility of the evaluation, an example for a complete command line for performing guided refinement selection for the predicate analysis as well as the full results and raw data are available on our supplementary web page.

In Table 8.1 we list the number of verification tasks that the predicate analysis can solve for the refinement-selection heuristics mentioned above. Numbers printed in bold digits highlight the best configuration(s) for a category, and we print the categories BitVectorsReach, Floats, Loops, and Simple in light gray, because for the configuration used in this evaluation refinement selection hardly makes a difference in these categories.

In addition, we include the two meta heuristics Optimal and Oracle. The meta heuristic Optimal represents, for each category, the maximum of verification tasks that one of the actual heuristics can solve, i.e., assuming we would pick the refinement-selection heuristic performing best for a given category, then this amount of verification tasks could be solved. The meta heuristic Oracle denotes, for each category, the total of verification tasks that any of the actual heuristics can solve, i.e., assuming

---

3 We do not expect the precision with a high domain-type score to be actually useful, we report its results merely for comparison.
4 Experiments show no relevant difference between selecting by the shortest or the longest infeasible sliced prefix in case of a tie in the primary selection heuristic.
5 [http://www.sosy-lab.org/research/phd/loewe/#GuidedRefinementSelectionPa](http://www.sosy-lab.org/research/phd/loewe/#GuidedRefinementSelectionPa)
Table 8.1: Number of solved verification tasks for the predicate analysis with refinement selection using different heuristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BitVectorsReach</th>
<th>ControlFlow</th>
<th>DeviceDriversLinux64</th>
<th>ECA</th>
<th>Floats</th>
<th>Loops</th>
<th>ProductLines</th>
<th>Sequentialized</th>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1220</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>4238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1471</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1564</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1464</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1545</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1526</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1592</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1592</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1459</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score &amp; Width</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1563</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width &amp; Score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1463</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1526</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1525</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1592</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2732</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Guided Refinement Selection Matters

The most interesting fact we learn from this first evaluation is that the configuration which does not apply any explicit refinement-selection heuristic is never the best configuration for any category, including category Overall. And from Figure 8.1 one can see that the heuristics for refinement selection we presented indeed allow to guide towards different refinements that lead to significant differences in verification effectiveness. If refinements are favoured that lead to tracking information over
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Figure 8.1: Quantile plot comparing the CPU time of predicate analysis without and with refinement selection using different heuristics

program variables with a high domain-type score (Score-Max), then the analysis performs far worse in comparison to not using any explicit refinement-selection heuristic (None). In contrast, if refinements are chosen based on the refinement-selection heuristic Score-Min, then the analysis performs clearly better overall, and, as demonstrated by the graph of refinement-selection heuristic Oracle, given the best refinement-selection heuristic for a verification task is known beforehand, guided refinement selection has an impressive effect on the verification effectiveness of the analysis. This shows that the heuristics of the interpolation engine —with which we are stuck without diligent refinement selection— are not always well suited for software verification, and that a deviation away from the heuristics of interpolation engine often pays off.

According to our experiment this also holds true for a predicate analysis running in an ABE-l or ABE-If configuration, but the improvement of applying refinement selec-
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tion, e.g., using heuristic Score-Min, is limited to category DeviceDriversLinux64, while for all other categories no real improvements are noticeable.

Discussion

As Table 8.1 shows, none of the refinement-selection heuristics works best for all classes of verification tasks, but instead, in each category a different heuristic is the best. In the following, we would like to highlight and explain a few interesting results for some categories and refinement-selection heuristics. Note that the following discussion is based on the investigation of some samples of verification tasks, and on our understanding of the characteristics of the verification tasks in the SV-COMP categories, and we do not claim that our explanations are necessarily applicable to all verification tasks.

The verification tasks of the category DeviceDriversLinux64 contain many functions and loops, and aspects about the specification are encoded in global boolean program variables that are checked right before the target state. Hence, the heuristic Score-Min is effective because it successfully selects precisions with the “easy” and relevant boolean program variables. The heuristics Length-Max, Depth-Min, and Width-Max all happen to work well, too, because those relevant program variables are initialized at the beginning and read directly before the target state, meaning that the corresponding infeasible sliced prefix will be long, and resulting precisions containing them will be “shallow” and “wide“, as they start tracking information close to the program entry, and all the way to the target state. Their opposing heuristics tend to prefer precisions about less relevant local variables.

The verification tasks in category ECA often contain only a few relevant variables, and in the majority of verification tasks all variables have the same domain type, and thus the heuristics Score-Min and Score-Max cannot always perform a meaningful selection here, and it degenerates to a heuristic about the number of distinct variables in the precision, hence, it does not have a positive impact in the category ECA. After all, the refinement-selection heuristics Score-Min and Score-Max are only applicable to verification tasks that contain program variables having different domain types. Note that the verification tasks in category ECA do not contain program variables that have loop-counter characteristics either, which leads us to believe that the refinement-selection heuristic Width-Min is superior here exactly due to the initial intention of the heuristic, namely, finding refinements that are associated with narrow precisions, so that tracking additional information is only needed in a smaller part of the state space.

As already pointed out before, the verification tasks of category ProductLines expose only very little non-determinism, and therefore, it is beneficial to start tracking information already from the initial program location, instead of refining deep in the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BitVectorsReach</th>
<th>ControlFlow</th>
<th>DeviceDriversLinux64</th>
<th>ECA</th>
<th>Floats</th>
<th>Loops</th>
<th>ProductLines</th>
<th>Sequentialized</th>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>total</strong></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2120</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>4283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Length</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1646</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1764</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Width</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1661</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1746</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depth</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1724</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1665</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Score</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1764</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1665</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Score &amp; Width</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1741</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1665</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Random</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1687</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1661</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Optimal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1764</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1809</td>
<td>631</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3322</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.2: Number of solved verification tasks for the value analysis with refinement selection using different heuristics

Rather complex state space of these verification tasks. This explains why the heuristics Length-Min and Depth-Min work especially well here, because these heuristics always leads to refinements that add information occurring near the initial program location, driving the verification towards shallow bugs without descending deep into the state space.

Finally, the compositional heuristics for refinement selection that we suggest do not bring any improvements for the predicate analysis, as they basically perform the same as the respective basic heuristics.

8.4.3 Refinement Selection for the Value Analysis

We now compare the different refinement-selection heuristics if used together with the value analysis.

In order to allow reproducibility of the evaluation, an example for a complete command line for performing guided refinement selection for the value analysis as
well as the full results and raw data are available on our supplementary web page\footnote{http://www.sosy-lab.org/research/phd/loewe/#GuidedRefinementSelectionVa}.

The results are presented in Table\ref{tab:8.2} which is structured similarly to Table\ref{tab:8.1}

First off, while guided refinement selection is quite effective for the value analysis, the configuration without explicit refinement selection performs quite well for the value analysis, as opposed to the predicate analysis, where it was clearly under-performing. This can be explained by the fact that the interpolation engine for the value analysis is implemented in \texttt{CPAchecker} itself and is thus designed and tuned specifically for software verification (cf. Chapter\ref{chap:5}). In contrast, the predicate analysis uses an off-the-shelf SMT solver as interpolation engine, which is not designed specifically for software verification.

Similarly to the predicate analysis, none of the heuristics is the best for all classes of verification tasks. Again, the basic heuristic that works best over all verification tasks

![](Figure82.png)

Figure 8.2: Quantile plot comparing the CPU time of value analysis without and with refinement selection using different heuristics.
Refinement Selection for Composite Analyses

In Chapter 6 we discussed the potential of combining a value analysis and a predicate analysis to form a precise and efficient composite analysis based on CEGAR. There, the choice which domain is going to be refined is made statically, i.e., the supposedly cheaper value analysis is always preferred for a refinement.

For a given verification task this inflexible strategy may lead to an inefficient analysis, and we believe we can do better by bringing refinement selection to the next level, simply by making the decision whether to refine the value or the predicate analysis on-the-fly, right before a subsequent refinement. Figure 8.3 shows this via an example. For the given verification task, an analysis based on CEGAR, with an initially empty precision, will find the shown infeasible error path. The infeasibility of this path can be explained independently by both the valuations of the variables $int_i$ and $int_b$, respectively, as shown by the two example interpolant sequences. As already pointed out before, it is generally advisable to track information about variables of boolean character, like the variable $int_b$, rather than loop-counter variables, such as variable $int_i$, because the latter may
8 Guided Refinement Selection

```c
#include <assert.h>

extern int nondet();

extern int f(int x);

int main() {
  int b = nondet();
  i = 0;
  if (b != 0) {
    while (i < 1000) {
      f(i++);
    }
  }
  if (i != 0) {
    if (b == 0) {
      assert(0);
    }
  }
}
```

(a) example verification task  (b) error path  (c) bad sequence  (d) good sequence

Figure 8.3: From left to right, (a) an example verification task, (b) an infeasible error path, and a (c) “bad” interpolant sequence and a (d) “good” interpolant sequence for this infeasible error path, the latter being not applicable to the value analysis, because it only contains inequalities

have far more valuations, and tracking loop counters would usually lead to expensive loop unrollings.

The composite analysis introduced in Chapter 6 always tries first to refine the value analysis and uses refinements of the predicate analysis only if necessary. Because the value analysis cannot track the constraint \([b \neq 0]\), the given error path of the verification task can —by the value analysis— only be excluded by tracking the loop-counter variable \(\text{int } i\), which consequently would force unrolling the loop. If instead the predicate analysis could explicitly be chosen for refinement, then it could track the constraint \([b \neq 0]\) for ruling out this infeasible error path. However, note that the predicate analysis could also start tracking predicates over the loop-counter variable \(\text{int } i\) and unroll the loop. Whether this would happen again depends solely on the internal heuristics of the interpolation engine being used.

Thus, for the error path in this example, we would like the verifier to refine using the predicate analysis, and we would like the interpolation engine to return the interpolant sequence shown on the right, and avoid interpolant sequences such as the
8.5 Refinement Selection for Composite Analyses

Figure 8.4: Visualization of inter-analysis refinement selection for a composite analysis, here, consisting of a value analysis and a predicate analysis

Our evaluation in Chapter 6 already underlined the usefulness of combining different analyses, such as a value analysis and a predicate analysis, because different facts necessary to reason over a verification task can be handled by the analysis that can track a fact most efficiently. The refinement step is a natural place for choosing which of the analyses should track new information. Thus we extend the idea of refinement selection from an intra-analysis selection to an inter-analysis selection.

Mind that this approach is not specific to the value analysis and predicate analysis, but only requires two configurations of analyses that have support for CEGAR. Still, for the example depicted in Figure 8.4 we refer to a combination of a value analysis (VA) and a predicate analysis (PA). Our novel concept can be broken down into four distinct phases. The first phase is the standard exploration phase of CEGAR. The composite analysis performs the state-space exploration, constructing the abstract model using the initial, empty precision for all component analyses. In the figure, we refer to the precisions as $\pi^\text{VA}$ and $\pi^\text{PA}$ for the value analysis and the predicate analysis, respectively. If the outcome of the state-space exploration is either the verdict true or false then the analysis terminates. If the model contains an infeasible error path $\sigma$, then the model is inconclusive and, according to the CEGAR algorithm, a refinement is initiated.

With the refinement step, the second phase begins, which also marks the starting point of our novel approach for inter-analysis refinement selection. There, for all component analyses, we extract infeasible sliced prefixes stemming from the infeasible error path $\sigma$. Each program analysis provides its own strongest post-operator $\widehat{\text{SP}}$, with each having different expressive power, and therefore, the set of infeasible
sliced prefixes might differ among the component analyses. For example, with \( \tilde{SP}^{VA} \) we can extract sliced prefixes that are infeasible due to contradictions involving non-linear arithmetic, while with \( \tilde{SP}^{PA} \) we get sliced prefixes that are infeasible due to contradicting range predicates.

In the third phase, for each infeasible sliced prefix from the previous phase, a precision is computed by delegating to the default refinement routine \texttt{Refine} of the respective analysis. At the end of the third phase, the set \( \tau \) contains the available refinements (as pairs of infeasible sliced prefixes and precisions) for all of the component analyses.

In the fourth phase, one suitable precision \( \pi \) (in the example, either \( \pi^{VA} \) or \( \pi^{PA} \)) is selected from the set \( \tau \), which is added to the respective precision of the component analysis for state-space exploration, finishing one CEGAR iteration. A proper strategy for inter-analysis refinement selection can be crucial for the verification effectiveness of the composite analysis, because, for an arbitrary verification task, there is no analysis superior to all other analyses, but one analysis may be a good fit for one class of verification tasks, but less suitable for another class, while it can be the other way around for a second analysis. Suppose, for example, an infeasible error path that can only by excluded by tracking that a certain variable is within some interval. Refining the value analysis would mean to enumerate all possible values of this variable, whereas the predicate analysis could track this efficiently using inequality predicates. The evaluation we present in the following provides evidence that inter-analysis refinement selection can be superior to statically preferring the refinement of a specific analysis, which is an improvement over our previous approach introduced in Chapter 6.

8.6 Evaluation of Inter-Analysis Refinement Selection

We now evaluate the effects of applying refinement selection to a composite analysis. To this end we compare the following three different analyses: (1) a sole predicate analysis without refinement selection, (2) a composite analysis of a value analysis and a predicate analysis (both without refinement selection), where refinements are always tried first with the value analysis and the predicate analysis is refined only if the value analysis cannot eliminate an infeasible error path (cf. Chapter 6), and (3) our novel composite analysis of a value analysis and a predicate analysis as defined in Section 8.5 where refinement selection is used within each domain and also to decide which domain to prefer in a refinement step.
8.6 Evaluation of Inter-Analysis Refinement Selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BitVectorsReach</th>
<th>ControlFlow</th>
<th>DeviceDriversLinux64</th>
<th>ECA</th>
<th>Floats</th>
<th>Loops</th>
<th>ProductLines</th>
<th>Sequentialized</th>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2120</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>4283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1525</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-PA-Composition</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1561</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA-PA-Composition–RefSel</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1652</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2835</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.3: Number of solved verification tasks for the three different analyses

8.6.1 Configuration

We use the same experimental setup as in Section 8.4. For the configuration with inter-analysis refinement selection enabled, the predicate analysis is favoured for performing a refinement in those cases where the value analysis only has infeasible sliced prefixes available that reference loop-counter variables. In all other cases, the value analysis is favoured for performing a refinement.

In order to allow reproducibility of the evaluation, an example for a complete command line for performing inter-analysis refinement selection for the composite analysis as well as the full results and raw data are available on our supplementary web page.

8.6.2 Results

Table 8.3 shows the results for this comparison. Confirming the previous results from Chapter 6, a composition of value analysis and predicate analysis without refinement selection (row VA-PA-Composition) is already more effective than the predicate analysis alone (row PA). However, the composite approach also has a weak spot, as it fails more often in category Loops due to state-space explosion, whereas the predicate analysis alone succeeds. The third configuration (row VA-PA-Composition–RefSel) takes the idea of refinement selection to the next level. While in the former composite approach the value analysis is always refined first, and the predicate analysis only if the value analysis cannot eliminate an infeasible error path, our novel composite analysis uses inter-analysis refinement selection to decide whether a refinement for the value or for the predicate analysis is thought to be more effective. Consider, for example, the results in category Loops. In this category the plain predicate...
analysis (row PA) out-performs the naive composition of the value analysis and the predicate analysis (row VA-PA-Composition). If, however, we apply inter-analysis refinement selection to decide which analysis to refine for a given infeasible error path, as done by our novel approach (row VA-PA-Composition–RefSel), then this shows a higher verification effectiveness than the predicate analysis for verification tasks where reasoning about loops is essential, i.e., in category \textsc{Loops}, and it clearly out-performs the plain predicate analysis as well as the composition of the value analysis and the predicate analysis over all verification tasks.

8.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced the notion of guided refinement selection, a method that is able to guide the construction of an abstract model in a direction that is thought to be beneficial for the effectiveness and efficiency of the verification process. In a thorough evaluation incorporating several refinement-selection heuristics we underlined the great potential of refinement selection for the value analysis, for the predicate analysis, as well as for a composite analysis of a value and a predicate analysis for which we also introduced and validated the concept of inter-analysis refinement selection. This opens a fundamentally new view on verification of models with different characteristics. Instead of using portfolio checking, or trying several different abstract domains, we can, in one single tool, fully automatically self-configure the verifier, according to the property to be verified and the abstract domain that can best analyze the paths that are encountered during the analysis.

8.7.1 Lessons Learned

The most interesting insight from this chapter is that an analysis may become far more efficient if guided refinement selection is applied and not simply rely on the interpolants provided through the standard heuristics implemented in off-the-shelf interpolation engines, as apparently their internal heuristics are not always well suited for software verification. The heuristics we presented allow the extraction of custom interpolants, and the success of our heuristics underlines that guided refinement selection matters.

8.7.2 Challenge

While the results of the meta-heuristic \textit{Oracle} are highly encouraging, it also means that we are still missing a single heuristic for guided refinement selection that is superior in a wider range of verification tasks, e.g., over multiple categories of SV-COMP. More research is needed in this area, and therefore, it would be
interesting to investigate heuristics that, for example, use dynamic information from the analysis. There, instead of penalizing a loop-counter variable according to its domain type, one could delay the penalty until a certain threshold is reached on the number of values for this variable, similar to dynamic precision adjustment. Especially for the predicate analysis, it would be interesting to investigate heuristics that not only look at the domain type, but also how the variables are referenced in the precision, e.g., an equality predicate for a loop counter usually leads to unrollings of loops, while an inequality might avoid the unrolling of a loop. Similarly, for inter-analysis refinement selection more advanced selection strategies could be defined that always allow to systematically select the most appropriate domain for performing a subsequent refinement.

8.7.3 Proposition

Ideas and actual solutions to tackle the challenges mentioned above would be highly valuable, however, these are not regarded as being in the scope of this thesis. Instead, we accepted a different challenge and participated in SV-COMP’16, with a version of CPAchecker incorporating many concepts described throughout this thesis.
9 Contribution to SV-COMP’16

So far, we contributed at least one verifier to every edition of SV-COMP, and the plain value analysis (cf. Section 3) and the value analysis based on CEGAR and interpolation (cf. Section 4) helped the CPAchecker team to win numerous gold, silver and bronze medals in SV-COMP over the years. Furthermore, the composite analysis featuring the value analysis and the predicate analysis (cf. Section 6) won four silver medals in SV-COMP’13, one of which was awarded for its 2nd place in the overall ranking [11,83].

9.1 Configuration

For SV-COMP’16 we contributed the verifier CPA-RefSel [84], which is based on various ideas and concepts described in this thesis. Similar to our contribution to SV-COMP’13 it again features a composite analysis of the value analysis and the predicate analysis, but getting a major boost from applying intra- and inter-analysis refinement selection, as described in the previous chapter. In detail, both the value analysis and the predicate analysis perform guided refinement selection, and are configured to favor refinements with a low domain-type score, as this works particularly well for many verification tasks from SV-COMP’16. In order to make refinement selection to work best for the predicate analysis, we configured it to perform abstraction computations at loop heads or whenever control flow joins (cf. Section 7.6.3). Furthermore, we configured the component for inter-analysis refinement selection in such a way, that always the one domain is refined which has the lower domain type associated for a refinement.

Beyond incorporating refinement selection, we also added a few smaller optimizations to our verifier. For example, we augmented the predicate analysis with the concept of a scoped precision, in a similar fashion as introduced for the value analysis before (cf. Section 5.3). With this, predicates about a program variable are now not only added at program locations dictated by the interpolants, but at all program locations that are in the scope of the respective program variable, i.e., predicates about local variables are added to all program locations of the respective function, while predicates about global variables are added to all program locations of the verification task.
Furthermore, to accommodate the better performance of the plain value analysis over the value analysis with CEGAR and interpolation for verification tasks exposing a high level of determinism (cf. Section 5.4.4), we added a feature such that abstraction computations for the value analysis are only performed once the level of non-determinism reaches a certain, configurable threshold. Thus, the value analysis with CEGAR and interpolation behaves exactly like the plain value analysis for verification tasks that expose only very little non-determinism.

Together, all these concepts allow our verifier CPA-RefSel to be highly competitive for control-flow-heavy verification tasks that encode reachability problems, as witnessed by the good results CPA-RefSel obtained in SV-COMP'16, on which we detail and extend in the following section.

9.2 Results of SV-COMP’16 and beyond

As already shown in the previous chapter, especially the addition of both intra- and inter-analysis refinement selection allows for much improved results in the category DeviceDriversLinux64 (cf. Table 8.3). We claim this to be the prime reason why our verifier CPA-RefSel was so successful there, winning the gold medal by quite some margin and taking the crown from the verifier Blast, which has been tuned for this category over the last years and dominated there so far in SV-COMP.

In Figure 9.1 we present an overview of the correctly solved verification tasks from category DeviceDriversLinux64 for a selection of verifiers that participated in SV-COMP’16. For the plot, we used the data provided by the organizers of SV-COMP and we compare the results of our verifier CPA-RefSel to the verifiers UAutomizer, CPA-Seq, and SMACK+Corral which achieved the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place, respectively, in category Overall in SV-COMP’16. CPA-Seq also got the 2nd place in DeviceDriversLinux64. In this comparison our verifier CPA-RefSel comes out as clear winner, as it solves considerably more verification tasks correctly than any other verifier from SV-COMP’16.

Since SV-COMP’16, we further improved and tuned our approach on a purely technical level. For example, we further optimized the refinement-selection heuristics, as well as the strategy for enabling abstraction computations for the value analysis in presence of non-determinism, and the predicate analysis no longer runs in bit-precise mode as in SV-COMP’16. Other than for SV-COMP’16, all concepts are by now fully integrated into the trunk version of CPAChecker, and based on this implementation we performed a re-evaluation.

\footnote{The data is available from \url{http://sv-comp.sosy-lab.org/2016/results/results-verified/}}
For this re-evaluation, we once more replicated the same experimental setup as used in SV-COMP’16, again tasking BenchExec to enforce the same resource limitations as defined for SV-COMP’16. In Figure 9.1 we also show the results of running a configuration of CPAchecker similar to CPA-RefSel, which we refer to as CPA-RefSel-Plus, and which is built using the CPAchecker trunk revision 21270 from May the 15th, 2016.

In order to allow reproducibility of the evaluation, an example for a complete command line for running CPA-RefSel-Plus as well as the full results and raw data are available on our supplementary web page.

From the graph one can observe that CPA-RefSel-Plus solves even more verification tasks correctly than CPA-RefSel did in the identical evaluation environment of SV-COMP’16.

\[\text{http://www.sosy-lab.org/research/phd/loewe/#CpaRefSelPlus}\]
SV-COMP’16. There, CPA-RefSel solved 1660 verification tasks correctly, while the runner-up CPA-Seq solved only 1479 verification tasks correctly. CPA-RefSel-Plus is now able to solve 1774 out of the 2120 verification tasks from the category DeviceDriversLinux64 correctly. Mind that, when comparing the scores using the official scoring schema of SV-COMP’16, then CPA-RefSel-Plus obtains a score of 3138, which clearly beats the 2822 points of CPA-Seq, which was the best verifier after CPA-RefSel, the latter achieving a best of 3191 points.

The only other category for which our verifier and the contributions in this thesis are designed for is the category IntegersControlFlow, excluding the 98 verification tasks from the subset Recursive. This set contains 2233 verification tasks and represents the union over the complete categories ControlFlow, ECA, Loops, ProductLines, Sequentialized, and Simple as introduced above in this thesis (cf. Table 3.1).

---

4None of the contributions in this thesis are targeted at recursion.
9.2 Results of SV-COMP’16 and beyond

We compare the same verifiers over the same criteria as before, but add the verifier CPA-kIND which won the silver medal in category IntegersControlFlow in SV-COMP’16. From the overview in Figure 9.2 one can see that CPA-RefSel just out-performs CPA-kIND in terms of correctly solved verification tasks. The portfolio-like approach of CPA-Seq, which combines up to five different verification techniques, is best for this quite diverse set of different verification tasks which spans over six sub-categories. While our verifier CPA-RefSel-Plus represents a significant improvement over CPA-RefSel of SV-COMP’16, it is not able to close the gap to CPA-Seq.

However, we firmly believe that even better results are possible if, for an individual verification task, the most fitting heuristic for intra- and inter-analysis refinement selection could be applied (cf. Section 8.4), and with the availability of the implementation in the CPAchecker framework, it is easily doable to integrate and extend these approaches for the submission of the CPAchecker team to SV-COMP’17.
10 Summary and Future Research

In the final chapter we provide a summary of this thesis and we give a brief outlook on further research directions that build on the presented concepts and ideas.

10.1 Summary

In this thesis we presented several concepts that may help to pave the way such that automatic software verification becomes more relevant in practice. First, in Chapter 1 we established that there is actual demand for automatic software verification in practice, and we introduced the theoretical background needed for properly describing our approaches in Chapter 2.

In our first contribution, described in Chapter 3, we introduced the value analysis, i.e., an analysis that, other than the predominant symbolic analyses, tracks the concrete valuations of program variables in a verification task. This design decision allows a highly efficient successor computation, and, as our evaluation showed, this leads to an efficient overall analysis in many cases, also for verification tasks where symbolic approaches are less well suited. However, this value analysis also comes with the disadvantages of being prone to state-space explosion and being imprecise in the presence of non-determinism.

Mitigating the effects of state-space explosion for the value analysis was the subject of Chapter 4, where we proposed to extend the value analysis by the CEGAR technique. To this end we defined, designed and built from the ground up (1) the precision, (2) the feasibility check, and (3) the refinement procedure with a novel value-interpolation technique for the value domain, such that together with the state-space exploration algorithm of the value analysis the construction of a value analysis with CEGAR and interpolation became reality. The evaluation of the value analysis with CEGAR and interpolation revealed that our novel approach allows the successful verification of many verification tasks that the plain value analysis cannot solve, but also, that the plain value analysis is better suited for other verification tasks, and in total still solves more verification tasks than the value analysis with CEGAR and interpolation.

Consequently, in Chapter 5 we continued with several optimizations and we detailed how we tuned both the value-interpolation component as well as the overall refinement process of the value analysis. For the interpolation component we devised three
heuristics, namely (1) to perform interpolation only over the deepest infeasible suffix, (2) skip interpolation in cases subsequent candidate interpolants are equal, and (3) skip interpolation in cases subsequent candidate interpolants are equivalent, with the added bonus that all three heuristics are compatible with each other. Applying all three heuristics at once revealed that the number of interpolation queries are reduced to a third when compared to the case where none of the heuristics are used.

In order to optimize the overall refinement process, we chose to effectively disable lazy abstraction, by installing a scoped precision and restarting the state-space exploration after each refinement. As our evaluation showed, this allows for a far more efficient verification process, as the number of refinements needed for most verification tasks is greatly reduced.

Furthermore, the level of non-determinism of a verification task was identified as a valid indicator whether to better disable or enable CEGAR for the value analysis. Finally, we discussed the applicability of the refinement for the value domain to other domains as well, e.g., the octagon domain or symbolic execution, and how it facilitates regression verification.

The result of Chapter 5 marks a milestone in our work, as we then had a novel analysis available that supports CEGAR with interpolation, and so, from this point on, we were able to formulate any idea for CEGAR or interpolation for the value analysis, as well as for existing analyses based on CEGAR and interpolation, such as, e.g., a predicate analysis.

Accordingly, in the subsequent chapters, we focused on techniques that lead to advancements in both the value analysis and the predicate analysis, with the logical first step of combining the two analyses to obtain a precise and efficient composite analysis, that we described in Chapter 6. The goal of this composite analysis was—depending from the standpoint—to either make the value analysis more precise, or to make the predicate analysis more efficient for specific classes of verification tasks. We achieved this goal, as witnessed by our evaluation as well as by the positive results we obtained in SV-COMP’13, where this novel approach secured us the 2nd place in the overall ranking besides three more silver medals in other categories.

In Chapter 7, we continued with exploring techniques that may lead to advancements in analyses based on CEGAR, and we argued that an interpolation engine should be considered as black-box which not always is well suited for software verification. This is because it gets as input some interpolation query and returns interpolants according to its internal heuristics, which are usually not tuned specifically for software verification. Due to that, a software verifier does not have much control on which interpolants are returned, and so, it often happens that the returned interpolants are not well suited for the further verification process. To this end, we proposed the concept of infeasible sliced prefixes. With this concept, one is able to extract from a single infeasible error path a set of infeasible sliced prefixes, where
10.2 Future Research

Despite the fact that we regard this thesis as self-contained, we would like to point the reader to some possible directions for future research.

The plain value analysis (cf. Chapter 3) could benefit from mere technical improvements, like support for IEEE-754 floating-point arithmetic. Reasoning about pointers, arrays or data structures on the heap could be added by better interfacing to a CPA tracking concrete or symbolic memory graphs [53,85].

The technique we refer to value interpolation (cf. Chapter 4) was already applied successfully to the octagon domain and to symbolic execution, and it would be
interesting to evaluate its applicability to the aforementioned symbolic memory graphs. Combining these techniques would for example allow to abstract the exact shape of a linked list in a scenario where this information is not relevant, but in another case, the analysis could track the elements of the linked list up to a certain length such that an infeasible error path can be excluded. Also, adding the value interpolation and CEGAR as devised in this thesis to an analysis based on binary decision diagrams \cite{32,36} would be worth investigating.

The composite analysis presented in this thesis had great success (cf. Chapter \ref{chap:results}), mainly because it combines two fundamentally different verification approaches. With CPAchecker, it is easy to mix and match various verification approaches, and novel combinations of existing or new CPAs sure would yield benefits for special use cases. Furthermore, new insights here may also have an impact on (inter-analysis) refinement selection (cf. Chapters \ref{chap:refinement_selection}), i.e., where inter-analysis refinement selection has to decide which analysis is better to be refined. In that regard, it would also be possible to evaluate inter-analysis refinement selection with more than just two different CPAs. However, before investigating that, better heuristics for intra- and inter-analysis refinement selection would be needed. For example, so far, we only investigated which program variables are referenced by different refinements, but for the predicate analysis, one could also differentiate refinements based on whether more equality predicates or more inequality predicates are being referenced. The former are generally considered less suitable, because they may lead to loop unrollings. Symbolic execution is being used in many fields, especially for testing, and refinement selection helped to boost the performance of the analysis for symbolic execution in CPAchecker significantly \cite{25}. Hence, it would be interesting if the successful combination of symbolic execution and refinement selection has an impact on more applications of symbolic execution. Additionally, refinement selection and infeasible sliced prefixes could be used for finding and generating invariants, and make them available to other analyses \cite{17}. Furthermore, being able to extract more infeasible sliced prefixes while also applying ABE would perhaps allow guided refinement selection to work even better for the predicate analysis. Finally, we firmly believe that guided refinement selection could be even more successful if it could make use of domain knowledge, e.g., knowing before starting the verification process which program variables are likely to be needed for reasoning over a given verification task. We are proud that the value analysis with CEGAR and the composite analysis of the value analysis and the predicate analysis are actively used by practitioners and researchers as part of the Linux Driver Verification program\footnote{http://linuxtesting.org/ldv}, but having more industrial partners would allow us to obtain more insights and tune the concepts and ideas, as well as the whole analyses themselves, in order to enable automatic software verification in practice.
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